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Pffeface

  IEhis is a coherent aitd comprehensive study of the phonological system of

Wtmebago wimin a unified theoretical framework which draws together

recent remarkable developments in the theory of phonology: the Levee-

Ordered Theory of Lextcal Phonology, the [EEheory of Constraints and Repair

Strategies, Underspecification Theory, and Metricag Stress '] heory. Its scope is

limited mainly to the phonology of a single ianguage, Wtmebage, but I will

present an overal1 phonological system of this language and a detailed analysis

of segi nental and morphological processes, syllable structvgre, memical

structure, pitch-accent phenon tena, and their interaction in the Lexicon. A

certain diachronic change of the system wil1 alsobe elucidated. I hope that it

will be of particular interest for readers to see how individual processes

interact aitd converge in a singie unified system and, conversely, how it works

well to account for a 1arge body of phenoi r}ena in Wtmebago phonology which

would otherwise appear to be complex, unpatterrked, ar¥)d even asrbitrary.

   A number of people have contribvgted to ffny generai asitgwistic research and

substantiag ai Eajyses within the present dissertation, and I am deeply grateful

to them a[l for the guldance and support they have given to me.

   I have leamed a let from Prof. Shosuke ]EEaraguchi, i r}y thesis advisor, who

gvgided me to the world of phonology and phonological theory when I was aR

undergraduate student. He not only has taught gne a typological method
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to give a deep insight into language, net just a language, but also has given me

lots of opporttmties for publishing my works. On the other hand, Prof.

Minoru Nakau has taught me about the other side of a cein in general

1inguistic methodogogy: the deep affection for a particular lai kguage and

especialty, the tmportance of a coherent attitude to investigate into an

adequate model for capturirkg the correspondence between meaning artd

¥(sound¥) form in a language.

  Although this study is concemed wtth the phonelogical system of a

particular ianguage, it also discusses the relation between Wfinnebago

gramar and Universal Gramar within the principles-and-parameters

framework. 'Thus, there is no doubt that the spirits lhave leamed fromthese

two professors uy}derlie the whole part of this study. lhey h3ve also tavgght

me how to present valid, compelSing, aitd convincing arguments in scientific

researche

   I also owe much to the other comrnittee members. I have learned the

method of histortcal lingtustics from Prof. Yasuaki Fa-EJeiwara ag}d have realized

agreat interest in the diachronic development ofaianguage. in fact, the

methodology I have leamed from im has much to do wtth my treatment of

the historical change of Wtmebago phonelogy. Prof. Ykxkio }{irose has taught

me about logical 1ingrgistic tumg and has exercised a great infiuEence en my

argumentation and style in English. }{is iecture on English gramwiafir was

always excitiykg and insightful. I am also gratetu to Prof. Chikaitwt Hayashi

for his valuable review of the present study.
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  Mereover, I am aiso deeply indebted to Hamo Kubozono and Koichi

Tateishi for having given me an opportunity to write a review articie on Hayes

¥(1995¥) for Engltsh Lingutstics 14, the Joumal of the English Linga-xistic Society

ofJapan, when the basic idea of this dissertation substantiagity occcgrred to me.

Cffhey were exceitent editors, giving me valuabie comn kents and suggestions on

my paper, which was written in October, 1996 auad then pxgblished as Taitaka

¥(1997b¥). [Ehgs basic idea was gargely extended and elaborated by my taik

entitled 'VSyllable and Foot Structuires in Winnebago,"' which was delivered at

the workshep on the i4th National Conference of the English Linguistic

Society of japait heid on November 16, 1996, at Kwafi ksei Gakt]in University.

In that sense, I express my heartfegt gratitude to Takeru Horm ta, the erganizer

of the workshop, for having let me panicipate in it as a lecturer. What I wrote

in the review articie or taiked at the workshop was somewhat revised and

incomporated into the substantial part of chapter 3.

   Special thanks go to Ayako Uchida, my ceMeague of the Faculty of

Language and Culture at Nagoya University, who spared ne effert to

photocopy Susman (1943) at Columbia University durfiitg her stay in New

Yerk. Her help greatly er}hanced the relia]¥)ility of rx}y central cflams which, no

doubt, bvtigd on the aburkdant original data sources of Stksn}an (1943).

   Last but not least, I wtsh to express n ky deepest iifxdebtedness to Nonko

Yamane, my wtfe and joint researcher, for her constant encowgragement and

assistax¥)ce. Had it not been for her support, I would not have cornpleted this

work which took me so much delicacy and patieRce but had always beer}

exciting dvutr}g the process of writing for the last two years.



Data SoeJences and AbbffeviatiofifRs

  This work deals with theoretical and phitological issues of the phonology of

aparticular language. In general, wtth respect to data sources agkd analyses,

Bruce Hayes remarks in his recent sizable book that "it was precisegy by

moving beyond theory-centered writmgs to the original sources thatthe data

ceuld be found to support a shamp]y different analysis"' (Hayes (1995: 4)). This

may be because theorists may naturally have a tendency to focus on the data

most relevantto their own analyses and not on others. I beiteve that the

theory I wtpt develop here can be said to be free from such a danger in that the

data I will use are based on a wtde array of facts taken mamly from original

sources of reMable descriptive works (as weM as those of theoretical writings).

  Although the Wiirmebago ndbe forms a reiatively larger group as native

Americans (hatmg the population of about 12,OOO), its 1anguage itseif is ene of

those that have been endangered to a great extent arkd whose native speakers

have ]nostlybeen assimilated to speaking EngMsh. It is said that at present,

there are many Enghsh-speakng mono]inguats, only a few bimgual speakers,

and still fewergentme monolinguaiWtmebago speakers. For this reason,

there are very limited sources that are available in the research history of the

Wirmebago 1anguage. As for the present research, our discvgssion relies on the

fo"owtng two types of data sources: original sovgrces taken from Susman

 (1943), Liplpt Ed (1945), }Iale (1980), Hale and White Eagie (1980), White Eagle
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¥(1982¥), and a series of Miner's ¥(1979, 1981, 1989, 1993¥) works or those

constructed by soirne trivial grag} tmatical rules of Wi] mebago; ai}d other

subsidiary sources which in turn are based on any of the original ones given

above and are utilized to develop theoretical analyses, svtch as Halle and

Vergnaud (1987), Steriade (1990), Halle and Idsardi (1995), Hayes (1995),

Alderete (1995), Heiberg (1995), aitd so on. Iespecially owe a garge debt to

Miner's original sources fu" of live data, which I believe are totagly reliabEe and

insightful. My theoretical study would not be possible wtthout a series of his

works, for which I wouid like to show my deepest respect.

  As for dialectal variation, I wi" refer to Wisconsin Wirmebago simply as

Winnebago thiroughout this dissertation, since almost all of the above works

with eriginal sources are based on this diaiect but Lipkind (1945). Hence, I will

only mention lipkind (1945), which describes the grarnmar of Nebraskan

Wtmebago,- or invoke the data therein when the difference between the two

dialects does not matter (or the Nebraskan dialect is relevant). As for

historical variation, on the other hand, Susman (1943) Might appear to be

somewhat old as data sources, though she is concerned wtth the description of

the Wisconsin dialect. However, careful comparison of Srgsinan's and Miner"s

werks certainly aMows vts to co]f}cgvgde that the difference between the ttmes

dees not matter at al1 in constructing a sygkchronic grammar of PreseRt-Day

Wirmebago. Hence, I will treat the data from their strgdies as reffecting the

same gramar of Wtmebago.

   FinaMy, for clarity and credit, I will consistently n take cleair any data

 sources for each of the examples: in what foilows, I wiig use some abbreviated

 notations for oft-cited works in the way represented below, in ordeif to
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indicate data sources in a simple and explicit fashion or for other purposes.

But note that 1¥) I wtll not abbreviate but spell out the relevant werks when

they are taken up as discussion sources in the text ¥(I will use abbreviated

notations oniy for data sources of the examples given¥); 2¥) when an example

¥(datum¥) is found in more than one work ¥(source¥), I wien mainky mairk the

original work(s) in abbreviated form; aitd 3) there are some examples not

marked by any abbreviation, which are either constructed by some trivial

grammatical rules or mentioned and abbreviated elsewhere before. The

foenowing is the list of abbreviations I wma use throughout the present research:

[list of Abbreviations]

   Aaderete (1995): A95

   Hale (1985): H85

  *Hale and White Eagie (198e): H]WE80

   Halle (1990): H90

   ffagEe and Idsardi (1995): HI95

   Halle and Vergnaud (1987): HV87

   Hayes(1995): H95

   Heiberg (1995): ffg95

Lipkind (1945): L45

*Miner(1979): M79

*Miner(1981): M81

*Miner(1989); M89

*M]iner(1993): M93

 Steriade (1990): S9e

*Susman (1943): S43

*wwte Eagle (1982): WE82

The sources with an asterisk appear Kitost frequently, because they describe

the Wisconsin dialect by using a vast variety of original data. Conversely,

those without an asterisk are theoretical studies (except for Lipkind"s), which

are cited less frequently.
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Chapteff N

gntrodakctfioit: Why Winrmebago?

1.a. The Statggs agRd Histery in Gesf}eagogy affkd GegEewative

     Phenogogy

  Throughout the history of accentual phonology, there have been ahnge

number of descriptive and theoretical studies on the gocation of stress accent

and/or pitch accent, most of which ended up deaiing wtth the issue as

language-particular phenomena vindi a turtmg point came up in the gate

1970s: the advent of Metrical Stress Cpt teory.i The development of Metricag

Stress 'EEheory in the 198es, which was in tandem with the orientation of

Universal Gramar in the ptmciples-and-parameters approach to symtax, has

made it possible to work out the typoiogical entemprise of accounting for

¥(stress or pitch¥) accent cross-Mnga tistica]ly and also of deducing its location of

a singie langnage from Universal Grai nmar. The underlpmg hypothesis is that

such a theory can both account for the stress systems of the worid's 1ar}guages

and for the ease wtth which children acqntre cen gplex stress syste ms simply by

setting parameters one by one. Naturally, the scope of the theory has then

gone beyond rifblajor Euro-American ianguages to thsse Asiag}, African, and

Arr¥)etmdian languages whose accentual facts rematn te be characterized in a

tmiferm and explicit way.

   Wtmebago was not the exception te such an analysis in the typoiogtcai egnd

pairametric enterprise, and has often been taken up as evidence for metucal

stsctcture since Hale ag kd White Eagle's (198e) mitiative work in an earlier
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metrical framework, although there were eminent descriptive or pre-

generative studies before, such as Susman (1943), Lipkind (1945), Welff

¥(1950a-c, 1951¥), Matthews ¥(1958¥), and Miner ¥(1979¥). It is known as a

polysynthetic or incorporating language, now spoken in central Wisconsin and

eastern Nebraska, whose syntax is characteristic of some /tmerindian

languages. Together wtth Chiwere, which is represented by three dialects of

Iowa, Oto, and Missovgri, it fori ns the Winnebago-Chiwere branch of

Mississippi Valley Siouan, which aaso includes Dakota and ]¥)hegiha. In order

to make expMcit the geneagogical status of Wtmebago, it will be hegpful to refer

to the genetic classification in (1), talken from Shaw (1976), which is based on

the findings mainly by Voegelin (1941) and by other Siouanists such as Wolff

¥(1950a-c, 1951¥), Haas ¥(1968¥), Matthews ¥(1970¥), and so oit, and shows the

acknowledged composition of the SioiJgan family of the Macro-Siouan phylxgm:

¥(1¥) Siouan Family

                              Siouan

 Missouri River

Crow Hidatsa

Mandan Mississippi Valley

Dakota Wirmebago-Chiwere Dhegiha

Ohio Valley Catawba

Ofo Biloxi Tutelo

Teton Santee Yankton Winnebago Chiwere Omaha-Ponca Kansa Osage Quapa

         Assiiliboine Stoney Iowa Oto Missouri

ixt spite of these genealogical results in comparative lingR-xistics, the overall

phonological compenent of a synchronic grammar of Winnebago is sma

obsckscre, partly because pre-generative work was mostly devoted te
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describing its phonological processes diachronicaily by comparing them wtth

those of other closer relatives, artd partly because the primairy focus in

Metrical Stress Theory has naturally been 1aid on the verification of its rnetricag

steructure ar¥)d not of its syllable strtxcture and/or segmental processes.

  in particular, even earMer metrical or optimality-theoretic treatments that

appeared to be convincing proved to be rather controversial, because there are

essential issues in Wirmebago graxnmar which stiN rei g¥)aixe uitresolved and

unexpaored, such as the ones given in (2a-c):2

¥(2¥) a. How'is the entire phonological system of this language to be

     characterized wtth respect to the Lexicon?

   b. Why is it that Dorsey's Law is required to apply at aR? What syllabie

     structure does Wianebago have?

   c. How is the ordering paradoxbetween accent assigwnent ar}d Dorsey"s

     fiLaw to be accounted fer? What metncal struactixre does Wirmebago

     have?

First, Haile and Vergnaud (1987), foNowtng the restructcgring analysis by ffaie

and White Eagle (1980), proposed the Domino Condition to resogve the

problem in (2c) agr}d at the same time adduced supporting evidence for metricag

structkiare ¥(according to the Doi nino Condition, the applicabfi]ity of

restructtmg depends solely on the relatwe position ef vowels copied by

Dorsey"s I.aw to metrical constituents¥). However, t] kis seemixEggy-vaflid

solution to (2c) proves to be ineffective as M]tner (1981) and Mix}er (1989)

showed that there were many types of examples whose accent could not be

accownted fer by Haae and White Eagle"s (1980) and Halle aitd Veifgnaud's

¥(1987¥) anatyses.3 Fwthermere, the other two qi-gestions itn ¥(2¥) were igi kored

and thus remained wnanswered in the two restructuring arEakyses ¥(but we
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must make aanowance for these difficulties itow, taking their pieneering

contribution in the metrical framework into consideration¥) .

  Second, tuming to the tone-shift analysis in Hayes"s (1995) biplEmar

approach, which was an updated and elaborated version of Miner's ¥(1979,

1989¥) accent-shift analysis, we must say that these two analyses were

virtually eitcompassing in empirical respects, based on the historical change of

Wimebago accent, and agso provided a seemingly-elegaRt aitswer to question

¥(2c¥). Unfortunately, however, theybeth could not gtve any pimcipled

account of questions (2a, b).4 Miner"s (1979, 1989) coRtribution was indeed

remarkable in that he first presented several arguments for Dorsey's taw as a

synchronic rule by showing its interaction with other synchronic processes,

but his resolution of problem (2a) was stma incomplete for two reasons: he did

not show an overapt picture of the phenological cornponent in Wimnebago, and

his approach itseif was nothtr¥)g but dgachfonic and retected restrwgctrgring.5

Hewever, we claim that in ap ky synchronic analysis that atteg¥) gpts to predict

modern accent directly, accent assignment and accent shift shougd be repgaced

by a singge, qulte different accent twe (cf. Hayes (1995: 356)). Miner"s (1993)

more recent work indeed made some peim abevgt syllable structure, bajat his

                                                      'arguments were eniy panial arkd thus did not answer question (2b). On the

                         '
other hai kd, Iiayes (1995) was net cencerned with the isskies in (2a, b), and

even his tene-shift account of (2c) proves to be untenable en conceptual

grounds (section 3.2.3.3 aasd aEsoTanaka (1997b)).

   'lhird, based on the recent development in Optimality ']]heory, Aaderete

¥(1995¥) proposed a constratnt-ranking analysis and attempted to gtve ingenious

accourkts of preblems (2b, c) by utfflizing established constratnts and newly-

devised ones. However, there occurred a wide anay of empirical preblems
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wtth h:ls assumption concerning both syMable structure and ] netrical structure,

because actuai syMables and accent positions ebserved in this langvgage tugrned

out to be not characterized by his analysis. in addition, as conceptual

problems, his proposed ranking of constratnts in Winnebago grammar was not

adoptable as it stands, because there occurred several cases of ranking

paradox and the ranking proposed for this laif¥)guage would vary according to

the words concerned (section 3.2.3.2). Thus, we must say that his answers to

¥(2b, c¥) were not vaMd. Moreover, he was not concerr}ed with the issue in ¥(2a¥)

for the apparent reason that if he took into account alft other segmental

processes than Dorsey's Law in the Lexicon, the ranking would naturally be

much more complex . Of course, we must admit that it was Alderete himsegf

who first noted the importaitce of qvtestions (2b, c), and took 1arge steps

toward offering an optimality-theoretic account for them in a systematic and

uniform way. Heiberg (1995) also presented a constratnt-raitking amalysis

within the framework of Optimality 'I heory, and nied to soive the problem in

¥(2c¥). But his account was not adoptable for much the same reasons as

Nderete's analysis.

   hn short, there has been no systematic and cemprehensive study in the

literature on the whole phonologtcal system of Wtmebago that offers plausibie

answers to the problems in (2a-c). As wigE be known in later chapters, the

mysteries of the Lexicon orgamtion, the apndcation of Dorsey's Law, amgd the

ordering paradox are the most essential to Winnebago grammar, because we

can never sebee them witheut shedding much light on segmentag and

momphoiogical processes, syMabie strtActure, metrical strticture, and their

cemplex interaction. Needless to say, this task is equivalent substantiality to

the elucidation of the phonological system of Wimebago as a whole.
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  Giventhe points at issue in the previous section ¥(i.e. the inystertes posed in

¥(2a--c¥) and the need for explicit and coherent solutions to the difficulties¥), the

chief goal of the present dissertation can be stated simply as elucidating the

overan phonological system of Winnebago and presenting a systematic and

comprehensive analysis of a variety of phonological processes withn the

grairitmar. Its scope will be basically limited to Winnebago as an obiect

language, but Chiwere, one of its close relatives in (1), wtll alse be referred to

in the course of discussion, since we Wift aim at shedding some light on the

historicai origin of the Present-Day Winnebago gramnmar on the basis of the

diachronic changes of its phonological processes. Japaif}ese wma also be

invoked in sectioit 3.2.5 to focus on its sumprising similarity in metrical

structure to Winnebago, though they hardly have any typological kinship.

  To achieve these goals, I wtll adduce fupm evidence in favor of the foNowing

specific ciaims in the phonelogy of Wtmebago, spacing the remaining three

chapters:

¥(3¥) a. Wii mebago has a ievei-ordered organization of lextcal ar}d postlextcag

      phonoiogy, as in figures 1 and 2 on the next pages; tn other words, the

      entire system maustrated below shows the phonological component of a

      synchronic grai ¥(m tar of Wtmebago, where another compoRent in the

      grammar, morpho-syntax, is also given in fignire 1. The interaction

      between constraints agkd repair strategies are aiso regevant to the

      gramn tar, as a consequence of Universai Grammar, which is shown in

      figure 2. It wma be known that this simple model is in fact necessary to

      account for such surprisingly complex and interactgve phenomena as

      observed in Wirmebago phonoiogy: sections 2.1-2.6
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FigUre 1: ptrie Level-Ordered Organization of the Lexical and Postlexical Phonology of Winnebago

          with Special Reference to Morphology

                                LEXICON
                           UNDERLYING REPRESENTArff7IONS (IEXICAL ENITRY)
                                                  w

PHONOLOGICAL COMPONENT MORPHO-SYNTAenC COMPONENT
sCgs¥(oupagyeclihe1

 ela Ablaut

Final-Consonant Extrametricality

Reduplication ( Ccrpying &Template Matctimg)

Non-Initial Stem Shortening

Moraification

Syllabification

Metrification

Initial--Foot ]Extrametricality

End Rule

Glide Fortition

Dorsey's Law (* V--inserticm & I.eftwardSpieading)

Non- clicLevel

Intervocalic h-Deletion

Syllable Merger

Nasalization

Glide Formation & Compensatory Lengthening

Preconsonantal h-Deletion

*Clash Deletion & *Clash Movement

POS"]i7I2EilXICAL IEVEL

tion vl
intmSIve SChwa (*V-jhsertion &Lettward Spreading)

*Non-Adjacent Clash Movement

o' to vl
Tone Association

Ca !cellation of Extrametricality

Default & RedunctaRov Rules (I.r']rcfi ge & Sctwa)

Stray Neutralization

Stray Adjunction

Uni-Domairi Level

Morphological Rules (Morpheme Order)

Affixation

Multi-Domain Level

Morpho-Syntactic Rules (Word Order)

Juxtaposition & Separate Arrangement

SURFACE REPRESENTATIeNS (INPUTS TO PHOrmC IM]?[EMEN rATION)
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FigUre 2; 1[he Level-Ordered Organization of the Lexical and Postlexical Phonology of Winnebago

          with Special Reference to Universal Grammar (Astertsked rules are repair strategies)

        PHONOLOGICAL COMPONENT UNWERSAL GRAMMAR
LEXICALIEVEL coNs"ptRAnvs

clicvl clicvl
e/aAblaut

Final-ConsonantExtrametricality

Reduplication(CQpying&TemplateMatching)

Non-InitialStemShortening

Moraification

Syllabification

Metrification

Initial-FootExtrameuicality

EndRule

GlideFortition

StructurePreservation

StrtctCycleConstraint

StrtctLayerHypothesis&Parameters

DispersionPrinciples&Parameters

MinimalityCondition&Parameters

ExtrametricalityCondition&Parameters

Non-Initiality

MaximalityCondition

Dorsey'sLaw(*V-]hsertien&]LeftwardSpreading)

Non-Ccliclevel Non-CclicLevel

ClashAvoidancePrinciple&Parametersintervocalich-Deletion

SyllableMerger

Nasalization

GlideFormation&CompensatroryI.engthening

Preconsonantalh-Deletion

*ClashDeletion&*ClashMovement

POSTgEXXCA]LesIVEL

tionalLevel tionalLevel

intmsiveSCtwa(*V-Ebwten&I.ettwardSpreading)

*Non-AdjacentClashMovement

CodaCondition

ClashAvoidancePrinciple

O･tovl
REPAIRSTRAIrlEEGIESToneAssociation

CancellationofExtrametricality

Default&RedunclancyRules(L-TcE£&SCIMra)

StrayNeutralization

StrayAdjunction

Insenion

Reconstruction

Deletion

Movement
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b. With respect to the lexical level in Wigmebago, cyclic rules are either

   strrgcture--building (feature-fmaing) or strvgcture-changing (feature-

   chay}ging¥), aji of which are subiect to Structure Preservation and the

   Strict Cycle Constraint, whereas all non-cyclic rules are strugcture-

   changing (feature-chai gging) and tmuite from the effects of the two

   constraints. As for the postgexical levei, on the other hand, it is

   composed of two levels: abiock of optionai rules and a block of

   obiigatory ones. sections 2.3, 2.6.5, 2.6.6, etc.

 c. Dorsey"s Law is characterized as a repair strategy (insertion) with vowel

  harmeny, which is induced by a violation of the syMable stvacture

  licensed in Wtmebago. I wigg especially propose the General Sonority

   Hierarchy and adopt Clements's (1990, 1992) Dispersion Principle,

  which together make it possible to account for Wtmebago phonotactics

  and fer the application of Dorsey"s Law. sectioit 3.1

d. The apparent paradox of accent assigwnent and Dorsey"s Law is givena

   ptmcipled account by the judiciovgs use ef extrametricaMty anCE the

   application of a repair strategy (reconstruction) triggered by 3 viogation

   of the Strict tayer Hypothesis or Structure Preservation.

                                                    section 3.2.4

e. The opacity at both edges ef a word is a sutace mardifestation of the

   effect of extrametncaIity and neutralizatien. I wiAl clatlm that the former

   rde applies to the initiai foot ar}d the final consog kant opt] the cycMc

   lexical gevel, and the latter to word-final stray (i.e. unsyptabified)

   censonants on the postlextcag levei.

                                      SeCtiOitS 2e6eXp 2e6e2p 3e2e4y etCe

f. Wimebago is a mora-cownting, syMable-accenimg ganguage gike
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    Standard Japanese. The difference is that it is also a quantity-sensitive

    ganguage whose accent is divided imo primary and subsidiary ones,

    like English. More sytrprisingly, it is shewn that the accent distribtxtions

    of Winnebago and japag kese form a mirror ii nage.

                                           sectiOns 3.2e3e1 ar}d 3e2e5

  g. The notion of foot weight is crucial for accorgnting for the overall accent

    pesitiens. I wtK also dexnonstrate that foot weight consists of foot

     qrgar}tity as itd foot promiitence, jvast as syMable weight of sypaable

     qaJgar}tity and syMable prominence. This ir}otion determfif¥)es the

     appitcability of movement and deletion as repair strategies in vielation

     of the Clash Avoidance Principle. section 3.2.4.1

   h. Diachronic changes are characterized as a transition of synchronic

     grammars from Proto`Winnebago (Winnebago--Chiwere in (1)) through

     Early Wtmebago to Present-Day Winnebago. In addition, I wten

     demonstrate that in light of Lextcal Phonology, the present form ef

     Dorsey's Law has developed diachronically from intrusive schwa as a

     'residual xgpward change' in the Lextcen: as a directiowaljty of

     diachronic change, the status of DorseyVs taw is seen as proceeding

     upward from the postlexical to the lextcal levegs in the history of

     Wing¥)ebago. The reason that this rutle had applied only in word-mitiag

     position before is aaso gtvena principled accouat im terms of the syptable

     structure of Early Wimebago. sections 3.1.3.2.5 and 3.1.4

Neither of these claims bo (3a-h) are fouad in the earfier lkerature. They wiil

not oniy be major results of the present study but also leave several

consequences in the gramar of Wtmebago or in phonogogical theory.

Particularly, note in figure 1 that there are four phonological leveis, two lextcag
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and two postiexical, in the phonoiogicai component of this language. The

details of the Wiimebago Lextcon has rematned unexplored so far, as stated

above. Mereover, Dorsey's Law, which has not been found in any other

languages and thus whose application has been considered to be a long-

standing mystery, is excluded from the list of idiosyitcratic lextcal rules and

givena status of repair strategies. The dispute over the ordering paradox of

accent assigrment ar}d Dorsey's Law also comes to are end within the

framework of constraints and repair strategies. These three contributions

above are directly related to the questions posed in (2).

  The discussion of the re]rnaming chapters is organized in the followtng

order. First, chapter 2 is concerited wtth macroscopical aspects of the

grammar: based on various kinds of data, I wil1 argue for the organizatien ef

the Lexicon and investigate rnanly into the essential isscges iR (3a, b). More

specifically, I wNl introduce fuitdamental coitcepts in ]Lextcal Phoftology by

invoking various relevant forms, and make clear the exact reasons why the

theory is crvkcial for Wtmebago phonology ¥(i.e. the entire picture of the

Lextcon given above¥) and for phonology in general. rffhis task wiEt be a garge

step toward answering the questioit in (2a).

  Second, more microscepical aspects of the laitguage will be examiited in

chapter 3; namely, I wil1 addugce several pieces of evidence for syMable and foot

structures in Wtmebago, or fer the claims in (3c-h) above. I wiSe then show

that the claii) ts themsekwes are plausible answers to the qtaestioits in (2b, c).

  Thix"d, the final chapter wiR recapituAate several theoretical implicatiofims that

my specific clams aitd proposais gtve to the current trexkds of pheitological

theory whenI enter into the fundamental problems in (2a-c). I wipm conclude

that the most essential in characterizing Wtmebago gramar are the fo"owing
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three phases: the Lexicon, Dorsey's ]Law, and the ordering paradox. These

three wtll prove to be significant issues in both theoreticai and eex>pirical

respects.
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Notes to Chapter X

  i The term of Metricai Stress Theory, which characterizes the field and also

serves as the main title of Hayes (1995), is akernatively and mere frequently

used as simply Metrical Theory. The latter term might encompass the obiects

of the field in a more rigorous way ¥(or otherwise would be caened Metrical

Accent Theory), because the field in generat and the anagysis by Hayes (1995)

coverpitch accent as well as stress accent. The same holds truge for Halee and

Vergnaud's (1987) An Essay Qn Stress, another dominant work in the field.

The tendency not to use "accent" bvat "stress" can be ascribed to the fact that

the theory was initiated and developed principalEy on the basis of the analysis

of stress-accent languages with a special ernphasis on English. imd yet the

convention of referring to both types of accents as "Vstress'V constitutes a

dramatic contrast with Haraguchi"s (1991) A theory of Stt'ess and Accent,

which stith Might just as well be caRed A Ctheory of Stress escceit0 and Pitch

Accent, if we foMow McCawley's (1968) defmition.

  Thronghout this dissertation, I wigl basicalky foptow the geiterai convention

in referrir}g to both stress accent ar}Ck pitch accent as simpEy stress, unless a

strict definition is needed to characterize Winnebago or any pardcular

language. Fer the defmition ef stress in general, see section 3.2.2.1.

   2 For specific examples and other details concerning (2a-c), see sections

2el-2.6, 3.1, and 3.2 in the given order. Here I only ]nention what has beeit at

issue and what has been ignored throughout the history of Memical Stress

'ifheogry.

   3 See also Tanaka (1991:153-154) ai ed Hayes (1995: 354-355) for other

empirical and cenceptual problems with Halle and Vergnaud"s accokznt.

   `We should not miss HayesVspoint here, of course: hgs theory did net atm
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at probing deeply into the phonology of a panicugar language, but elucidating

the cross-1inguistic metrical structure insightfully on the basis of his research

of over 15e languages.

  5 Needless to say, diachronic approaches per se are valvtabge and

indispensable in general lmgtustic theory. I an tjust claiMing here that if we

fonow the basic tenet of a prtnciples-and-parameters approach in the

generative paradigm, which is roughly sketched at the begimng of this

chapter, the phonology of a particular grammar should naturally be

characterized syr}chronicaMy. CEEhis idea is one of the basic assumptions of the

present dissertation. In fact, I wma investigate the diachronic change of

syMable structvgre in section 3.1.3.2.5 and propose a diachronic accoqxnt of the

development from imrusive schwa and Dorsey's Law in sectioR 3.1.4,

assuming that these historical changes can be attributed to a traitsition of

syitchror¥)ic grainmars from Proto-Wtmebago through Early Wtmebago te

Present-Day Winnebago.



gs

Chapeer 2
The OffganRzatfioit of kexicai armCe PostiexScak

PhomoNogy

2.1. The Definitioit ef eWord" and the Lexicoit Modei

  At first sight, the phonology of languages per se appears to be ait intricate

and even chaotic set of phenomena; however, phonological theory aMows us to

discover a certain order undergying the phenomena as a whole, changing the

chaos into a system. With the remarkable development of generative

phonology, sctch an order (i.e. phonoiogical system) has proved to have two

aspects: one in universal grammar agtd the other in a particugar grammar. The

latter aspect has been of particular interest to what is caNed ?Lexical

Phoitologists," and the phofi gology of a particular lair}gugage has started to be

given a systematic organization, when seen throxkgh the looking glasses of

Lextcal Phonology, which was initiated in the late 1970s ai kd deveioped by

Kiparsky (1982a, b), Mohanan (1982), and a series of subsequent works. Iif}

short, Lexical Phoitology is a powertul device to egucidate the interaction

between the phonological amd n tomphological components in the Lextcen and

to gain a deep insight into the phonogogical system of a particular laitgvgage.

  On the ether hamd, there has been a gong-standing controversy and no

agreement on the vaiid Lexicen medel through the history of bexical

Phonology, as is evident from the four sizable ceMections of papers which are

edited as special issues on Lexical Phonelogy: Ewen and Anderson eds.
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¥(1985¥), Ethonology Yk?arbook 2 ¥(the first half of the volume as I thoitofogy and

the Lexicon), Inkelas and Zec eds. (1990), CZthe Rhonology-Syntax C(mitection,

Hargus and Kaisse eds. (1993), ithonetics and f thoitoZogy 4: Studies in Lexical

1 thonofogy, and Wiese ed. (1994), Recent DeveiQpments in Lexical lthonology.

In the third issue of the four, Kaisse and Hargus (1993: 1) evakaJgate these

situations as "Vthere is no common core of beliefs that alit lextcal phonogegists

adhere to." i Specifically, this diversity is refiected on such conceptual

assumptions as the maxmer of interaction betweeit phonolegy and

morphology, the nurnber of levels and their relation to cyclicity, the

presence/absence of the effects of structure preservation air}d strtct cyclicity

on each level, and so on. In a sense, it is quite naturai that there has been ito

coherent theoretical viewpoint in this way, since ganguages may have

different phonological structures and processes agzgd Lextcal Phonology is

cencerr¥)ed wtth the detailed systems of individual ianggJgages. Iit other words,

the disagree] nent on the Lexicon model may well stem from the diversity of

languages themselves. Wirmebago is no exception to the rule, and has variocgs

kinds of idiosyncrasies in the Lextcon as well as certain characteristics

common to other languages. As Miner (1993: 128) notes, a comprehensive

st¥(ady on the Lextcal Phonology of Wtmebago stiU remains to be worked out.

The foenowing sections are devoted to disctgssing the topic concex niif}g the valid

Lextcen model of this langraage wtthn the framework of ILexitcal Phonology

and examining how this pardcular model is related to, aritd fopmows fuom, the

phoitological system of Universal Grammar.

  First of agl, Wirmebago is a polysynthetic or ir}comporating ganguage like

other tmeimdian langrkages, where grammatical regatioits or fvgnctions "are

ptmarily expressed not by word order but by addjng vanous sorts of affixes
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to a stem, although sugch a string of xnorphemes ethibits a certain order

specified by the rnorphological rules of this language. More specifically,

affixation alone serves as a variety of inomphological processes such as

infiection, derivation, compownd formation, and even sentence formation like

the ones found in other types ef languages, so that the notion of 'word' in

Wtmebago is somewhat different from the one in an infiecting lar}guage like

English and in an agglutinating laf}guage ]ike Japanese. These processes with

affu<atien are exemplified in (1):2

¥(1¥) a. Infiection ¥(Declension & Coniugation¥)

     hooeS4k Winnebago M79: 27' / hooe4gra "the Winnebago M79: 27'

     raf.[i..p 'to swtm WE82: 309' / n2Sp¥n@ 'swim (declarative) or swam WE82: 309' /

          hangpgene I swim (declarative) or. I swam WE82: 3e9' /

          ran3p¥ne You swim (declarative) or you swam WE82: 3e9' /

          aj.ip¥ne 'he swims (declarative) or he swam WE82: 309'

     hikoroh6 'to prepare, dress S43: 35, 48, M79: 39, HWE80: 128, M89: 155'/

          yaak6roho I prepare HWE80: }28' / hirak6roho You prepate HWE80: g28' /

          hikoroh6 'he prepares I{WE80; X28'

  b. Derivation(Reduplication)

     gh6 'to swing M89: 149' / gthuhd 'to wag its tail M89: 149'

     ra6ga 'to drink M89: 149, 151' / ra6ggege 'to drink repeatedly M89: 149'

     par5s 'flat SzB: 71, M79: 27, 29, 30' / parap5ras Vwide M79: 29'

     gara 'bald Szl3: 33, M79: 29, M89: i49' / garagElra 'bald in spots SzS3: 33, M79: 29, M89: g49'

   c. Cogx}petxndFormation

     w6a 'snow M89: 152" / porop6ro Vspherical M79: 26' / waap6roporo 'snowball M79: 30'

     wakirtV 'insect, smalL animal S43: 59'/par5s 'flat S43: 71, M79:27, 29, 3e'/

           wakiripEiras 'fiat bug, cockroach M79: 30, HWE80: k31, M89: a55'
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     wakirt" 'insect, small animal SzZ3: 59' / porop6ro 'spherical M79: 26' /

          wakirtp6roporo 'spherical bug HWE80: 131, M89: 155'

     hngk 'wQman S<i3: 42, 123 ' / wae6k 'young S`33: 35, 42' / hinugw56ek 'yeungwmm, virgin S`B: z12, 57'

     hdu 'leg S43: 120' / g6eg bow, arch S43: X20' / huugei s'V foow-legged SiS3: 120'

     ggvk 'dog S43: 42, 68, l23'/ xet6 big Sas: 22, 35, 42, 59, 68'/ gvgk6te loorse Szg3: 42, 68'

     haSZ 'to see S43: 47, M79: 31, 32, HWE80: 123'/pij 'good, to be able S43: a13'/

          hafaaj"good-looking Sz33: X22, '123'

     p4ne 'to smeli S43: 123'/ ppt.g 'good, to be able Sz13: I13' / p@nepf 'sweat-smelling Szss: I4, i23'

  d. Sentence Formation

     wad6k 'to mash HWE80: 124' / gawa26k You mash HWE80: l24, M89: i53' /

          gawa261di2 Vou mash hard M89: 154'

     hikoroh6 'to prepare, dress S43: 35, 48, M79: 39, HWE80: 128, M89: l55'/

          hirak6roho You prepare HWE80: 128' /

          hirak6rohon} You don'tprepare HV87: 31' /

          hirak6rohon2ra 'the fact that you don't prepare H90: 149'

     hakirGYik 'to pull taut HWE80: 126' / harakigurLifik You pull taut HWE80 126' /

          harakfguruC¥ikgene You pul1 taut (declarative) oryou pulled taut HWE8e: 126'

Let us explatn here the basic morphology and mompho-phonemics of neminal

and verbal forms given above. First, the suffix of -va imdicates the

defmiteness of a noun like hooi4gra in (la) or of aproposition like

hrakdrohonpa in (ld). When a vogceless obstrues kt cei ks()y}ant is foMoweCk by

certain sonorant-mitial suffixes Xike this, it becomes vogced as in the former

example (tmer (1979: 27, 1981: 342, 1989: 150, 1993: 112)).3 SecoRd, -g#na is

a declarative or past-forming enCEing afrer consonant-final verbal stems Mke

ajgpgan4 in (la), which has an aenomorphic cougnterpart -Vnge after vowel-fii iaa

ones. The mitiag vowei of the -Vitge suffix swtaces as the same as the final
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vowel of the stems, as in hitet6 'to speak S43: 9, 10, 47, M89: 149, WE82: 316'

/ hitet6eng 'speak (declarative) or spoke WE82: 316.' Third, ha, va, and to

indicate first-, second-, and third-person singular forms of verbs respectively,

which fuitction as either infixes or prefixes as in the examples in (la). Notice

that the first-person singular form yani<62roho is derived froi n /hi-ha-koreho/

in the underlying representation, which undergoes intervocalic h-degetioit axf¥)d

other processes (Hale and White Eagle (198e: 121)), and that the verbaa stefft

aj/:p shortens when preceded by certain prefixes (White Eagle (1982: 312)).`

Onthe other haitd, there is another cgass of verbs whose persoits are marked

by censonantal prefixes such as h, g, ax}d di,as in gawad6kin (ld).5 in either

case, these three pairs of affixes are interpreted as forming the person-

marking infiection of verbs, arltd there are no distinctive pronominal words in

Wtmebago.6 Fourth, word fermation by dertvation is vksuagty done by

reduplicatior} as in (lb), copying the final light syBable of the base and

suffixing it as a reduplicant to the base.7 Fifth, iif¥) this gaxggcgage there are

compounds like maRy other languages, which appeasr to be ljke phrases in

meaning, but notice in (lc) that they are left-headed mike English a]kd

Japanese. Lef"headed phrases seei n to be more ifkely te become coE if}peunds

than xight-headed ones, although they may occasionalty remain to be phrases

as in hn4k gwoman S43: 42, 123'/ bdap 'regated S43: 57'/ hin4k6dap ffone's

own sister S43: 57" and wakiri"'insect, small amal S43: 59V/ 3o'Qp 'four, four-

legged S43: 59g / wakirt9o'Qp "]izard S43: 59.' Finapty, vYZ aitd rr?2e are

intensifying and negative suffixes respectively, as seen in (ld).

  Aathough each of the four processes in (la-d) r] kight strictly be not

equivalent to that of ether langEtages by defmition, readers car} see what I

mean here. Momphologically, a word behaves the same as that of other types
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of la r}guages because it coRsists of stems and affixes (inciuCling the zero affix)

in a son}ewhat fixed order specified by rr}orphological rules, whereas

semantica]ly, it piays a role not only as an ordinary word but also as a phrase

ora sentence. In otherwords, aword isjust aword in formbut can be a

word, a phrase, or a sentence in meaning. Beartng such a complex nature of a

word in mind, we can say then that it is defined as in the following way:

¥(2¥) The Defmition of Werd"

   The 'word' in Wimebago is a phonoiogical domain wtth gexical, phrasal,

   or sententiai meaning.

The morphological processes in (la-d) can apply on a level which constitvgtes a

xgniform phonoiogical domain as a word. Let us call this level gthe uini-domain

level,' where certain phonological rules apply uniformly on this level as well as

morphological rules. Such an assumption is rnotivated by the tact that for

exampge, each of the words in (1) has one and oniy one primary accent inits

domain (and of course, accent assignment is a phonoiogical rule). It is also to

be noted that on this level, memphological rules such as order-specifying ruies

and affixation apply before, and thus give the eitvironments of, phonolegical

rkdes such as, accent assignment, voicing, shortetmg, aitd so olt.

   Ihere are, however, other mompho-syntactic processes thait those in (1),

which should be considered carefulSy with respect to their status in

momphology and phonology:8

¥(3¥) a. Phrase Formation ¥(Nouns¥)

     p6e6 'fire S43: 25, M89: g50'/ n}it. Lvvater, liquid S43: 123, M89: 15e'/ p6eYn}" Ywhiskey M89: 15e'

     p6ee 'fire Szl3: 25, M89: 15e' / wSae fooat M89: E50' / p6eYwdac 'locornotive M89: 150'

     n4e 'wood S43: a20' /p6a. 'sack SzZ3: 120' / n3epaa. 'basket S`B: X2e'

     6fi' 'lodge, house, to ISve SzB: 33, 36, HWE80: X30' /nga.gu"road S43: 59, 6U' /
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          6iinaggu Vhome roads S43: 57, 123'

  b. Phrase Formation (Verbs)

     'G5a 'to say S4B: 48'/jVi'rE eto start Szg3: 48, 74' / 'dalilir6 'to start saying S43: 48' cf. * 'aaYi're

     hda6X eat M93: 123'/ t6e X go S43: 79, M89: 150, M93: 123'/

           hEiaet6eI go to eat cf. M93: a23' c£ *haacte'e

     wagf 'to daRce SiB: 46, M89: 151' / kirig{ 'to come back' /

           wagfuirigf'to come back dancing SzB: 58' cf. *wagik{i'tgi

     hafa" 'to see S43: 47, M79:3Z, 32, HWE80: 123' /pfi 'to be able, good S43: 113' /

                                      cct

           hajVa"pgt 'able to see S43: X22' c£ *hafapij but haYap{'good-looking S43: 122, 123'

     peng 'to smell Sz13: X23'/ p.i'i. 'to be able, good S43: 113' /pengp{.t 'ak¥)le tohave an edQrS43: 14, 123'

                               Cf･ * P4ngp3'i. but penelag` 'sweat-smelling S43: X4, 123'

  c. Utterance Formation9

     hae3!YMa kvvhere Sz33: 36, WE82: 309'/ kynvga Kyny. ga boerson name¥) WE82: 308, 3e9' /

           heen6ga 'Heen4ga fperson name¥) 3e8, 309' / ng¥)Jp 'to swim WE82: 309' /

           n.g" eS5 'river WE82: 3e9' / ha6gv"bea kynyg6 i i-.ip Where did Kynyga swim? WE82: 309'

           heen6ga haetwYa n£tp karhere did Heen{}ga swim? WE82: 309' /

           niejaniipsana 'he swam in theriver WE82: 309'

The nomnal phrases in (3a), the verbal phrases in (3b), and the utterances in

¥(3c¥) have a noticeable common property, as compared to the words in ¥(1¥)

¥(particulairly to the compounds in ¥(lc¥) and the seRtences in ¥(ld¥)¥):

phonologicaUy, each of the words coitstitutes a distinct phonological domaiit

and is assigned more than one primary accent in the entire strtng, while

mompho-syntacticapty, words are eitherjvaxtaposed as in (3a, b) er separately

arranged as in (3c) by certain morpho-symtactic rvkles. Whatis impertair}t here

is that phonological rules including accent assignment first apply to each word

¥(i.e. each do] nain¥) on the uni-domain level and then a]I words are jkkxtaposed
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or arranged in accordance wtth a somewhat specified order ¥(although the

exampies in (3c) imply that the sy ntactic order is not so strict, as is often the

case wtth polysymthetic ganguages in generaD; that is, phonogogy pmr cedes

morphology on this level. Calling this level ethe multg-domain leveg," to which

the three processes given in (3a-c) belong, we can recapitulate what we have

observed about the level distinction, as in (4):

¥(4¥) a. Uni-domain Level

      D Morphoiogical RtiXes: Merphegx}e-Order Specification

           Affixation: Ir}fiection, Dergvatioit, Compouad Forrx}atien, Sentence Forrnatitoit

      it¥) Phonological Rtales: AccentAssigrment,Vogcing, Shortening

    b. Muki-domaln Level

      tM¥) Morph-Symtactic Rules: Word-Order Specificatien

           Juxtaposition: Nominal &Verbai Plxrase Fog[Ekation

           SeparateArrangement: Utterance Formatieit 'O

This basic ordering of levegs and rules invokwes seme crucial assumptions

based on phonological aitd morphological facts. As for the ordering itseif,

morphological rules on the imi-domain ievel precede phonology whfEe those

 on the muki-domain level fonow phonology. Fawthermore, it sheuld be itoted

 that akhongh there are other phonological rules on the postlexical level as wiii

 be discussed in section 2.2, agl lextcal rdes precede morphological operations

 oR the multi-domain level.

   Based on a]1 the observations and assumptiens that have been made, we

 can conclude that the Lextcen model that is the most appropriate to the

 phonology and morphology of mis iangnage is the one put forward by

 Borowsky (1993: 200), a knd of interactionist hypothesis adopted in favor of

 the Engiish Lexicen:
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¥(5¥) BoworskyTs ¥(1993¥) Lexicon Model

        IEXICON

PHONOLOGY

Lexicagphonogogy

Level1

Morphologicaioperations

Stem/Level1

hexacagphonology

Level2

Momphologgcaloperations

Word/I"evel2

Postlexicalphonolegy

What has come to be known as imeractionism, which is defended by Hargvgs

¥(1993¥) axtd Booij and Lieber ¥(1993¥), advocates the ciaim that phonologicak rules

may precede rnorphologicag ones in some cases, adopting the basic tenets of

the classical theory of Lextcal Phonolegy, although when and how the

interaction occurs vakries across its proponents.i! Here, a crvgcial point is the

precedence ef phonology over morphology on level 2 in (5) and on the second

level of the Lexicon in figure 1 of section 1.2.

   Finalty, as for the data in (3a),Iclaim that some of the phrases in (3a) be

formed on not the multi-domaln but the ung-domabo level, or car¥) be taken to

be lextcalized, as is the case wtth the compounds in (lc); namely, we mayjust

as we" reinterpret the accent position of the first phrase in (3a) as peofajC

contra ry te kmer's (1989; 150) description, on the grofiJgnds that bDtl t the

voicing rule (i.e. peof< /pee6/) and non-initial stem shortegr)imgg (i.e. nj <

/n22/) only apply in the derived environments on a sgg]¥glle demain (e.g.

hoo64gra < /hoo64k-ra/ in (la) arkd han.ipg4na < /ha-nggp-g#n.a/ in (la)). As

for the latter rule, it is also related to the fact that Wtmebago has the nmmal

word requirement to the effect that a word ¥(i.e. a phoRelogical domain,

according to (2)) must have at geast two meras, as there are no monomoraic
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words in this language (see section 2.6.3); thus, shortetmg the final domain of

/peee-ng2/ to n.i would lead to a violation of this requtrement, if n.i formed a

distinct word domain at al1. Instead, the phrase should form a single

phonological domain as a whoie asf¥)d have one aitd only one primary accent on

the right naember, or their morphological head. This also seems to be true for

the second phrase in (3a), which should be reinterpreted as peerYwicVwi"th one

and only one accent and the short vowel on its i] torphological head. To sum

up, cognpounds are likely to be formed on the uni-domain level in (4a),

whereas nominal or verbal phrases belong to the rrxulti-domain gevel in (4b).

Note also that in Winnebago, compounds ifke the oRes in (lc) tend to be left-

headedwhsue phrases like the ones in (3a) and (3b) are right-headed.'2 The

same point can aiso be inade in the case of verbag phrases and compovay}ds as

in halpm'.i 'able to see S43: 122'vs. halagev"goed-gookng S43: 122, 123' ¥(< hafa'

'to see S43: 47, M79: 31, 32, EEWE80: 123' + ptt: 'to be able, good S43: 113"¥) and

pan4pt/t" 'able to have an odor S43: 14, 123'vs. p#n4gee` Vsweat-smepming S43;

14, 123' (< ngn4. 'to smeM S43: 123' + jqgtt 'to be able, good S43: 113").

  The following section wma deal wtth the existence of postlexical phonology

in Wtmebago, which foMows the operations on the muki-domain level.

2.2. Lexical vs. Postgexical Levels

  in spite of it Eany diversities of a conceptual viewpeint or many competing

hypotheses in phonoiogical descriptgon, there is a pervasive point on which

amost a]1 Lextcal Phonoiogists agree: ianguages comi f}only hove gptules wtth

different clvgsters of characteristics which are usua]]y associated with the labeis

gextcal and postaexical. Cenceming the difference in character between iextcal

and postgextcal rules, it is convenient to refer to Kaisse and Hatrrgsgs"s ¥(1993: 16-
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17¥) table shown below, which in turn is based on the

¥(1983, 1985, 1988¥) and Rubach ¥(1984¥):

¥(6¥) Rule 'Irypogogy in Lexical Phonology

findings of Kiparsky

a.

be

c.

de

e.

fe

g.

he

ie

je

ke

le

Lextcal

word--bounded

access to word-internal structure

   asstgned at the same level only

precede all postlexical rules

cyclic

cksjunctively ordered with respect to

  other lexical rule s

apply in derived environments

  (subiect to the strict cyclicity effect)

structure-preserving

apply to lexical categories only

may have exceptions

not transferred to a second language

outputs sulbiect to lexical diffusion

apply categorically

Postlextcal

not word-bounded

access to phrase structure only

follow alL lexlcal rules

apply once boostcyclic¥)

cotuunctively ordered with respect to

  lexical rules

apply across the board

not structure-preserving

apply to aXi categortes

automatic

transferable to M

subiect to Neogrammartan sound change

may have gradient outputs

Although Kaisse and Hargus admt that these characterizations have been so

controversial as to be cha]aenged by twany ether researchers, it is nevertheless

unarmously believed that the distinction does extst. Thkis, I wilft assume that

(6a-D are just a gulde and not a rigid diagnostics, since they can often vary

                               '
acrsss languages.

                                                             '
   As for Winnebage, this gutde allows us to see easily that the distinctien
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between lextcal ar}d postlexical rules does come into effect and that at least the

characteristics in (6c, e, i, 1) hold true for its phonology: lextcai rules, which

are disianctively ordered with respect to each other, first apply categorically

or obligatorily though they may have exceptions, and then postgextcal rules

ordered coniunctively with respect to lexgcal ruies apply automaticaRy and

sometimes optionagly, having gradient outputs. i3

  For example, accent assignment may weM be a lexical rule as is evident

from the fact that its application is obligatory and feitowed by other gextcal

rules. In fact, the mie is morphologically--conditioned, aitd applies cyclically to

such examples as in (1) and non-cyclically to those in (3b-c);'4 thus, it is

uncontroversial that the accent assignment rule of this lar}gnage is a lextcal

rule. In contrast, accent shift cart be thought of as a postgextcal rule ¥(when the

clashing accents are iton-adjaceitt¥) in that its application is either subiect to the

phonetic length of an intermediate vowel surrounded by twe clashing accents

or somettmes optional. Consider the behavior of subsidiary accent im the

fo"owing exampies ¥(hereafter, each underlmedvowel is not present in the

underlymg representations but inserted by Dorsey's Law¥) :

¥(7¥) a. *raag5kgn4s"ge -> raagakqugggb 'ar¥)t M81: 342'

      *harak{gytrtis)Yikgptka -> harak{gurdiikggitx kij 'you pEgMtaut (deciarative) or

                                          you pvatlfted tarcgt HWE80: a26"

   b. waap6ropbro. *waap6ropor6 "snowbaan M79: 3o

      hirak6roh6nira - *hisrak6rohonitra "the fact tlrat you donk 1meue H90: 1ng'

          -C -LThe left-hand stages before accent shift are derived by the accent assignE if¥)ent

 rule discussed in section 3.2.4.1. The problem is that the exai npges in (7a)

 undergo accent shift while the ones in (7b) do not in spite of the fact that they

 have ajmost the same accent configEgration in common except for the position
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of copied vowels. The sole differeitce between these shifted and non-shifted

forms is that in the former cases the inserted or underimedvowel is

surrounded by the two clashing accents and that according to Miner ¥(1979:

26), 'gthe [Dorsey"s Law] sequences are spoken (and, apparently, sung) faster

than other CVCV sequences'V. Susman (1943: 9-10) alsoremarks that the

Dorsey's Law sequence of '"CVCV is imerrnediate between one long ar}d two

short syMables." As a consequence, the distance of the clashing acceRts

becorr}es somewhat nearer in (7a) and acceitt shift is 1ikely to apply. That is,

accent shift is sensitive to phonetic length (or speech rate), which certatinly is a

postlexical feature. Furthermore, there is another case, thovegh very rare,

where this noR-adiacent accent shift applies optionally regardiess of the

presence or absence of Dorsey's Law vowegs: in the exarnple of wil"ragges"geva

'the stars M79: 28, EEWE80: 117,'both shifted and iton-shifted forms are

acceptable according to Hayes (1995: 347, 350) (i.e. wreirEiguggbra /

wi2"rEiguggeta¥), which appears to be virtually equivalent to the optional

application of the English Rl}yttm Rule as in cosmedc stirgery / cbsmetic

stirgei vand Salwition /imy / SalvatiQn /imy ¥(though the directionality is

opposite¥).i5 It can safely be said then that accent shift in the non'adjacent

clashing environment is a postlextcal rule either for its phonetic ¥(or speech

rate¥) sensitivity or for its optionality in application.Z6

   There is another case where apparently-siinigar rcages aife divided into gexical

and postiexgcal enes: Dorsey's Law and imrtxsive schwa. First, Dorsey's ILaw

is a lextcal mie in the sense that its application is morphoiogically-conditioned

as in wagf Vte dance S43: 46, M89: 15g" / sV-a-wag"yorg dance M89: 151' and

ftzgin 'to pu" down S43: 45, M89: 151' / kurugfo ete pull down one"s own S43:

45, M89: 151' ¥(althongh it can apply to amonomomphemic environment as wtll
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be discussed in detail im section 2.3.4¥) and that these copied vowels, like

ordinary ones, can be accented as in mgegthe 'to promise S43: 106, HWE8e:

127' / m44g-ar' ae 'you promise S43: 106, HWE80: 127, M89: 154' and hikoroh6

'toprepare, dress S43: 35, 48, M79: 39, HWE80: 128, M89: 155' / hital<g'roho

Vyou prepare IIWE80: 128". On the other haitd, there is another vowel

insertion rule, fully independent of Dorsey's Law, which is caNed Vschwa

epenthesis' by Miner (1979) aitd is so common in Mississippi VaMey Siouan

languages like Dakota as Shaw (1976) discusses. Miner (1979: 27) remarks the

epenthesis as "when in suffixtng or compounding an obstrtzent comes to staitd

before a sonorant, the obstruent is veiced ag}d a slight schwa ¥(er more

precisely, a barely augdible intrusive vowel having more or less the quality of a

short versioit of the foanowtng ful1 vowel¥) intervenes between the obstrtgeRt

and the sonorant." '7 The description of this rule is found elsewhere in Miner

¥(1989: 150, 1993: 112¥), and the inserted schwa and the Dorsey's Law vowel are

in complementary distribution because final voicing, which feeds schwa

epenthesis, bleeds Dorsey's Law:

¥(8¥) a. waak'man" / -nak- 'sitting ¥(positional¥)' / --ga ethat ¥(demonstrative¥)'
       L L.                   c

                  voicing schwa epenthesis
      /wggek-mpka/ . w.a.agmpka ab w@ggen@.kaorw@@gangka

                           "that man sitimg M79: 27, M81: 342, M93: 111'

                 voicing Dorsey's Law
   b. /imkngeng/ -> n/a - hituk4n@n@
                                        looss M81: 342, M93: 111-lg2'

As is known from the example, inserted schwas as the one in (8a) consistently

never bear accent tmiike copied voweis as the g in (8b), although this position
                                      c
¥(i.e. the third mora counting from the word-mitiag pesitioit¥) is the most

promising candidate for assigrmg prtmary accent in pogymoifatc words. in
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observed in Miner's (1979: 72) citation giveit above (in particular, his reinark im

parentheses¥), it can be said that schwa epenthesis is somewhat optionai or

automatic because the schwa is "loarely audible"' and that its outputs are

gradient in character because it is obscure whether the vowel in question is a

schwa or a vowel with V'more or less the quagity of a short version of the

foMowiitg ful1 vowel". It foliows then that schwa epenthesis is nothing but a

postlexical rule, and I will cal1 it 'intrusive schwaV hereafter because of its

phonetic character. i8

2.3. Cyclgc vs. No]gf¥)-Cyclic Levels

2.3.1. Accent Assignment, Dorsey's Law, and Redkiplication

  In addition to the lextcal and postlextcae levels olt which phonelogical rules

apply in a somewhat different mamer, there is anether distinctien in mie

application withn the lexical level: the cyclic and non-cycgic leveis.

Postlexical ruies such as accent shift and intrusive schwa are non-cyclic ¥(or

postcyclic) in a sense; however, I wilg not exainine the (i kon-)cyclicity of

postlextcal rules here but are coitcemed only withthe difference in cyclicity

between the two lextcal levels. in this respect, I wilX foliow the basic tenet of

Booif and Rvabach's (1987) or BorewskyVs (1986, 1989, 1993) Lexical Phonelogy,

who propose that the last set of mbes on the lextcal ievel applies non-cyclically,

making the cyclic vs. postcyclic or the level 1 vs. gevei 2 distinction in the

lextcat component.

  Momphologica]ay, I can adduce evidence showing that there is trn fact a

distinction between the cyclic and non-cyclic levels in Wtmebago, since some

momphemes are neit-stress-iteutral whpte ethers are stress-neutraa, as im the

ca$e of Class I and Class II svaffixes in EngMsh ¥(e.g. s6nsutve + rz"ty-
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sensitfvity vs. seZitsitive + -ness - se!nsitiveness¥):

¥(9¥) a. Non-Stress-Neutral

     gigtnagafg 'he should have dolte it to him' + -n.ge gnot (negative)"

      d> gigin.imggafa. 'he should not have done it to him S43: 53, 136'

     t'6e 'he dies' + -kla.ne Ywould (future)V

     ---> tVeekYa:ne 'he would die S43: 48, 137'

  b. Stress-Neutral

     eaa 'tosay' + Yir6 'tostart'

     - VaaYir6 'to start saying S43: 48' cf. * 'aaf fre

     wagf 'todanceV + kirigf Ttocome back'

     --B" wagfiririgf 'to come back dancing S43: 58' cf. * wagikirrigi

The examples in (9) clearly show that itegation and future formation in (9a) are

present on the cyclic gevel and hence raj and -k¥)nane are cyclic momphemes

whereas verbag compounding in (9b), which was also exemplified above in

¥(3b¥), occurs on the non-cyclic level. Note also that the cyclic axkd non-cycitc

levels correspond directgy to the uni-domain and mugti-domain levels,

respectivefiy, which are discussed in section 2.1. That is, affixation processes

in (1) and nominal compownding in (3a) are alft in cyclic xnorphology while

juxtaposition in (3b) and separate arsrangement in (3c) are in non-cyciic

morphology; and the crucial differeitce can be seen on the basis of stress-

neutrainess in tarkdem wtth the momphological processes.

   The above reasening of the distinction in cycticity based oft rrkerphological

processes, of corgrse, presupposes that accent assignment is a cyclic

phonoiogical mbe, and there are several independent motivations or

arguments in favor of this asswnption. First, theoreticalgy, accent assignment

is swhect to Structure Preservation and the Strict Cycie Constramt, beth ef
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which are considered to hold for the cyclic level only (cf. (6d, f, g)).i9 Second,

cyclic rules reapply after every word-formation operation, as Boois" a]r}d

Rntbach (1987) observe, which implies that they reapply whenever a stem or a

word suffers a certain change in form: this change may be either

morphological (e.g. word-formation operation) or phoitological (e.g.

epenthesis¥), and one of the phonological changes thattrigger the reappljcation

of accent assignment is Dorsey's Law. Relevant exai nples are given below:

¥(10¥) a. waZokif 'to xxeash hard' / gawa2f6kii 'you mash hard M89: 154"

            cc    b. mxrgrifk 'to earne / gumxgruk 'yonearr}, ycu are able M79: 3¥(}, 33, M89: 154'

    c. maarA6 'to geifcwtse" / maagata6 'ycupKDmise S43: le6, }-IWE80: 12Z M89: 154"
        LC                         LL
Note here that affixation wtth Og'-- alone does not affect any accent locatioit or

trigger accent reassignment becavkse it does not char}ge syMable structvgre ¥(i.e.

the number of syllables) at ail in (10a--c). Rather, it is Dorsey's Law that

changes syllable struacture and triggers acceRt reassignmegf}t. Finaeny, the

examples in (10) not only show that Dorsey's Law as well as accent assigrment

is a cyclic rule, but also tmply that there may be other cases where two or

more cyclic rules naturagEy imeract wtth each other in this way. The

phenomena in (11) can be seen as one such case, where accent assignment and

Dorsey's Law imeract not only wtth each ether but also with reduplication:

¥(11¥) a. 6#wSsound' / 6gwtajZwt: "sound causing vibration M79; 26, M89: 149e

    b. gara "bald" / garagara 'bald in spots S43: 33, M79: 29, M89: 149"

On the seconCg cycle in each example (i.e. each redupMcative form), both

accent assigwnent and Dorsey's Law reapply bo tandem wtth reduplicative

processes, if at aEk reduplication is considered as a phonologtcal operation

which causes a phoRological changejvgst Eike DorseyFs Law. Or even if it as

seeit as a morphological operation which changes both fi] keamg and form, it is
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in cyclic morphology because of its non-stress-neutra]itess. I assuevke here

that as was shown in (lb), reduplication is morphologicaily an affixation

¥(derivation¥) process on one hand but that as wilt be discussed in section 2.6.2,

it phonologically comprises the two rules of copying and tempgate matching on

the other. In either case, it must be a cyclic rutle and hence interacts with

accent assignment and DorseyVs ]Law in this way. For the ordeimg relations

among the three, see section 2.6.2. See also section 3.1.5, where rugle

interactiens are discussed between Dorsey's ]Law and other lexical erules.

2.3.2. Structure-Bwildixtg (Feature-Fanng) vs. Strxacture-Changing

     (Feature-Changing) Rutles

  In the previous section, I was concemed wtth the levei distinction in

cyclicity wtthn the lextcag component, particularly focvifsing on the existence

of cyclic morphological and phonological processes. A question which x¥) xight

naturaMy arise then is whether there is agg expMcit diagnosis to distingulsh

between cycMc and non-cyclic phonological rules, aside from the stress-

neutrainess of momphologicaft operations; ur}fortunately, however, there has

been no waamous criterton of their difference in the literature, since the

present situation in phonologicat theory is that even the distinction between

lextcal and postlextcal rules is somewhat controversial as stated with respect to

¥(6¥) in section 2.2. 0ne of the diagnoses is the relation of the phenolegical rules

in question to morphology, namely, whether they reapply after every word-

formatien eperatioit or appiy once after al1 word-formation operatioits ¥(cf.

¥(6d¥)¥); however, this alone does not alftow us to see the whole picture becatgse

non-cyclic rugies are stma rather difficultto identify. "ghat is wtw I could not lay

aparticular emphasis on them in the previous section.
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  Hence, I tentatively suggest the foMowing criterion of distinguishing

between cyclic and non-cyclic rules in Winnebago:

¥(12¥) The Criterion of Cyclicity and Non-Cyclicity

    In the lextcal component, a ruie is cyclic if it reapplies after every

    affixation process principagly in a structure-building (featvire-filling) way

    and is subiect to Structure Preservation agf}d the Stuct Cycie Constraint,

    but non-cyclic if it applies once after all affixation processes in a

    structure-changing (feature-changing) way and does net obey the two

    constramts.

Logically, (12) does not imply, and thus it is not always the case, that all

structure-building (feature-filkng) rules are cyclic and a]g structure-changing

¥(featvgre-changing¥) ruies are non-cyclic; this is because whether certain rules

are structure-bulldng (feature-figling) or structure-chag kging (feature-

changing¥) is merely a necessary but not sufficient conditien for distinguishing

between the two levels. Ir} fact, there are structure-changing ¥(feature-

changing) rules on the cyclic level and structurefovtikding (feature-fmaing) ones

on the pestlextcal level, as wigl be discussed in later sections.

   Surprisingly eitough, the criterion in (12) hoids wept net oniy for ordinary

lexicag rules in Winnebago gramarbut atso for repair strategies in Universal

Gramrnar when they apply in violation of the censtratnts en the iexical level. I

 assume that repair strategies are classified into the foliowtng four types:

 insertion, recoitstruction, deletien, and movement. in sections 3.1.3.1 and

 3.2.4.1, I wsuk demonstrate that when there occvgr viogations of certain iextcal

 constragnts, the former two apply oit the cyclic level whifte the latter twe on

 the non-cyclic level.

   in (12), there are three factors in the levei distiRction between the cyckc
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and non-cyclic characteristics: 1¥) morphologically-conditioned application vs.

across-the--board application, 2) structure-building (feature-fmaing) vs.

strtacture-changing (feature-changing), and 3) the presence vs. absence of the

effects of structvgre preservation and strict cycMcity. Concemng the level

distinction, Borowsky (1993: 201) argues by invokng the table in (5) that ""[o]n

the first domain, the Stem level [i.e. Level 1], ... the rules are strkxcture-

preserving, are cyclic, and obey the strict cycle condition ... After alg Level 1

operations are compieted, the resulting forms complete another circuit ... 'Ihis,

the word cycle, is the iast phonological domain in the lexicon and constitutes

what I will call the Word Level [i.e. Level 2]. Rules of this level may be noi it-

strttcture-preserving ... is not cyclic ... does not shew evidence of strict cyclic

effects." Therefore, the most crucial of the three factors in (12) is srwely the

third factor, to which I wipt tixrn in the foNowing two sections. The first and

the second factors, of course, will atsobe mentioned in discvgssing the matter

there.

2e3e3. StrrgcturePreservation

  First, as for the cencept of 'structure preservatgon', a general idea is that the

prototypical lextcal rule preserves the basic underlying segn xent and total

inventory of the 1anguage and the basic arrangement of strtngs ef segments as

well. As for prosodic operations, Kiparsky (1984) observes that syllabification

and stress rules are not subiect to the effect. However,IwiEl adopt here

Borowsky's (1986: 28-29) version of this concept, which has a wtder domain

or coverage of its effect, incorporating the templates of syNables and feet as

well as the inventory and arraitgement of seggnents:
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¥(13¥) Structure Preservation ¥(Cyclic Level¥)

    Lextcal rEgies may not mark feataJgres which are non-distinctive, ner

    create structures which do not conform to the basic prosodic tempgates

    of the language (i.e. syscable and foot templates).

The first half of (13) has a certain tmplication on underspecification; that is, it

is true that a ruie may itot ] nark non-distinctive features ¥(i.e. can only insert

or change distinctive (or contrastive) features during the lexical phonology),

but at the same ttme it may not change aity features, either, that are

distinctive but mpspggtifieg:}fi d in the framework of underspecification theory.20 It

is quite natural that unspecified features or vatues can be inserted, but not be

s;Lhgapgeg.ed by rule on the lextcal gevel even if they are distinctive. CifEhis ffs simply

becaR kse unspecified featkttres do not exist on that level. Moreover, as for the

second half of (13), it tmplies that although syUabification and metrification

can construct or insert structures conforrning to the basic prosodic templates,

they camot !hsraxgg such weM-formed prosodic structures on the level where

Structure Preservatioit is in effect.

   dn immediate consequence of these facts is that structure-building

¥(feature-fmaing¥) rules such as construtction, insertion, and reconstrutction are

likely to keep up with the level where Strvacture Preservation hogds weM, w] die

structure-changing (feature-changing) rules scgch as deletion and movement

are eckely to keep away from it exactly becaxgse they camot change ax}y

features or prosodic strtgctures imder the control of the constraint. That is

why, under the assumption of (g2), Strvgcture Preservation must hogd on the

 cycifc levei oniy, and structure-building (feature-fgft]ing) rvgles and strutctvgre-

 changing (feature-changing) rules have a strong tendency of applying on the

 cyclic and non--cyclic levels, respectively. In short, there must be a lextcal
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level on which Structure Preservation turits off and structrtre-changing

¥(feature-changing¥) rules are likely to apply. This, of covgrse, is the genesis of

the non-cyclic level.

  The above speculation is supported by the factthat soine Lexical

Phonogoglsts argue that Structure Pifesewation holds oR the innermost cyclic

level but tums off on the next non-cyclic level, such as Kiparsky (1985) and

Borowsky (1986, 1989, 1993) among others, althorkgh the definition of this

constraint somewhat varies among them. Moreover, I can find evideitce in

Winnebago accer}t in favor of the three-way distinction ¥(i.e. cyclic, non-cycitc,

and postlextcal¥) and of Strvtcture Preservation holding only on the first leveg.

This is ruustrated in the following exa] nple:

¥(14¥) a. hokiwaroke 'swtng M79: 28' b. waip6resga '1inen M79: 28V

             (* ) (* )      <(* e)> (* e) (*) <(*)> (* e) (*)
       OIL ffXL gtL gLL glL gnc/L glLgnc glL
      ho ki wa ro ke wai pe re sga
    ce hi24k{i64ggun34. naga 'tme and M7g: 2s'

      <(* e)>(*) (* e) (*) (* e) <(* e)>(*) (e e) (*) (- *)

       gnc gnc gpa nc gLL gzL gxL IL gxL g/L olL gnc gLL ec gpt gnc gnc pa gLL gzL

       hi ig kii egggu aj4 mp ga -> hi 2@ ki eqggu pt4 n4 ga

    d. wiirEigvggbra or wiir5gyggerh 'the stars M79: 28, HWE80: 117"

           (* ) (* )
      <(*)> (* e) (* e) <(*)> (* e) (e *)

       gncxLgpt gnc snc gnc glLncgnc gnc gnc gnc
       wif ragv gge ra --> wii ragv gge ra

 The gnetrical strtkctures in (14) affe constructed by the patsraineters discussed in

 section 3.2.4.1. It is sufficient here to state that Wimebage has the feet of

 Moraic Trochees assigned from ieft to right, the irkitial-feot extramemicaftity
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indicated here as <>, and the upper constituent assigned by the Eitd Rule

Left. In examples (14a, b), accent assignment (or metrical structure

construction) produces each output straightforwardly, but note in (14c, d) that

there occrar clashing erwironments: two adjacent clashes in the fermer

example and a non-adjacent ciash in the latter. In either case, they are exactly

viogations of the Clash Avoidance Principle, a general constraint in Universag

Grammar (Haraguchi (1991)). For the reasons I wigg argvge in section 3.2.4.1,

an adjacent clash is resobeed by ciash deletien and clash movement as in (14c),

beth of which apply obligatorily, whereas a non-adjacent clash is remedied by

optional inovement as in (14d).

  The most crtgcial here is that the appMcatioit of deletion and movement

results in the violations of Structure Preservation, a cyclic condition,

productng the anomalous foot structvtres not conforming to the basic

template. Rhat is why only metrical structure construction ¥(i.e. accent

assignment¥) beiongs to the levei en which Structure Preservation holds,

namely the cycitc level. Furthermore, there rnust be a strilking djlfference in

application level between deletion and movement in (14c) on the one hand,

andinovement in (14d) on the other; this is becausethe adjacency/non-

adjacency of ciashing eErwironments corresponds directly to the

obligatory/optional appMcati()ns of the repailr strategies. It gmaturaigy fobows

then that clash deletion and ciash g if}ovement in the adjacent eitvirenments

apply on the non-cyclic and yet lextcal level, but non-adjacent clash

 movement operates on the postlextcal ievel for the reason stated in section

 2.2.2i It is also clear" that Structure Presefirvation are effectfive oit the cyclic

 levei, whBe the Clash Avoidance Prtncipge holds on both the non-cyclic and

 postle xical levels.
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2.3.4. TheStrict CycleConstraint

  The second constraint I now exarnine is the Stuct Cycle Constraint, which

prevents certaix i rules from applying within a mompheme er from applying in

environments which were aiready avasuable on a previovgs cycie. 'lhis lme of

practice has been followed by Lexical Phoitologtsts since the pioneering ideas

efMascaro (1976), Kiparsky (1982a, 1983), and so on. In otherwords, thgs

constraint aNows certain rules to apply only te 'detwed envirownents," and by

'dertved environmeitts,' it is meant either that the concatenation of two

morphemes or more creates the envirorment for those rules or that the

application of another previous rule on the same cycle feeds those rvales.

  Indeed, Lextcal Phonologtsts genera]iy agree that there is a robust set of

phenomena which motivate something roughly like what this constraint

states, i.e. the effect of snict cyclicity. Again, however, since the proposal of

this constraint in the early 198es, it has been under attack from a[E directions

becacgse there are ofteg k cases where lextcal rules may exhibit or fail to exhibit

such effects: it has been rather cor}troversiag as to 1¥) what types of rules are

srg]afect te this constrairet and 2¥) on which level thtis coif}straint helds. First, as a

startng point, we must abolish the assumption in ¥(6fi that alg rules on the

iextcal level are stgbject te this constraint, becawase it is now widely known that

both cyclic and non-cycMc mies fi nay or may not eXhgbit the effect.22 Second,

K:Rparsky (1982a: 154) argues that cyceec mies (i.e. gexicag rutEes on the cycMc

level¥) can apply oniy to derived envirorments, and there are other proponents

holding that the effect is observed on the cyclic level oniy, such as Kiparsky

¥(1985¥), Booig" and RUbach ¥(1987¥), and Borowsky ¥(i986, 1993¥); this alone,

however, does not capture the fact, either, since there is fu]g evidence now

that stri gcture--bkiilding (feature-fruing) rUles fail to exhibit the effect even if
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they afe cycljc. in fact, as noted in Kiparsky (1985: 87, 92), Borewsky (1986:

26) and Cgark (1990: 89, 293), this constraint allews structure-bmiding

¥(feature-fi1lmg¥) rules to apply in non-derived environments as well as derived

environments, but restrtcts the application ef stvacture-changing ¥(feature-

changing¥) rules to derived environments. Taking these considerations into

account, we cait conclude that only structure-changing rules obey this

coitstraint on the cyclic level. (15) is a somewhat revised versien of Clark's

¥(1990: 89¥) formulation, restricting its effect to the lexical cyclic levei only:

¥(15¥) Strict Cycle Constraint ¥(Cyclic Level¥)

    Stfiructure-changing (feature-changing) ruaes apply only to derived

    envirownents.

As I have been assrgming, structure-changing (feature-changig)g) rules are

ones that (re)move or alter extsting information ef any kind within a segment,

a syMable, a foot, and so on. The addition of some informatien to these

segmental air}d prosodic constituents is not regarded as a change of their

structure.

  Direct evgdence fer the above formulation can be adduced by invoking the

cyclic and non-cyclic phonology of Winnebago. For exampie, accent

assignment and Dorsey"s taw, which are obviousgy cycMc ag]d strugcture-

bwhding, apply to both monoxy}omphemic ax¥)d pogymogphemic words, whereas

r}en-mitial stem shortening, which is also cyclic baJgt strkgcture-changing,

applies oniy to derived words. 'Ihis difference is shown in (X6), (17) vs. (18):

¥(16¥) Accent Assignment ¥(Stryacture-Butding¥)

    a. "mdetwed b. detwed
     /gihu/ --¥) gihd 'to swing M89: i49' /gihu-hu/ - gihuhd 'to wag its tail M89: k49'

     /raifg@/ --> raeg4 'to drink M89: 149, 151" /raesg@-Egg/ -> raeggeg6 "todvmu M89: 1`ig'
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     /wan.ik/ --> wantk fond M89: 150' /wan.i k-n2k/ . wan3gi {¥(k 'little bird M89: i50'

¥(17¥) Dorsey's Law ¥(Structure-Bullding¥)

    a. underived b. derived
     /gra/ -¥) g-ari 'tadS43: 33,M79:29,M89: 14#9' /g-wagi/ --> gmawagllYou dance M89: 15a'

     /kre/ --> kgr6 ' to leave returning M79: 26, 2Y7 ' /k,ruglp/ -> kydsfuo puut dcwrt Qne's cwn S43: os,M89: i51'

     /pras/ -pariis 'fiatS43: 7X, M79: 27, 29, 30' /waa-pro-hi/ - waap 6rohi 'sr}cwi elln lliddng M79: 30'

¥(18¥) Non-Initial Stem Shortening ¥(Structure-Changing¥)

    a. undertved b. derived
     /n2.ip/ -> *ng'p-m> nt".ip'to swimWE82: 309. 310' /ra-n!lp/ -rang'p You swimWE82: 309, 310'

                                                /     /gyys/ -> *g¥s. g"vs 'to teach WE82: 310' /ha-gyys/ -> hagvsX teach WE82: 309'

     /nl!/ - *n.i -> nt¥(2 gvvater, liquid M89: 150' /pee6-n.i}'/ -> peeSng 'whiskey M89: i5e'

It is ciear from (18) that the Strict Cycle Constraint is effective only in the case

of non-mitial stem shorteiting, a structure-changing ruge. This rrgle, no doubt,

is cyclic in that momphological processes invoived in (18b) eperate on the uni-

 domain level, which is seen as the cyclic level as concluded in section 2.3.1.

Incidentally, the blocking of shortening in (18a) invoives the minimag word

 requirement as well as the Strict Cycle Constraint. For more details, see

 section 2.6.3.

   On the other hand, however, even structrgre-chaitgtng rules are r}ot svtoject

 to the stnct cyclicity if they are present en the nen-cyclic gevel. Nasalization,

 for instance, applies to monomorphemic or underived words as weM as

 poiymerphemic or derived ones, although it is strugcture-changing. 'Ihis rule

 nasalizes all vowels gn the nasal-mitial syanable, as in /ffitaa/ . m4ge 'earth M79:

 28, M89: 149" and /nii/ --> ng{t 'water M89: 149, 150' ¥(fer si]fxtpgifying the

 discussion,Ihave so far transcrtbed the same type of examples as if their

 vowels in qkgestion were nasalized in the underlying representations¥). It might
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appear at first glance that the rrabe is structure-building (feature--fmaing) in that

it inserts the [+nas] value to the vowels concerned; bnt I claim that

nasalization is a structure-changing (feature-changing) rrtge, 1) because there

is an underlying contrast of [±nas] in Wtmebago vowels, aside from the

application of nasalization, as in sii Vfoot M89: 149'vs. stz"" "liver M89: 149' and

gtsti 'to husk M89: 149' vs. gts# "upset M89: 149' and 2¥) because I follcsw

Steriade (1987, 1995) in assuming the Theory of Contrastive

Underspecification (section 2.5), where contrastive values (i.e. both positive

and negative values¥) must be specified in the underlying representations:

 (19) Nasalization (Structuire-Changing)

    a. underived

       /hi2akiieagguni/ . hiipkiie4ggun2 gnine M79: 25i

           cc
    b. detwed
       /hi2a]di6@gguni-anaga/ - hi24ki'ie#ggngegn#ga inine and M79: 25'

 Note here that the first vowel of /anaga/ in (19b) txndergoes nasalization in

 the derived erwironment because it forms a diphthong wtth the preceding

 root-imal sy"able /ni/. Furthermore, because of its application to the

 undertved exwirenment in (19a) as weN, this rule must begong to the levei on

 which the Strtct Cycie Constraint does not work, namely the noit-cyclic gevel.

 'rhe same is also true of clash deietion, a structure-changing rule, which

 applies to both derived and undetwed words and thus can be thonght of as

  applying on the non-cyclic lexicag gevel, as shown below:
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¥(20¥) Clash Deletion ¥(Structure-Changing¥)

    a. underived: maekfiegggun2

                              (* ) (* )
                       <(* .)>(*) (* .) (*) <(* e)>(*) (e a) (*)

                        g ¥)tL o t,c g LL LL G I.e g ibe. g xL g ¥)te g tL g t.e #L g pc g lL o pc.

      /hiipkiid@gguni/- hi iZ{} kif bgggu n2 .hi 2g kii 6gggu nl

    b. dertved: hi24kii6a.ggunge4n4gb

                                     (* )
                              <(* .)>(*) (* e) (*) (* e)

                               g LL g LL 6 nc u o pt o nc g pL LL g nc o nc

       /hi23kii6#gguni-anaga/ -> hi ip kif 6@ggu ru:a ng ga

                                    (* )
                             <(* e)>(*) (e e) (*) (e *)

                               g nc o pa g lL IL g lL o tL a nc nc g nc gu

                            -hi ip kii e4ggu pt:a itp ga

 It should also be noted that clash deletion creates headless feet in both of the

 above examples, which are violations of Strvgcture Preservation. Therefore,

 clash deletgon is a nen-cyclic ru[Ee, and the Strtct Cycle Constraint works on

 the cyclic geveg only, just ]ike Structure Preservation.

   To sum up, (21) "lustrates the level-ordered orgaitization of iextcai and

 postiexlcal rules which have been discussed so far ¥(SB and SC indicate

 structure-bdiding (feature-frung) and structure-changing (feature-changing)

 rules, respectively¥) :

 (21) a. Cyclic bevel (subiect to structure preservation & the Strict Cycle Constraint)

        Reduplication (SB); (11)

        Non-Initial Stem Shortening: (SC) (18)

        Accent Assigument (SB): (9), (10), (11), (14a, b), (16)

        Dorsey's Law (SB): (8b), (10), (11), (17)
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   b. Non---Cyclic Level (immune from structure preservation& thestrtct cycle constraint)

      Nasa]ization (SC): (19)

      Clash Deletion & Clash Movement (SC): (14c), (20)

    c. Postlexical Level

      Non-Adjacent Clash Movernent: (7), (14d)

       Intrusive Schwa: '(8a)

in section 2.6, I will coitsider many other phonological ruIes in Wianebago on

the basis ofthis level--ordered composition of the Lextcon.

2.4. The Paraggelisxn betweerk the Affixation of Cycgic Morphemes

     affid the Appiication of Dorseyes Law

  kn section 2.3.1, I pointed out that cyclic rules reapply whenever a stem or a

word suffers a certain chag tge inform and that this change may be either

morphological or phonoiogical.23 Specifically, we have seen that the

reapplication of accent assignment, a cyclic rule, is triggered by the affixation

of certain morphemes as in (9a) or tw the insertion of certain vowels as in (10).

This fact leads to the following two consequences. First, the stxfffixes in (9a)

are cyclic morphemes, and the suffixation itseif must be a cyclic morphological

process (on the uni-demain level). Second, the epenthetic voweis in (10) are

present on the gexical gevel, and the inserdon precess, or Dorsey"s taw, must

apply on the same cyclic ievel as accent assignment, uniike intrtgsive schwa in

 (8a). This consequence is also sustatned by the fact that vowegs inserted by

 intrusEve schwa never bear accent but Dorsey"s Law vowels car} ¥(section

 3e1e4¥)e

   Comparing these two censequences, seme carefug readers might observe

 that DorseyVs Law vowels behave just like cyclic i nomphemes in the sense that
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they trigger accent reassignment injust the same way, in spite of the apparent

difference in theoretical status between them ¥(i.e. mompholegical vs.

phonological operations). 'lhis point can be made clear in (9a) and (10), and

also in the fogowtng examples where cyclic morphei] tes and DorseyVs taw

vowels have double and singie underlmes, respectively:

¥(22¥) a. The Affixation of Cyclic Morphemes

       wi} 6k 'cat' ---> wijYugr!pts 'small cat WE82: 3X3'

                       c
       n4e'g' 'to weigh' ->negpC}'4 You weigh IrwE80: 121'

                       /       hokit'6 'to talk to' -> horakit'e You talk to }rwE80: 121'

    b. The Application of Dorsey's Law

       /kreYysep/ --¥) kgreY"/ sep 'Black Hawk M79: 30, M89: a54'

       /boopres/ -> booperes 'to sober up M89: 154'

       /hikroho/ --> hikoroh6 'to prepare, dress S43: 35, 48, M79: 39, }{fWE80: X28, M89: 155'

    c. Both (22a) and (22b)

       wablokjSg"to mash hard' --> ggxwaZ6kY2 You mash hard M89: g54'

       megr56 'to promise' --> mp{}.IS6rae You promise S43: le6, mul80: 127, M89: 154'

       hewaZ5 'to be ill' -> hoSawall5 You are ill HWE80: 125, M89: X55'

 Although the position of affixation or insertion varies across the exampies,

 there is no dovEbt that the two processes uniforMgy trigger accent

 (re)assigument. Note in particular that the gocation of accent itm (22b) isjust

 the same as the one in (22c), which is a natural consequence of the paralgeemsm

 between the position of affu<ation a]f}d that of insenion. 'pt tus, it can be

 assumed that a certain change in sy"able structkEre triggers the reapplication

 of accent assignxnent. The crucial exarnples supporting this assumption are

 girenbelow, in which there is no change in the number of sypmabies and to

 which accent assigrment does not reapply (or reappgy oniy vacuously) even
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thongh rh-is a cyclic morpheme marking first-person singular forms just 1ftke

the second-person singular marker -g- in (22c):

¥(23¥) waf6k 'tomashHWE80:X24' .paZ6k Imash' ¥(</h--wa2bk/¥) cf.note41

    mger56 'to promlse S43: 106, ewE80: 127' -) m4sgli5kY I promise' (< /m4g-h-ra6D

    howai5 'to be fll HWE80: g25' --> hopaZ5 Xaa [i il1' (< /ho-h-waia/)

Here, ntorpho-phonemic chas ¥ges occur such as /hw/ -> [p] and /hr/ . [t],

but the affixation of the first-person marker is not followed by Dorsey"s Law

or accent reassignment, since there is ne chaxge of the number of syvaables

unlike the affixatioit of the second-person marker.2` It follows then that it is

precisely the addition of syllable structure to the form at the preceding stage

that triggers the reapplication of cyclic rdes, regardgess of whether the

addition is due to a xnorphological or a phonological process.

   It is true, of course, that there is a radicat difference between･ cyclic

rrkorphemes and Dorsey's Law vowels: cyclic i [gofirphefi nes constitute a distinct

cycle of rule appljcation in phonoaogy but Dorsey's taw vewegs do itot. Thus,

as shown in (24), the second-person singular marker -ra- provides accent

assignment ¥(strtctly, ieft-foet extrametucaiity axgd nxetnfication processes

discussed in section 3.2.4.1¥) witha second cycie, whike Dorseyes taw Er]xa-gst

apply at the end of the tfixst cycle and the insertedvowel oof the second

syhable does not constitute a second cycle.

 (24) a. TEhe Affixation of Cyclic Morpher] tes: horak/fe"e 'yeu speak EffWE80: 121"

                      aocent assignment affixation
       lstCycge; /hokit'e/ --> <hoki>t"6 (. *<hoLtki>t"ef)

                          aocent assignment
       2g}dCycle: /hoLtkit'e/ ---> <hoLt>k{icVe
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    b. The Application of Dorsey's ]Law: hikoroh6 'tDgewegeeveSz13: 35, za8, etc.'

                  accent assignment Dorsey's Law
       lstCycle: /hikroho/ -> <hikro>ho/ - <hikgro>h6

                         accent assignment
      (2ndCycie: /hikgroho/ - *<hikQ>r6ho)

However, in spite of the difference iR (24), the parallelism observed in (22) is

still extstent as an independent issue, which we camot overlook whatsoever.

'Ihis is because it is not at a]l ciear at present why cyclic morphemes trigger

the reapplication of phonological rules in the first place; that is, there seems to

be no exact reason why these types of momphemes resort to such a costfug

means as to erase the strvgctures that have been built aiready and to

reconstruct new structures.

   A clue to answer this question no doubt lies in the paraMel relation of cyclic

moarphemes to Dorsey's Law vowels, namely the addition of a syllabie to the

precedmg form available. This significant parallelism is captured by the Stnct

tayer Hypothesis, a general constraint discussed in section 2.6.4, which

requires every form to have weR-formed prosodic structure on the cyclic ieveg

 and whose violation is amended by one of the repair strateg!es,

 reconstruction. Since the addition of newgy-bullt syMable strvkcture, either

 gnorphological or phonological, brix kgs about partially-incompgete prosodic

 structure, it violates the Strict Layer Hypothesis and is repaired by

 reconstruction. 'i]hus, the paralEelism coitcerned is gtven a prix}cipled accownt,

 and there is a good reason why both cyclic morphemes and DorseyVs Law

 vowels trigger the reassigrment of accent imjust the same way, as in (22), as

 long as they increase the number of syliables un]ike (23). In some cases where

 Dorsey's Law applies wtthn an extrametrical foot, even the newly-created
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syllable is made invisible to the requireinent of the constraint ag¥)d hence not

remedied by reconstruction, as seen in (24b). See section 3.2.4.1 for the exact

derivation of these particular cases and section 3.1.3.2.6 for other interactions

of extrametricality with the Strict Layer Hypothesis.

2.5. PhoneK]kic inventery, Upmderspecification TheorY, and the

     Obiigatory Contovgr Prgncipge

2.5.1. The Inventory of Consonants

  Before discussing many other rules than the ones in (21), iet us consider

the phoitemic inventory of Wtmebago, which, together with

Underspecification Tlr}eory, will give rise to some implications for the

characterization of phonological rules mentioned hereafter. In the course of

imroducing the inventory of consonaitts and vowels in this language, we wtll

occasionaliy tum our attention to such re!ated issues as the distinctive featutre

system, its relation to underspecification, co-occurrence restrictions, a] kd so

On.

   First, the consona]f}tal inventory is given in (25), which is cgassified on a

phonetic basis in terms of places and manners of articugation:

 (25) ConsonantalInventory (Phonetic Classification)

Labial Nveolar Palato-Nveolar Palatal Velar Glottal

Stop p/b t k/g s

Affricate d/Y
Fricative s/z g/2 x/g h

Nasal m n
Tril1 r

Glide W y
Phonelogically, however, this classification can be ntore simplified as in (26),

which is partly based on Miner's (1993: 114) proposed inventory bkAt radicaEly
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extended and revised by incorporating feature matnces:

¥(26¥) Consonantal Inventory & Feature Bundles ¥(PhoRologicag Classification¥)

PlaceFeatures

MannerFeatures

[-gutt]

[---cor]

[+ant]

[-gutt]

[+cor]

[+ant]

[-gutt]

[+cor]

[-ant]

[-gutt]

[-cor]

['-attt]

[+gutt]

[-cor]

[-ant]

IAbial AlveolarPalato-AlveolarVelarGlottal

[-son][tont][-nas]

[son][+cont][-nas]

Stop

Fricative

Nasal

Glide

s/zg/ix/gh
[+son][tont][+nas]

[+son][+cont][-nas]

  ¥(gutt = guttural, cor = coronal, ant = anterior, son == sonorant, cont =

  continuant, nas = nasal; and each slash mark / indicates the voicing

  contrast, i.e. [±voi])

¥(26¥) not oitly shows the feature bundles of each consonant by utilizing the

SPE--ifke feature rnanices but also irtvo]ves several classificatory

simpMfications, as compared to (25): Glide and TrtM, Stop and Affricate, and

Palato-Aaveoiar and Palatai are unified as the same manner or pgace of

articugation, namely, as Glide, Stop, air}d Palato-Aiveolar, respectively.

  As for the feature matrices, the aim of incomporating feature values in the

classification is to explicitly show contrastive values for each consonant of the

inventory in Winnebago. This is becatgse I follow Steriade"s (1987, 1995)

TEheory of Contrastive Underspecification in assuming that both valvtes of a

feature are specified underlymgly if they are contrastive across the inventory;

thus, pairs of phonemes with a slash mark are specified for either of [±voi],

but the alveolar stop tand sonoramts remain unspecified for voicing, unfike

other obstruents, since they lack their voicegess counterpart in the consonantag

 system of this language.

   Moreover, the radical simplifications of colwms and rows in (26) are based
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on a natural class of consonants whose behavior is made clear when seen

through the lens of the followtng rule. In particular, the reason for the

stmplifications invobees a certain morpho-phonemic change observed in the

verbal paradigm with the first-person marker thia)- (wtth double underlines

in (27)), which functions as a prefix or an infix in a fixed order aif}d may

sornetimes be doubly affixed. I will ca[t this morpho-phonemic ngle "glide

fortition," which changes the [+son, +cont] values of glides into [-son, -cont],

resulting in the corresponding stops with the same place of articulation:

¥(27¥) Glide Fortition ¥(Structure-Changing¥)

    a. w-"P/h-
       wa26k 'to mashHWE80: 124' / paZ6k Imash' (< /g-waiiok/) cf. note 4Z

       wagf 'to dance Szg3: 46, M89: 15g' / pagf I dar)ce' (</bT-wagi/)

       wagin5k 'to dance sitting Si$3: 50' / paginek I dance sitting' (</b.wagi-nek/)

           e
       howa25 'to be ill EWVZE80: 125' / hopal5 Tam ill' (< /ho-l!Lr`wala/)

    b. r-->t/h-

       r6e 'to go M89: i51, M93: 113'/ t6e Igo' (< /ig--ree/)

       rugfo 'to pull down szg3: 4s, Msg: lsl' / tugfp Tpull down' (< /k-ruslp/)

       megr66 'topromise S43: 106, HWE80: 127' / mggt6M promise' ¥(< /me4=.h--ra6D

       hakirC'iYik 'to pull taut HWE80: 126' / haak{tuYik Xpull taut' (< /ha-l!zt-ki-lgt-ru=gjik/)

     c. y-6/h.
                                                        25        hajV5 'to see S43: 47, M79: 31, 32, HWE80: X23' / ha65 Xsee' (< /ha-grya/)

 Each first-person singular form undergoes gMde fortition and then

 preconsonantal h-deletien, so that the cluster of [h + a glide] surfaces as the

  corresponding stop wtth the same place of ardcugation. Glide fortitien must be

  a cyclic structure-changing rule subiect to Structvtre Preservatien and the

  Stuct Cycle Constraint, changing only the distinctive values and appgying only
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to derived enviroRments. For example, such underived forms as h-owe!  ¥(<

/hwe/) 'swolien S43: 22,V here/ (< /hre/) 'tobe, he is S43: 10, 22," ar}d h-or6Zg (<

/hrok/¥) "tojoin S43: 106V do not undergo glide fonition but Dorsey's Law. Its

cyclicity is also supported by the fact that it should apply pmf Dorsey's Law,

a cyclic rule, since otherwise Dorsey's Law would apply erroneously to the

forms in (27) (e.g. *hawat6k>. On the otherhand, preconsonantal h-deletion

must be a non-cyclic rule for the reasons stated in section 2.6.5. Interestingly,

in the case of haalriimLitk, another rule capted intervocalic h-deletion applies as

we" as preconsonantal h-deletion. For further detatls of intervocalic h-

deietion, see section 2.6.5.

   Novv the ]nost significant point to emphasize here is the three natural

 classes with respect to the phonological rule in (27). That is, 1) the glides vv y

 and the trtIk r together participate in the structural descrtption ef the rutle; 2¥)

 stops and the affricate cmust alsobe folded as a single class, as seen in its

 structural change ¥(in fact, affricates behavejust the same way as stops, with

 respect to the co-occurrence restriction on consonant clusters and the

 sonority scale in Wtmebago (sections 2.5.2 and 3.1.3.1));26 and 3) the fact that

 in (27c), the palatal ycorresponds to the palato-abeeogars cV shows that they

 behave just the same way in place of atrticulation. These considerations are

 precisely the motivations for stmplifying the mere phonetic ciassification tn

 (25) into the phonological one in (26). Moreover, centrairy to Mimer"s (1993:

  114) or Alderetees (1995: 33) assumption, the glottal h is ciassified not as a gMde

 but a fricative here, since h never undergoes glide fordtion ¥(i.e. there is no

  rde lj[ke h - e / h -- ¥) unlike other glides. Words lgke wtage-phtttt Vsunrtse S43:

  17, 67" ar}d m#g tawwshra [May Miner 81: 342" agso show that h is a Sirtricatwe, or

  othegMrise it weuld aJxndergo Dorsey's Law because of the sequence of a
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voiceiess obstruent and a gljde (* wiag(5puhua and *mewe taiwttsihiva). Instead,

avoiceless obstruent fovaowed by avoiceless fricative is a usuai consonant

cguster, as we wil1 discuss in the following section.

2.5.2. Against the OCPEffect on Consonant Clusters

  In the preceding section, I introduced the rule of gljde fordtien (27) and

suggested phonological arguments for simplifying the consonant classificatien,

but did not make clear' the problem of why such a rutle is requlred to apply to

the consonant cluster in question. Concerning the probgem, it might appear

that the application of glide fortition refiects a certain co-occurrence

restriction on the sets of consonant ckusters in Winnebago: the sequence of [h

+ a glide] is banned by the adjacency of continuant segments, so that glides

are changed into the corresponding stops. In fact, according to Miner ¥(1993:

116), there is an effect of the Obligatory Contour Principie (hereafter, OCP) on

the manner of articulation of a cluster, which prohibits the 3djacency of

¥(non-¥)continuant consonants ¥(i.e. *[ cy cont]-[ cy cont]¥).

   Before examining the existence and validity of this constraint in t] rks

language, let us consider Aiderete's (1995: 33) generalization of Wirmebago

 consonant clusters, which in tum is based on Miner"s (1993: '114-119)

 insightful observations listing possible consonant clgJgsters of this iax}guage:

 (28) Winnebago Consonant Clusters: CiC2

     a. Word-ii kitial or Word-medial Position

        Ci voicelessobstruent + C2 voicedstop

        e.g. sgEia 'whte M89: l52, M93: 117, 12C¥),' sgE[a8 'to piay M93: 117,' xg #@s5k 'energetic M93: 117,"

           xgCx.k 'to draw out fiuid SiB: 70,' gifttak 'warm M93: 117,' xYam6ne 'yesterday M89: I52,'

           bagdaxge 'chicken Sz13: 35' etc.
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      Ci voicelessobstruent + C2 voicelessfricative

       e.g psg'!ps.fe 'awkward M79: 29, small change M93: 117,' kshae 'stiff M93: 117,'

           f          kg'i' 's43: weak,' pgoopg6kg vfine Mg3: 117,' kg6e 'apple Mg3: lg7,'

          boiks5p I come to M93: i19,' wiage-phuu 'sunrise S43: ft7, 67,'etc.

    b. Word-medial Position only

       Cx voicedobstruent + C2 sonorant

       e.g. hara66bra 'the taste M79: 28,e hoo66gra 'theWmnetcago M79: 27,' waruYr5 't±Efocd S`33: 59,'

          hirawal Lazra 'the license M79: 28,' wan2gn.fk 'little bird M89: g50,'

          w@egw5goge brave man S43: 57,' nyygr5 'the ear S43: 64,' etc.

As for the marmer of articulation, it is true that there are no clusters made up

of two stops, two fricatives, two sonerants, aemd so on. Instead, (28a) shows

clearly that possible combinations are [(voiceless) fricatives + (voiced) stops],

[(voicegess) fricatives + (voiced) affricates], and [(voiceless) stops + (voiceless)

fricatives]. 'Ihus, they indeed appear to suggest the OCPeffect on

continuancy, licensing the clusters of either [+cont]-[-cont] or [-cent]-

[+cont], provided that affricates are substantially stops having the [-cont]

value.

  Unfortunately, however, the prohibition on adjacent (iton-)centinuants (i.e.

*[ or cont]--[ or cont]¥) can easily be fagsified by the foMowtng three facts. First, in

the case of a voiced obstruent plus a sonorant given in (28b), we can find the

clusters of [+cont]-[+cont] (e.g. zti> and [-cont]--[-cont] (e.g. gn) as wepm as the

cluster of [-cont]-[+cont] (e.g. bi3 gr). Since the [±cont] feature appears to

be contrastive betweeit glides (r, w) y) and nasals (n, m) in aight of the feature

systemin (26), either value should be specified uir)derlyingiy. But this

reasermg would net hold if the underlying distinctien between sonorants

were made by another avatlable manner featkxre, [±nas], .and the latter
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specification is supported by Rasalization (19) mentioned in section 2.3.4 (see

aiso section 2.5.3¥), which spreads the [+nas] value of enset nasals to

tautesyMabic voweis. If so, we must admit that sonorants may be not specified

for [±cont] and hence thatthe argument here is rather weak. However, as

]Ndiner (1993: 115) himself gives, other combinations than those in (28) extst,

which consist of a voiceless obstruent foMowed by the glettal stop:

¥(29¥) Cg voicelessobstruent + C2 glottalstop

    a. p'44p'46 'to give to the touch" b. t'gyp 'te put something longV

    c. k"6e 'te dig' d. s'fi 'foralong time"

    e. gV6e "drip' f. x"6e 'drip (thn liqmids)V M93: 115

Note that the glottal stop ' mvgst be specified for [-cont] a-xr}derlying]y in order

to distingntsh it from the glottal fricative h. 'IEhus, this type of cluster is a

compellmg exampie of the [-cont]-[-cont] sequence.

   Second, affricates can co-occur not oniy with fricatives as in (28a) but also

with stops as in (30). 'ghey are thought of as another case fer the [-cont]-[m

cont] cluster, and should be categorized into the former type of (28a):

¥(30¥) a. Ci voicelessstop + C2 voicedaffticate

       e.g. kY6e 'revenge M93: 117,' t'eekYa./ne 'he would die S43: 48, 65, g37,' '

          t'eelvagre 'this one tkvatjumped down SzB: 42,' giggkgeifgne 'he will strike M93: X24,' etc.

    b. Cg voicelessaffricate + C2 voicedstop

       e.g. xoeg6 'gray S43: 58,' najwi6gis 'saw (n) M93: li9,' raifg5 ffto dtmk M89: 149, 151' etc.

One might imagine that the occurrence of the ciuster in (30b) can be

 accounted for by assuming that affricates are contour segments with the

 seqiJgence ef [-cont][+cent] and that the cluster in (30b) suffers from no

 vioiation of the OCP, having the values of [-cont][+cont]-[-cont] as a whoge.

 But such an 'edge effectV analysis is falsified by the existence of (30a), whose
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cluster consists of the sequence of [--cont]-[-cont][+cont]. Moreover, (31) (i.e.

examples to be classified into (28b)) shows that this analysis with the edge

effect becomes more complicated because either [-cont] or [+cont] can follow

the rtght edge of the voiced affricate ¥(if we assume that in accordance wtth

¥(26¥), nasals and glides are specified for [-cont] and [+cont], respectiveiy¥):

¥(31¥) a. Ca voicedaffricate + C2 sonorant

       e.g. peeYnt< 'whiskey M89: 150,' peeYw56 'locomotive cf. M89: 15e, M93: 123,' etc.

    b. Yn: [-cont][+cont]-[-cont] jVw: [-cont][+cont]-[+cont]

Therefore, it is natural that affricates are treated as stops wtth only the [-cent]

vague specified, and there is no co-occurrence restriction on the ciuster

including an affricate.

   Third, the following examples also seem to constitute evidence against the

OCP effect in question, provided that affricates are treated as stops:

 (32)･Ci voiceiessstop + C2voicelessstop

     e.g. h4epe6k 'Monday M93: 123,' h5aet6eX go to eat ct. M93: 123,'

        euugi5senepke 'kingbirdM8X: 342,' teeS4nagopke 'pelican M81: 342,' etc.

 Since these clusters contain the featural sequence of [-cont]-[--cont], the OCP

 effect tums out to be falsified again. Incidentagly, the consenant combinations

 observed in (32) are rather controversial tn the sense that their second

 elements are voiceless wn]ike (28a) and hence that they have no place to fit in

 the co-occwrence generalization in (28). The first word in (32) is a compowad

 (< haia.p 'day S43: 66, M93: 123' + ee-ek 'new S43: 25, 33, 35, M93: 123") on the

 uni-domain (i.e. Iexical) gevel, which undergoes non-initial stem shortei wtkg

 and is very likely to undergo finalvoicing (cf. note 3 and section 2.6.1). Bvgt I

 wilg ignore this exceptional case in the fonowing discussion, because I carmot

 find any other examples with the consonant cluster p6 ¥(and forbidden clusters
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usually becomes the input to consonant reduction or elision on the iextcal

level, as in guuk6te 'horse S43: 42, 68,' derived from g#ukYdog S43: 42, 68,

123" and xet6 Vbig S43: 22, 35, 42, 59, 68'¥). Apromising interpretation is that

the form is haabcek, which undergoes ftnal voicing. The second word in (32)

is a postiexical compound whose members have distinct phonological domains

¥(< hha3 'I eat M93: 123V + tbe VI go S43: 79, M89: 150, M93: 123V¥), as discussed

in (3) in sectgon 2.1. If this were alextcal compound within a single

phonologicat domain, the cluster would be elided as in han#'a. te le 'all this S43:

66' (< handa3'ag S43: 67' + te5 'this S43; 47, 66'), as Susman (1943: 66)

        ve
remarks e"[f]inal 3elides before t as well as 6 ar}d ¥)V."' So I can also excgude this

example from our discussion.27 Turning to the latter two words in (32), I

cannot find any other examples of the sequence of pk, or for that matter, any

other examples of the sequences of two voicegess stops¥(*kp, *pt, *tp, *tk,

 *kt, etc.¥). Rather, the sequence of pgis often fovknd as in the foenowing way:

¥(33¥) Cg voicelessstop + C2 veicedstop

    e.g. h4epgd 'dawn S43: 56,' t'eepg6u 'tojump down S43: 56,122,'

        boogfpge because he shot it down S43: 64,' xaapg6n2k 'rapidly S43: 67,' etc.

[lhus, it is quite natural that the second element of pk be interpreted as a

 voiced stop like (33) (i.e. bttttgta/san4pge and teof4/na{¥opge), se that (33) is

 categortzed into (28a).

   Ali of the arguments presented so far alfiow us to conclude that there is no

 OCP effect 1ike *[ ¥(y cont]-[ or cont] and that affricates have the same behavier

 as stops and can occur wherever stops are licensed. To sum up, our

 considerations ferces (28) to be revised as in the foMowtng way:
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¥(34¥) ConsonantClusters: CiC2 ¥(Revised¥)

    a. TautosyNabic Clusters: Word-initiak or Word-mediaa Position

       Ci voiceless obstruent + C2 voiced stop: sg, gg,xg, syal,pt,kjY,pY,6g,pg,etc.

                           + C2 voiceless fricative: ps,pg,ks,kg,ph, etc.

                           + C2 glottal stop: p', t', k', s', g', x', etc.

    b. ffeterosyptabic Clusters: Word-medial Position only

       Cl voicedobstruent + C2 sonorant: br,gr,gr,er, gn,Sn,Yw,etc.

bo other words, (34) is a complete and exhaustive list of clusters licensed on

the lextcal gevel. One of the important points here is that the clusters in (34a)

appear in either word-mitial or word-medial position whige the ones ii k (34b)

onlyword-mitiaMy: the clusters which appear word-mitialiy can also occur

word-medially, but not vice versa. in section 3.1.3.1, I wila attribwgte this

asyr[wnetry to the syRabification principle I propose therein, which captures

¥(3zla¥) as tautosyNabic onset clusters and ¥(3zlb¥) as heterosyliabic clusters with

the voiced ebstruents synabified into the preceding coda position ¥(see also

 section 2.6.1, as a first approximation¥). It might also appear that the former

 ciusters occur either in derived environments or undergyingly whige the latter

 clusters usually emerge in suffixation and compounding. But the cguster in

 (34b) is also found underlyingly, as in the demonstrative marker rnagre "S43:

 52Ve

   Recall that the question posed at the begimng of this section is whether

 glide fordtion is a mere mompho-phonemic rule or a repaSr strategy to resokwe a

 vioiation of the OCP effect on continuancy. AIJI of the above arguments

 natura"y lead us to conclude that glide fordtion is the fermer type of

 idiesymcratic mie.

    As for other co-occuxence restrictiens than the one on centinuancy, it can
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be said that there is no OCP effect of *[gplace]-[ cypgace], because the

adjacent iocation of consonants with the same place of articulation is licensed

as in ng (xgapsZikr 'energetic M93: 117'), IY' (SYZfak 'warm M93: 117"), zr

¥(hrawal]azva "the license M79: 28g¥), and so on. This is also trgae for the

restriction on voicing: there seems to be no constraint of *[ &voi]-[ orvoi]

because of the presence of [a voiceless obstruent + a voiceless fricative] such

as ps, psV, ks, ksV, etc. As is clear from (26), obstruents (except for t, h, ') are

contrastive wtth respect to voicing and hence specified for either [+voi] or [-

voi]; thus, a]1 these clusters contatn the sequence of [--voi]-[-voi], a vioiation of

 the above constratnt, although clusters with the glottal stop (p ', t', k', s', ge, x')

 or with sonorants ¥(br, gr, zr, gn, ih, Jbo would not count as violations of the

 OCP since neither the glottal stop nor sonorants are contrastive with respect

 to voicing (hence, they have no [±vei] values on the regevant level).

   Finally, aside from the topic of the OCP effect on voicing, place, and

 continuancy, there is a rather anomalous cluster I have not mentioned thus far

 but caxmot be dismissed, since its behavior camot be accouated for by the

 generalization in (34); namely, the ciuster of st in stochi"gather M93: 117V and

 haasij (sy"abified as haa . saj) 'strawberry S43: 65," as compared to * sp and

 *sk. Its anomaly lies in the fact that as seen in (34a),avoiceless obstruent can

 be foMowed only by a voiced stop (or a voiceless fricative). Further] nore, this

  ckuster camot be reinterpreted in a way ]j[ke (33) whatsoever, because of the

  absence of dasaphoneme. Concerrmg this problem,Ithink at present that

  there maybe several distributional condMons on censonant clusters and that

  two of these are something like the ones in (35), which predict the occurrence

  Of the ckusters in (34a): 28･29
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¥(35¥) Cluster Filters ¥(Cyclic¥)

    a. *g[C C be *g[C C
       [--voi, -soit] [-voi, -son, -con] [-voi, -son] [+voi, -son, +con]

¥(35a¥) prohibits the clusters of a voiceless obstruent fobowed by a stop with the

underlying [--voi] value, while (35b) bans the clusters of a voiceless obstrvtent

followed by a nicatwe with the underlying [+voi] vague. If so, the apparent

anomaly of the stcluster canbe attriba-ited to the fact thatthe akueoiar stop t

is the only oral stop wtthout contrastive voicing ¥(i.e. with no underiying

specMcation for [-voi]¥) and thus is licensed in this position. Note also that *sp

and *sk are exckuded by (35a) because of the uitderlymg specification of p and

kfor ["voi], whereas pL tL k', sf, g', and x' are not rutered out by (35a) because

 ofno specification of the glottal step for either [-voi] or [+voi]. Particularly, it

 is a noticeable fact that the censonar}t t can also appear as a cluster with the

 glottal stop, as in (36). '[his cluster is also not excluded by the conditions in

 (35) :

 (36) a. t'6e 'to die M79: 28, M89: 151'

     b. tVptvp 'to put something long M93: 115V

 'Ihis fact means that the fust meKitber of a cluster in (34a) is licensed as long as

 gt has ito [+voi] specification.

    The distributional facts I have discussed so far can be seen as ether pieces

 of evidence favoring Contrastive Underspecification over Radical

 Underspecification. For more anemaly of the behavior of t and another

  condition on syllable structure, see section 2.6.1.
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2.5.3. The Inventory ofVowels and Two Reiated Rules

  Now let us discuss the inventory of vowels in Wirmebago, which can be

characterized more sii nply than that of consonants. The foptowing is a featfiJtre-

based phoRological classification, which relies on, but sornewhat different

from, Mtner's (1993: 119) assumption:

¥(37¥) Vocalic Inventory & Feature Bundles ¥(Phonologicag Classification¥)

DepthFeatures

HeightFeatures

[-back] [+back]

[+high][-low]

[-high][-low],

i/gu/y

a/av[-high][+low]

    (Each slash mark / indicates the nasal contrast, i.e. [±nas])

Here, [±back] and [±high] are contrastive in the case of high and mid

vowels; so is [±low] in the case of mid and 1ew frontvowels; and so is [±nas]

in the case of high and low vowels. As for the final point, the contrastiveness

of [±nas] is maustrated in the examples in (38):

¥(38¥) a. sfi 'foot M89:149" vs. sgg.e 'liverM89: 149'

    b. gisd'tohuskM89:149" vs. gis" 'upsetM89:149'

    c. haak 'rear pan M89: 149' vs. ha#kVwoodchuck M89: 149e

    d. psfe Yte spray S43: 70' vs. pstc eto sway S43: 70"

    e. hii "to de S43: 56' vs. hi.ig "to sxgck S43: 34e

Thus, as pointed out in section 2.3.4, nasalization which nasaiizes voweis with

itasai consonants in onset position ¥(as in /ifxkaa/ -> map "earth M79: 28, M89:

 149V and /nli/ -nd> aj2i "water M89: 149, 150"¥) is a feature-changing rule wtthin

the framework of Contrastive Underspecification, because it replaces the
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underlying [-nas] with [+nas].

  Interestingly, this tue soi netimes interacts wtth Dorsey"s Law, as iR (39),

where the inserted vowels become nasal though the initial consonants are

non-nasal:

¥(39¥) a. /knak/ . k4nak eto marryM89: 149,M93: 124'

    b. /sni/ . s4nf. 'cold M79: 29, M89: 149'

    c. /boopnus/ . boop4nys 'to hit at randorn M89: 149'

Miner (1989: 149) assumes that the nasalized vowels themselves are copied by

DorseyVs Law (hence, nasalizationis ordered before Dorsey's ILaw); I claim,

however, that because Dorsey's Law belongs to the cyclic level ay}d

nasalization to the non-cyclic level (see sections 2.3.4 a]f}d 2.6.5), nasalization

natura]ly applies ajftczDorsey?s I-aw. For more deta:[ks about the gnechanisrn of

 this ordering and several arguments for it, see sections 2.6.5 and 3el.5e

   Note in (37) that contrary to Miner's (1993: 119) or the standard

 assumption on vowels, the low vowels a/ge are classified phonologicapty as

 having the [-back] value. This is because the redundant rcgle of [+back] -

 [+round] is sufficient for characterizing the roundedness of Wtmebago vowels

 (auad hence the values of [±round] are nen-contrastive and reman

 unspecified lexically¥). The second reason is related to a rule capted ela ablaut

 by kmer (1989: 15e), which changes the root-imal e into abefore certain

                            30 suffixes, as in the foMowtng way:

 (40) elaAbiaut (Structure-Changing)

     a. war6 eto workV / wara-r6 'work ! M89: 150e

     b. mg@e6 "to cut apie¥(e cff / m#ge5-ire 'theycut apiece crffM79: 29, M89: 150'

     c. t6e "I goV / taa-na 'I could go M89; 150"

     d. hit"etV6 'to speak, taik' / hit'at'5-ak Vhe (lying) talked S43: 10, 11, 47'
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This rule can be simply formulated by changing the underlyingly-specified [-

low] value of e into [+low], provided that ais a front voweljust like e, which

seems to be a phonologically natural assumption. This analysis, moreover,

implies that ela abiaut is a structure (feature)-changing rule replacing the

gnderlying [-low] vaiue wtth [+low]; aitd its application to detwed

environments only allows us to assume that it applies on the cycljc leveg

because of the obedience to Structure Preservation and, especiaily, the Strict

Cycie Constraint. The cyclic nature of this rule is supported by the existence

 of lextcai exceptions to this rule (cf. (6i)), like hitet6'to speak, he speaks S43:

 9, 10, 47, M89: 149' / hitet5ire (*hitatZiLzire) 'they speak M79: 29' / hit'et5-

 eop (*hitUtk-eita)' he spoke WE82: 316,' where rz"re is an ablauYtriggering

 suffix as seen in (40b) and --Vn# is a declarative or past-forming suffix as

 discussed in section 2.1. In some cases, a variation is also observed as in

 hitatAtfYire / hit'et6-:7Yire he started to talk S43: 74."

   Forms r[ke hitatZiLraZ< and hitatZiL:Yire show that ela abiaut applies before

 reduplication (i.e. hit5 "to speak M79: 28V > hit'et6 Vto talk'), namely that the

 finat sy"able its copied after it undergoes the abiaut vage (sectgon 2.6.2). lhat is

 why the penultimate syllable of the root tums into a as weN as the ultimate

 syvaable. Si]nikar cases with consecutive avowels are also observed when it

 interacts with Dorsey's taw, jvgst like nasaaization in (39). Consider the

  examples beiow:

  (41) a. kgr6 "to]eaveweturmg' / kgr5-ire "theygeave wemm M79: 29, M89: 15e'

     be m@gpete 'to slice thn' / maap/ara-n@ he could slice thin M89: 150"

      c. gisewe- Vto calm down' / gisawai-nak 'to caim down sittmg M89: 150"

      d. ger6e 'you go' /gara-n6 'you could go cf. M89: i51'

  Unlike nasalization, I follow Miner (1989: 15e) in assrtmiitg that the ablaut
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vowels thernselves are copied by Dorsey's Law ¥(hence, ela ablaut is ordered

lpt2xeDorseyVs Law¥). in section 2.6.2, I wien eiucidate the exact ordering of

ela ablaut oit the cyclic level by involmg its interaction with reduplication, as

suggested above.

2.5.4. Long Vowels, Diphthongs, ar}d the General Sonority Hierarchy

  in addition to a single orat or nasal vowel, i.e. the monophthongs in (37),

Winnebago has several types of vowel combinations: what we ca" 'fawwng' and

'rising' diphthongs as well as long vowels.3i The naming of 'fa]ling' and 'rising'

comes from the sonortty contour of diphthongs, and the sonority has much to

do wtth the pitch contour of vowel sequences in this language. In particular,

according to Susman (1943: 27), Miner (1979: 28), and Hayes (1995: 348),

when a syMable with any of the fogowing vowel combinations bear accent, the

accented mora is uniquely deterrnined by their relation in sonority strength

¥(each empty intersection denotes a systematic gap of such a voweg sequence¥):

¥(42¥) Vowel Sequence VN2 and Syllable Nucleus

V2 i e u o a

Vl
a af da

o
6i de -oo

,,s

oa

u
(ti /ue ,,,7axu 1uo !ua

e
6i 6e /eo eti

i
{e
gl e/le ¥(lil!]¥)e/10 ella

Nasal vowels can also be combined and accented in exactgy the same way as

oral ones: .i, u, and 4 can in pimcipie eccur where their oral cokuatemparts are

fownd in the chart. When consecutive vowels are among the three, both are
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usual[ly nasalized ¥(#.i, o.i, u.i, e.i, .ig", but *gei, *gei, *.iD. Son te rising diphthongs

may invokwe nasally-splitting cases like waggr"4- "a man S43: 67, 79,ebvgt I wma

ignore the distinction in nasality here and below, because it is irrelevant to

accent position. Examples are given in (43), although they do not iUustrate aEk

the vowel combinations in (42):

¥(43¥) a. bong Vowels:

       nggp 'hand Sil3: 71' go'o tto spit Szl3: 71'

       r-6us 'to take S43: 71' x'e'e 'to dnp S43: 33, 71, M93: i15'

       g}"gx 'aroundSzl3: 71'

    b. FaRingDiphthong

       hdi6 'butt end, foot of tree Sz3: 36, 71' '6i6 'lower end S43: 36,71'

       hlr"5ira 'more, btgger S43: 63' 6aahal2.a 'a deerskin S43: 29, 78'

       hagor6iie 'sometimes S43: 63, 67' 6aa] x6i24 'a deer horn S43: 78'

       mg@e61gop 'to have grizzly bear power Sz33: 79'

    c. Rising Diphthong

       kiEis 'to fiee in fear S43: 36' wagiSk 'he was dancing S43: 47, 76'

       weegt6 'amanS43: 67,79' raabie 'abeaver Q43:67'

       wa'u5kge 'he (moving) did it SzB: 72' hirutitkv Iused it Sz$3: 74'

          cc
        heghi6kahi 'every night SzB: 62' hit'e6kira6 'to speakdifferent languages S<#3: 67'

   Twe points can be made with respect to the generaljzation in (42). First,

 considering synable stra-xcture into account, we can safely assumethat the

 accented mora constitutes the nvgcleus ef each syhable, because it is the

 sonority peak as wen. Second, withn each vowel sequence, the accented

 mora cark be regarded as having more sonority than the accentgess mora; if so,

 accent location is determed according to the fenowiRg sonority hierarchy

  (Hayes (1995: 348)):
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¥(zM¥) The Soitority Hierarchy of Vowels

    a>o>u>e>1
As is known from the colmms and rows ofaand i, the twe are constantw

strong and weak, respectively, wtth respect to othervowels; and the reXation

of o>u>eis clear fro]nu6, tt'e, and 6e. I wiR basicaNy adopt Hayes's

hypothesis on the sonority hierarchy in (44), and propose to extend it into the

General Sonority ffierarchy in (45), which incomporates consonants as ween as

vowels:

¥(45¥) The General Sonority I-Iierarchy in Winnebago

     vcswel (a > o >u >e > i >) > sonorant > voiced fricative > voiced

     stop > voiceless obstruent Tanaka (1997a: 17, 1998: 336)

As will be known in later sections, the internal hierarctw of vowels is vefiry

crucial for characterizing the status of Winnebago in accentual typolo'gy

 (section 3.2.3.1) and the hierarchy among consonant types for egucidating the

 syllable structure of Winnebago (section 3.1.3.1).

2.6. 0ther Raalesaggd Constraints

2.6.1. Final-Consonant Extrametrica]ity, CanceMation of Extrametricality,

      Stray Neutra]ization, and Stray AdjunctioR

  in Wtmebago, we cart observe those consonant clusters whose first

element is avoiced obstruent, such as the enes in (34b). Because words with

these clusters are constantly derived ones (compounds or suffixal forms),

Miner (1979: 27, 1981: 342, 1989: 150, 1993: 112) assumes a voicing rule which

voices the root-imal obstreents when foMoweCE by other roots or suffixes wtth

initial sonorants. Susman (1943: 4e) also remarks that VVa finai sEErd becomes

sonant before mitial r of a sufiix or another word,V' bwt other sonorants than r



may cause final voicing as in (46):

¥(46¥) a. hoo6ak Winnebago" / hood4g-ra 'the Wirmebago M79: 27"

          c
    b. hara6ap 'taste' / hara6ab-ra "the taste M79: 28'

    c. hirawahas 'license' / hirawahaz-ra 'the license M79: 28'

    d. ward6 'food' / wardi-r5 'the food S43: 59'

    e. wilrak 'cat' / wi}ug-ngk 'little cat' / wijYug-w44k "male cat S43: 57'

    f. wa4k'man' / wpag-n4ka 'that inan (sitting) M79; 27, M81; 342'

    g. p6ee 'fireV / peeY-wac' Tlocomotive' / peeY-ni 'whiskey M89:150'

The appljcation of final voicing prevents the forms in (46) from undergoing

6S

DorseySs taw correctly, since the latter rule applies ongy to the seqtxence of a

voiceless obstruent fo"owed by a sonorant. Instead, they wiil be the inputs to

the postlexical application of intrusive sclr)wa, as discussed in (8). If this

analysis held tnjae, final voicing would be a cyclic structure (feature)-changing

rule erdered before Dorsey's Law, and its cyclic application might appeair to be

evidencedby the foliowing examples (Susynan (1943: 68) and (Miner (1989:

                                         -152¥) gtve wangegLik for "little birdV as we" as wanzegajk, bwt I adopt the notr

elided form here¥):

¥(47¥) a. warttk "bird' / wanig-ajk'litrtilebird' / wangg-aj-g-ra "theMtuebirdM89: 15eV

    b. Ist Cycle: wan2k -n/a

       2nd Cycie: wangk-ng"k . wa]f}gg--ajk

       3rd Cycle: wangg-ajk-ra . wangg-n.gg-ra

 Its cyclicity might also be supported by the obedience to the Swict Cycae

 Constraint, since this structure (feature)-changing rde would generality apply

 to dertved environments.

   This analysis crucially presupposes that the reot--final obsttrxxents in (46) and

 (47) are voiceless in the underlying representations. I claim, however, that
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there is no such rule as final voicing for the fo"owing reasons. First, there are

often cases where foot-final obstruents are voiced even when they are

followed by h, a voiceless nicattve, although the fo"owtng h is lost by elision,

as seen in (48a):

¥(48¥) a. 'aabit 'blossom S43: 67, 125V ¥(< '5ap 'leaf S43: 67, 125'

                                        + hitu 'to coi [ke S43: 67, 125"¥)

      6eebf Tto consvtrne S43: 56, 67' ¥(< be/ep gfinished S43: 56'

                                               +hii "todo S43: 56V¥)

       waazg 'to suckle S43: 34' ¥(< w5as "breast S43: 34'

                                             + hpt2 'to suck S43: 34"¥)

       wu. gE[r).i te be anm S43: 57(<wCi4ktm S43: 56 , M79: 27, HWE8e: 13o, Msl: 342'

                                         + han{ "to have S43: 57, 67'¥)
                                              c
       w{mpgig bman S43: 67, 79V Kw6aktm S43: 56, M79: 27, ErwE80: 130, M81: 3ag'

                         + hi(2)aj 'oite S43: 29, 50, 67, 76, 78, 79, M79: 28')

       raabi5 'a beaver S43: 67' ¥(< r5ap rbeaver S43: 67, }IWE80: 130'

           c
                         + hi(2)6 'one S43: 29, 50, 67, 76, 78, 79, M79: 28V)

       gyggiinvk ?female dog S43: 123V ¥(< sptvk Ydog S43: 42, 68, 123g

                                       + hinrkk "woman S43: 42, 123'¥)
                                            c
       hgeb6kahi "every day S43: 125' ¥(< h@ep 'day S43: 66, M93: 123'

                                           + hokahi 'every S43: 125'¥)

     b. wiage-phuu "s¥(gnrise S43: 17, 67' m@gt/awushira May Miner 81: 342V

 It is tiMe that Miner (1993: 114) a]f}d Nderete (1995: 33) cgassify h as a glide (i.e.

 a sonorant¥), but this assumption cannot be adopted on the growwds that vmiike

 other glides, it neither pardcipates in gMde fortition (27) (i.e. hh - *h g cf. hw

  . hp and hr- hD nor in Dorsey's Law (i.e. OhV -> *OYhV), as discajitssed in

  section 2.5.1. Rather, it is cruciai that it causes Dersey's Law when followed
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by a sonorant, as seen in h-owei 'swopten S43: 22,' here"to be, he is S43: 10, 22,'

hgr6k 'to join S43: 106," hlnl."-k 'I arn small S43: 64, 121,e and harap6 'you waited

for him S43: 10': his nothing but avoiceless fricative. If it is not a glide, there

is no reason that it causes voicing. The second argurnent agai]f¥)st fboal voicing

is that contrary to (48a), there are other words like (48b), which undergo

neither finalvoicing nor elision. Agam, if hwere a glide, the non-application

of final voicing would not be accounted for, and as a consequence, its non-

application would erroneously cause Dorsey's Law, as in * wr"ag6puhutt and

 *maita-wtts.thira. Instead, ph ¥(i.e. avoiceless obstruent foenowed by avoiceless

   cC
fricative¥) is a usual onset cluster and licensed wtthout any problem, as

 discussed in section 2.5.2e

   in short, an approach with finag voicing fa]gs into a serious dilemma. But I

 am claiming that root-final clusters as in the former examples above, (46), aitd

 (47) are al1 underMngly voiced and that only voiced obstruents are licensed in

 coda position en the lexical level. For exa] nple, the compouitd of /'aab/ +

 /huu/ simply undergoes non-mitial stem shortening and elision ¥(cgusters

 other tha r) (34) are elided by convention) .

   A question then may well occur to us as to why the forms ii t (46) a] itd (47)

 have voiceless obstruents on the first cycle (i.e. at the wnsuffixed stage). "ffEh:is

 question as weM as a" the other derivations in (46) and (47) invc)lve the

 foMowtng fogJgr rvrkes, one on the cycXc levea and the ether three on the

 postlextcal level:

  (49) a. Final-Consonant Extrametricality (Cyclic, Structure-BEgilding)

     b. Cancellation ef Extrax)tetricality (Postlexical, StrtActaxre-Changing)

      c. Stray Neutralization (Postlexical, Structure-Changing)

      d. Stray Adjunction (Postlexical, Structa-xre`Bvgilding)
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Rules (49a-d) have independent motivations: (49a) is indispensabge for

reduplication (section 2.6.2), (49b) for defauk Irtone insertion (section 2.6.6),

and (49c) for certain types of devoicing phenomena (see below). (49d) can also

be motivated on the grounds that any language with extrametncality seei ns to

have soi nethng Mke the one in (49d) to account for synabification afrer the

cance"ation of extrametricality (Hayes (1981, 1982), Halle and Vergnaud

¥(1987¥)¥). The derivation of the words in ¥(47¥) then proceeds as in the foBowing

way:

 (50) a. Ist Cycle:

               (49a) (49b) (49c) (49d)
       /waajg/ - wang<g> - wangg - wang" k -> wangk

     b. 2nd Cycle:

                  (49a) (49b) (49c) (49d)
        /waajg-n2g/ - wan2gpt.e<g> -> wanSgn2 g - wan2gnge k -> wan3"gngk

    c. 3rd Cycle:

                    (49a-d)
      /wang.g-ngg-ra/ -> n/a - wan2gn}gra

¥(49a¥) makes the werd-final consonant invisible to, ar}d thus ii Em¥)wne from, the

syptabification rule; when extrametricality gs canceled by (49b) on the

postlexical levei, the final consonant is sti" unsyilabified, or stray; (49c)

neutralizes the values of [+voi] and ["voi] of such a stray segment, in effect

changing them ipto [-voi] mifomiy ¥(note also that in Wtmebago, there are

no voiced codas in word-final position¥) ; and imally, stray segi ifkents are

resyMabified into the preceding ceda position by (49d). /Vthough on the lextcal

level only voiced obstruents are licensed in coda positien, this is not the case

on the postgexical level.

   Some comments are necessary on derivations Mke the one in (50). First,
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¥(49a¥) can apply to the word-final consonant and not to the morpheme-finag

consonant in a manner like (51):

¥(51¥) a. 2ndCycle: /wang"g/+/n.fig/ - *wan2<g>-n2<g>

    b. 3rdCycle: /wan2"g/+/ngg/+/ra/ -- *wan.i<g>'aj<g>-ra

That is, the extrametricality on the previous cycle(s) is not carried over en the

present ovcle even though (49a) is a cyclic rule. "This is dvge to one ef the weM-

known conditions on extrametricality, which has been advocated consistentw

in theinetrical frarnewerk (cf. Hayes (1981, 1982, 1995),Tanaka (1990,

1991¥)¥);32

¥(52¥) Extrametricality Condition ¥(Cycstc¥)

    An elernent may be extrametrical only if it it a peripheral constituent of

    the phonological string.

 Pertpherality is a key word here. Second, recalit that intrvgsive schwa can apply

 to the sequence of avoiced obstruent plus asonorant, as seen in (8). This rule

 is postiextcal like (49b-d), but belongs to the different block of optiona! rules

 from the block of obligatory ones in (49b-d). The block ef optional rules is

 ordered before the block of obligatory ones, as in (53):

 (53) a. CyclicLevel

        Final-Consonant Extrametrtcality ajtw Extrametricatity Condition

     b. Postlexica1 Level (Optional)

        Intrusive Schwa ge Coda Condition

      c. Postlexical Level (Obligatory)

        Cancellation of Extrametricagity

        Stray Neutralization

        Stray Adjunction

  As shown iR (53b), I assume the Coda Condition on the optionai postlexical
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level, which bans any consonant in coda position ¥(although on the iextcal ieveg

voiced obstruents are licensed in that position¥). 'Ihat is why intrusive schwa

applies optiona[ky on that levei before the application of (49b-d), as in (54):

¥(54¥) /wan.leg/+/n2g/+/ra/ --> wan3"geaj/gera ¥(or wanggiajgara¥)

'ffEhus, intrusive schwa is a repair strategy to resokwe a violation of the Coda

Condition, when there is any sequence of a voiced obstruent fonowed by a

sonorant.33

   Contrary to a series of Miner's works, my analysis discussed so far relies

soleiy on the assumption that the coda positions of such words as bo (46) and

 (47) are occupied by underlyingly-voiced obstruents. I can present several

arguments in favor of this assumption, and at the same ttme, they are thought

 of as advantages of my anaiysis over Miner's. First, although word-final codas

 are usually written as voiceless and hence I assume stray neutralization on the

 postlexical level ¥(e.g. rus"lp Vto pull down S43: 45, M89: 151, M93: 113' p6eg 'fire

 S43: 25, M79: 31, M89: 150,' ee!ek 'new S43: 25, 33, 35, M93: 123,' para/s 'fiat

 S43: 71, M79: 27, 29, 30,' gor6g 'deep M89: 153, M93: 112," hiw4xeto ask M89:

 152," and so on¥), they are the position where the voicing contrast of obstrvgents

 consistently disappears, as cempared to word-mitial onsets wtth contrastive

 voicing ¥(e.g. 6ha "deer S43: 29, M93: 117' vs. im "frozen M93: 117" and sfi "leg

 M89; 149, M93: 117, 119'vs. zzfr 'yellow, brown M89: 152, M93: 117, 119, X20'¥).

 Therefore, not only word-medial but also word-imal codas might be written

 as voiced, just as the non-contrastive tis sometimes written as d. 'liM:its is also

  sustained by the phonetic fact that both obstruents in coda positioxt aitd tin

  any position iack aspiration unlike other ordinary voiceless obstruents. in fact,

  this sitxgation may have bothered Hale and White Eagle (1980: 118) to give a

  stipulative provision in their study that "[w]e write final stops as /p, ch, k/,
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rather than /b, j, g/." Nl of these opaque properties of coda positions are

accounted for by the assumption that codas are voiced obstruents lextcaMy but

are devoiced (neutra]ized) postlextcally. Second, my analysis can gtve a

principled account of the asymmetry in (34): the cgusters withan initial

voiceless obstruent in (34a) appear in either werd-mitial or word-mediag

position while the ones with an initial voiced obstruent in (34b) appear in

word-medial position only. This is because the former clusters as a whoie

constitute the syllable onset while the latter clusters consist of the syllable

coda and the syMable onset. It is qugte natural that the sygable coda never

appears word-mitiaMy ¥(see also section 3.1.3.2.1 for a detailed account of the

asymmetry¥). Third, the hypothesis on voiced obstruents in coda position

 suggests that in word-medial position there may well be a triconsonantal

 cluster with a voiced obstruent in the syhabie coda arkd a biconsonantal cluster

 in (34a) in the feptowing syptable onset. Such trtcoitsonantal clusters can in tact

 be found in the foptowtng words with suffixation:

 (55) a. gtiu6 "to shoot' / s'a 'repeatedlye / gudis'5 "to shoot repeatedly'

     b. gtgfp gto falk' / ggvaj "must (dubitative)' / gigibgg"n2 "be][kkxstlas7efagten'

     c. kpn#k 'to marry' / sge 'may ¥(uncertatni' / kgn@gsge- Vbemay hasze mantedV

                                                       Cfe M93: 124

 Jusdike (54), each word-medaal coda of the suffixed forms vioiates the Coda

 Condition and becoi nes stray on the eptional postgextcal level, undergoing

 stray neutralization (49c) and stray adjunction (49d) on the obligatory

 postlextcal ievei and sutacing as gutt6sA, gtglpgg4aj, and k#n@ksgei Note

 here that the violations of the Coda Condition are not repaired by intrusive

  schwabecause each coda posMon is not follewed by a sonorant like (54). In

  sum, the licensing of such tricensonantal cgvg$ters as in (55) caff} only be given a
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natural account if the present hypothesis is adopted ¥(see also section

3.1.3.2.2¥). Finally, my analysis also accounts for the distributional fact about

coda consonants: i-miike voiced obstruents, sonorants as well as t, ', and h

never occur in coda position ¥(i.e. *CVn, *CVm, *CVw, *CVr, *CVy, *CVt,

*CV", *CVh¥). bo otherwords, coda consonants are licensed only if they have

coittrastive voicing. Formally, this can be expressed by the syMabge structure

condition saying that syNable-finai consonants must have the uitderlying

[+voi] value.

   Together with the two cluster conditions gtvenin (35) (section 2.5.2), the

coy}ditions on syMabge structure wl tilch have been discussed so far are

summarized as in the followtng way ¥(the mark M indicates a positive

reouirement saying that such and such a form must be as in the

 representatgonal format¥) :

 (56) Coda Reqnirement (Cyclic)

     B C]g
        l

      [+voi]

 (57) Cluster Filters (Cyclic)

     a.*g[C C b.*g[C C
        [-voi, -son] [-vei, --son, -con] [-voi, -soit] [+voi, -sen, +con]

 These three conditions appear to be operative en the lexical cyceec ievel when

 the syllabification rule applies. ']hey not oniy capture the descriptive

 generalization on Wtmebago syptable structure in (34) but also account for the

 anomalous behavior of the atveolar stop t in the 'pt geery of Centrastive

 Underspecification. Specifica[iy, as a member of the CiC2 ckuster, it cEm

  appear 1) in the C2pesition after avoiceless obstruent (e.g. stoohi "gather

                                                             '
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M93: 117' and haastgtstrawberry S43: 65"¥) like the glottag step and wnlike

othervoiceless obstruents and 2) in the Ci position before the glottal stop (e.g.

tAe 'to die M79: 28, M89: 151'¥) like other voiceless obstruents; but it is

prohibited 3¥) in post-vocalic coda position ]ike sonorants and the glottal stop

and the giottal fricative and unlike other obstruents. Ng of these are given a

ptmcipled explanation by a set of conditioits in (56) agtd (57).

  in section 3.1.3, we will give more evidence for the present assumption on

codas, in the context of sygable structure in general, and demonstrate that the

effects of (56) and (75) are derivable frommore general principles: the General

Sonority I-Iierarchy in (45) and Clementsgs (1990, 1992) Dispersion Principge,

both of which have independent motivations.

2.6.2. More on Reduplication

  In the earlier sections, I gave reduplication phenomena as an example of a

derivation process in werd formatgon ((lb) in section 2.1) and of a cyclic rutle

interacting with accent assignment and Dorsey's Law ((11) in section 2.3.1).

rthis section is devoted to scrutinizing reduplication in more detat1 on the basis

of some other data, defining it as copying and template matching, and

considering its ordetmg relation to other rteles.

   In simple cases, this process reduplicates the final light sy"able of the base

as in (58a), and when the fiRag syMable is loritg, the svtffixal redviplicant shortens

as in (58b):

¥(58¥) a. gihti 'to swng M89: 149" / gihuhd 'to wag its taig M89: 149"

       ra6g6 eto drink M89: 149, 151" / ra6g4eg4 'to drtnk wepeatedkyM89: 149"

       hit'e! 'to speak M79: 28" / hit'et'ef 'to $peakrema S43: 9, 10, 4Z M89: 149'

       mg@ajl 'to walk S43: 33' / m#eajng 'to walk a little S43: 33'
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      waazg 'to suckle S43: 34' / waazgz! gto suckle a little at a time S43: 34'

    b. g'e/e 'to leak S43: 71, M93: 115' / g'eeg'6 'to drip M79: 29"

      X(5ki) ℃o driip (thin. it(ptLdssi> S43; {iB, 71, M93: 115'/ Xeexl6 bo drop earptngs S4,3: EB, 71'

If reduplication is composed of the two phonological ruies of copying arkd

template matching in the sense of the derivational frainework of McCarthy

and Prince (1986), then the reduplicative forms in (58) are correctly derived as

in (59). in general, template matching invobees the specification of its prosodic

target (i.e. prosodic category as a type of template) ar}d its association (i.e.

from left to right or froi n rtght to left as a directionality of matching¥). I claim

that in the case of Wirmebago, the prosodic target is a syllable ¥(either light or

heavy¥) depicted as g and the association is fromright to left. Note also that

template matching is subject to the Maxima]ity Condition, since its association

i nust be mamal (or ethewtse *gthmi and *racgag6 would be produced):

             copying matching /l
       /gihu/ --> gimgihu . gihugihu

              copymg matching //1
       /ra6gg/ -> ra6g@ra6g# -> ra6g4raeg#

              copying matching //i
      /ggee/ - geeeg'ee -> g'eeg'ee

fioating erasure

-

fioating erasure

--
ltrp

shortening

-
After copying and template rnatching, fioating or unassociated seginents m

the reduplicants are erased later by convention (fioating erasQscre).

reduplicants have a long vowel, they wndergo non-mitial stem shorteimog

usual cyclic process (see (18) in section 2.3.4 or section 2.6.3). thrts, non-

initial stem shortening is ordered after cepying and tempgate matchkf}g.

   The reduplicants in (58) are seen as suffixes, but in more complex cases,

      g

     /i
gihug hu

          6
         //I
   ra6g4 eg@

     g
    /I
g'ee g'e

  If the

     e,a
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some reduplicants appear to function as infixes when the base forms end in a

consonant, as shown below:3`

¥(6o¥) fuuk /YuEtlYuk 'teitder' 26ok / 2oo26k Vslippery" pa4c / pgegpae Vsoft"

    sg6ap/sgaasg5p 'sticky' ps.gije/psgea:ps5tdi Vawlrward' M79: 29

These apparent problernatic forms might show that the present analysis fa]ls

into a dfienma: if the above rules applied to them, erroneous forn ts would be

produced such as *fude"tfk, *2ooki6k, *sganpsg5p, and se on; or if the

processes in (6e) were regarded as infg xtng, (58) and (60) would be treated

separately and not be given a uniform account, which is a rather unfortunate

and counter-intuitive resuit. However, final-consonant extrametricality (48a)

gives us a breakthrough out of this situation, if it is ordered before

reduplication ¥(note that vgnderlying codas are voiced here, foMowtng ovtr

previous assumption¥) :35

¥(61¥) a.

be

     extrametricality copying matchlng
rsuug/ -.> Yuu<g> . Yuuiuu<g> -->

       shortening other rules
         -> YuuYu<g> --> Yuajvgk

      extrametrtcality copying matching
/sgaab/ -> sgaa<b> -> sgaasgaa<b> ->

       shortening other rdes
         --> sgaasga<b> --> sgaasgap

    g
   //i
Yuu jYvtu <g>

      o
    ///l
sgan sgaa <b>

What is crucial here is that extrametricality makes the final consonant of the

base invisible to copying, se that the cepted material lacks the finag consonant,

as iniutt7tttt ag> and sgan sgaa <b>. Note alsothat the copyiitg process invgst

leave the extrametrical element at the right edge, or otherwise the resulting

representations wouid be *7uaig> Yua a] kd *sgaa<b> sgaa, which are
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violations of the Extrametricality Condition in (51) (hence, copying in such a

way is blocked by this conditioit¥) .

  The rnost intricate but intriguing cases are the examples givenbelow,

where the reduplicants coitsist of two syMables and not of a single sydable

¥(*bjwtwr.`and *parar6s¥). They might appear to make a remarkable contrast

wtth the cases we have been discussing above and to be treated as an entirely

separate type of reduplication, because each copied material comprises two

sy"able s :

¥(62¥) a. 6gtt 'sound M89: 149'/ 6gw2eg'w2, 'soundcattsingvibmien M79,26,M89: i49'

       gar5 'bald S43: 33, M79: 29, M89: 149'/ garag6ra 'bald in spots SiS3: 33, M79: 29, M89: 149'

    b. p@rbs 'flat S43: 71, M79: 27,29, 30'/paraparas 'wide M79:29'

       kt' `s / k-irikiris 'striped, spotted S43: 33, 67'

       ker6g / kerek6reg 'colorful M79: 26'

However, these words contain Dorsey's Law sequences and gack the

underlmedvowels in their underlymg representations. If Dorsey"s Law applies

after copying and tempiate matchig kg, it is evident that my analysis is sufficient

to dertve such words as in (63):

             extrameuica!tty copying matching //I Dorsey's]Law
        /ewll/ ---> n/a - ewgewgl - 6wiewt --> bgwt62wg

             extrametrtcaXtty copying matching //1
        /praz/ -> pra<z> - prapra<z> -> prapra<Z>

              Dorsey's Law other rules
                 --> parap4ra<z> -> p.a.rap.aras

 'Thus, copying and template matcl aitng as weM as other rules I have beeit

 assuming can gtve a uniform account of the apparently-separate types of cases

 ranging from the simpler examples in (58) to the inore difficult examples with
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infixation in (60) and withDorsey's Law in (62).

  As for the ordering relation between reduplication and ela ablaut ¥(section

2.5.3¥), there are suggestive exa] npies as in hit6 Vto speak M79: 28' / hitlatkfak

ehe (rrtoving) talked S43: 10, 11, 47' / hiratAfaspn4kg4n4 'you are talking

HWE80: 130, H85: 428,' where ablaut-triggering i norphemes are -ak and m

nak, respectively (-:va and -S' (ZO are second-person makers, and -gta)n4 is a

 L
declarative suffpt¥). Interestingly, these forms have ablaut vowels in their base

and reduplicant and thus can be derived correctly if ela abiaut applies first

before reduplication:

 (64) ablaxxt extrametrtcality copymg
     /hit'e-ag/ --> hitYa-ag - hit'a-a<g> --> hit"ahit'a-a<g>

                          gg
            Matgh[ji"g hit,a hitA-a<gfi>Oating i{riasUre hit,a tA-a<g>Othej[lrul ieShit?atvaak

Note here that tempiate matching proceeds from right to geft in the base-

reduplicant unit (ignoring the svgffix) and that non-mitial stem shortening does

not apply to (64) because the stemvowel is not long underlyingiy.

  M the interactive processes discussed so far apply in the given order on the

cycMc level: ela ablaut, final-consonant extrametrica!tty, redukplication

¥(copying and template gnatching¥), non-mitial stem shortetmg, Dorsey's taw,

and so on. Natura]ly, reduplication is a cyclic structure-bvulding process,

whose cyclicity is evidenced by the non-stress-neutrak}ess of (58), (60), and

 (62). It seems to be an advantage of our rule-based system that these

 processes wtth a complex interaction ¥(especially, the three apparently-distinct

                                  ' types of reduplications in (58), (60), and (62)) can be treated kxniformly in the

 framework of prosodic momphology.
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2.6.3. More on Non-Initiag Stem Shortening

  AJnother lextcal cyclic rule is non-mitial stem shortening, which has

occasionally appeared in the preceding discussion. 'ffhis rnie shortens the non-

initial ste] r} vowel of such compounded, reduplicated, and infiected forgns as in

¥(65¥) :

¥(65¥) a. Compounded Forms

      e6e 'deer' / h6e Vhorn' / 6eeh6 'deer horn, buffaio horn S43: 41, 56'

      p6e6 'fire' / ngig 'water, liquid' / peeYn{ "whiskey M89: 150V

      hagp Tday' / 66ek hew' /h44pe6k 'Menday M93: 123'

       h4@h6 'night' / wii 'sun' / h44h6wi 'moon S43: 58, 123V

    b. Reduplicated Forms

       gY6e 'to dripg / g'eeg'6 'to drip repeatedly M79: 29'

      x'6e 'to drtp (thbo liquids)' / x'eexV6 "to drop earr tings S43: 33, 71"

       Yifuk /Suulnk 'tender M79: 29" 26ok / 2oo26k "slippery M79: 29'

       p6@e / p4@p46 "soft M79: 29' sgaap / sgaasgap 'sticky M79: 29'

    c. Inflected Forms

       nfzp 'to swtm'/ragng"p vyouswt[n'/raajpgan# vyouswin t (declarative) Qr swame/

       ng"Ipg4n# 'he swims (declarative) or swam WE82: 309, 310S

       gptvs 'to teachV / hag"s 'Iteach' / hagvsgan4 'Iteach ldecgamtitve¥) er taug] tt" /

       gyvsgan@ 'he teaches (declarative) er taught WE82; 309, 310'

 Shortening is not restricted te a word-final stem vowei; it can also apply to a

 word-ffnedialvowel if it belongs to a stem as in rampepg4ng a] kd hagusg4ite; Emd

 cenversely, it does not apply to a word-initial vowei even if it compnses a

 stem as tn n.iZpsV4na and gyusg4n4. In short, this rule may be formulated as

 applying enly te non-initial stem vowels.

    It is tmportant to note that its application to ajK;p and gpt ges as infinitives is
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blocked correctly by the Strict Cycle Constratnt, because of their underived

nature; thus, it surely is a cyclic structure-changing rule appMng only to

derived forms. Its non-application is also true for suchbare forms as in (66a):

¥(66¥) Bimoratc MonosyllabicWord

   a. Bare Forms

      gu/u 'to leave retuming here' t"e/e "to die'

      /rg.e 'tolive' ptng "tomake'

   b. Prefixed Forms

      ggtiu Vyou leaveretuming here' gYe'e 'you die'

      g2/i! Vyoulive" kV#y'tofftakeone'sown' M89:151

Interestingly, however, even the prefixed (i.e. derived) words in (66b), whose

stems are certainly non-mitial, do not undergo non-mitial stem shortening

and preserve their mora structure; ai ltd the blocking of shortening in (66b) is

itot predicted by the Stuct Cycle Constraint. I thus assume another general

prtnciple in (67a) withthe pararneter value in (67b), which are at werk

extensively in various languages:

 (67) Minimality Condition (Cyclic)

     a. For a certain category Ci, i E i, Ci contains at least nconstitvkent(s) of

        the category below.

     b. A word contains at least two moras in Wirmebago.

 In the prosedic hierarchy, Ci universaMy contatns at ieast one constitckent ef

 the category Cn ¥(a syptable contains at least one more, a foet one syhable, a

 word one foot, and so on¥), whifte some languages have pardcular reqvgirements

 ork the size of a foot or on the stze of a word.36 For exampie, (67b) agso helds

 true fer English, where aag tme phonemes count as moras and the rmal size

 ofa word is CVC and ovV (e.g. Zttck, pen, spa, pea) except for footiess
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function words (e.g. the, a). hn the same way, in Wirmebago, where alit voweis

count as moras as stated in section 2.6.4, there is no word wtth the size of CV

and CVC, except for bound morphemes such as -ra (definke marker), thit.i

¥(itegative marker¥) , -ha ¥(first-person marker¥) , and -ra ¥(second-person marker¥) ;

namely, the rmal size of aword is (C)(C)VV(C) like (66). Thcgs, applying

non-initiag stem shortermg to the words in (66b) gives rise to aviolation of the

Mintmality Condition even if they offer a derived environment.

   Clearly, what I have been discussing so far presupposes that the e] ¥)S2pt:g

phonological sttmg constitutes a 'word' in the sense of (2) in section 2.1; in

otherwords, the finai stem alone camot be a word ¥(or a distinct phonological

 domain¥) like *[6ee][hee], *[g'ee][g'ee], *[ha][n##p], and so on, because the

]Nimma]ity Condition would erroneously block the application of shortening to

 each final stem. Rather, the overa]1 sttmg must be regarded as a word like

 [6eeh6], [g'eeg'6], and [han2"p] regardless of compounding, reduplication, or

 infiection. That is why I proposed in section 2.1 that these morphological

 processes are alE induced on the uni-domain ievel. Conversely, the bgoc]cixf}g of

 shortening occurs in the case of multi-domain verbag compounds like haybla/pt2e

                     ' 'able to see S43: 122' ¥(< hewYa- 'see S43: 47, M79: 31, 32, HWE8e: 123? + p2z¥(e 'to

 be able, good S43: 113") and hDrdk'tw 'tojoin S43: 17V (< her6k eto be a

 member of S43; 17V + '#u 'to do S43: 17'¥), because they form distinct

 phenological domains as in [harVa][p{.i.] and [hor6k]["gy]. A][nftntmal centrast

 with the former example is seen in hafapY'good-looking S43: 122, 123" a vmi-

  domajtn compound to which non-mitial stem shortermg does apply. A simiaxr

  contrast is also seen between p#n4pt`tg 'able to have an odor S43; 14, 123e and

  p4n4gez` 'sweat-s]fnegl:ing S43; 14, 123' ¥(< p#naj 'to smen S43: X23" + ofZ "to be

  abie, geod S43; 113'¥).
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  A question to be addressed then is the ordering relation of this ruge in the

rule-based system: where does non-initial stem shortening find its position

among other cyclic rules? in the previous section, we saw that it shougd be

ordered after reduplication at the very Ieast. Moreover, the forms of

rarngepg4/n4 and haggesg4ne force it to be ordered before construction of

prosodic structures, or otheiM7ise they wouid have wrong accents as m

Yanzlpg4n4 and laagit ss4it#:37

¥(68¥) a. shortetmg > accent:

                                           (*)
                                    <(* e)>(* e)

                                     g IL g IL O LL q LL
        /ra-ajlp-g@na/ - rangpgpa@ --> ra ni pg@ n@

    b. accent > shortenlng

                             (* ) (* )
                        <(*)> (*) (. e) <(*)> (*) (e e)

                         g xL gLL nc g nc g xL g nc glL o nc g nc
        /ra-ng:i.p-g@n@/ --> ra n.i.!. pg#ng -> *ra n.g" pg@n#

 It foMows then that the ordering relation is redupeication ¥(copying and

 template matching¥), non-mitial stem shortetmg, and construction of prosodic

 structures (moraification, sy"abification, metrification, etc.). Concemtag the

 ordertng problem, there is an apparently-controversial but interesting exampie

 which Miner (1989: 151) gives: gefe 'you go". The derivation of this form

 might appeasr to proceed as /g-ree/ -> geree (Dorsey's taw) -> gere

  (shortening) and not as /g-ree/ -> gree (shortening, which gs biocked by the

  tmagity Condiicion) - geree (Dorsey's taw). That is, Dorsey taw would

  apply first before shortening. I clatm, however, that Dorsey"s Iaw applies after

  shertening as weil as presodic structure construction. in fact, I assrgme that

  the word in ouestion should be realized wtth the rise-fasu tone at the end,
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represented as s"eree,where the final syllable is 21pt}g. As is the case with the

             L }-it
derived forms in (65) and (66b), whether the finai synabEe is iong or short

reljes on the presence or absence of Lin its tone contour: CV or CVV. 'Ihus, I

                                                  H HL
claim that the correct form is seree, which implies the ordering of shortening

before DorseyVs Law. Describing a vowel length is sometimes an intricate

problem; for example, Mtner (1989) transcribes avowel of the sar) ke word as

                           ,-either long or short, as in porop6oro 'spherical M89: 154' aitd poroporo

'spherical M79: 26, M89: 155," akhough such a case seems to be rare with him

(but in this case, the vowel must be short because it is a DerseyVs law voweD.

What I mean is that the accented vowelis ofren lengthened phoneticaffty and

somewhat difficuk to transcribe phonologicagly.

 2.6.4. Moratfication, Syllabification, and Metrification

   In section 2.6.2, we argued for the detailed mechanism of reduplicatien in

 Winnebago. Imgnediately after copymg and tempgate matching, any segment

' in the reduplicants that remams unassociated to the prosodic template g is

 erased by floatir)g erasure, as maustrated in (59a, b). Both bases and

 reduplicants are then provided wtth prosodic strvgctures by moratfication,

 syptabification, and metrification in that order. I assume that the prosodic

 template for reduplicationis utflized as a morphelogicai entity, which is

 distinct from the phonological one ¥(although copymg air}d tempgate matching

 themsegves are phonological processes¥). in other words, phonelogical

 processes as well as momphogegical ones naturally invobee prosodic categories

  1ike mora, syllable, foot, and so on. rlhus, not only bases but also reduplicants

  undergo prosodic structure construction (i.e. a phonological process) within

  the same domain, and that is why the words in (58) can be assigned accent as
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in gthtthti Vto wag its tail,' ra6gg6g4 "to drink repeatedly,' hifet6gto speak

repeatedly', etc.

  'M}is is not restricted to reduplicated forms, of course. In generat, ai uy word

must have prosodic structures such as moras, syllables, and feet, which are

aligned by moraification, syllabification, and metrification, respectively, by the

requirexnent of the followtng general ptmciple (cf. Hayes (1989: 204), Tanaka

¥(i990: 16--17, 1991: 146-147¥)¥):

¥(69¥) Strict Layer Hypothesis ¥(Cyclic¥)

    The categories of the prosodic hierarchy may be ranked in a sequence

     Ci, C2, e.e Cn, such that 1¥) aM segmental inaterial is directgy dominated by

     the category Ci and 2¥) for a]1 categories Ci, i # i, Ci immediately

     deminates aSl and only constituents of the category Ci-i wtthout any

     category split.

Here, the inventery of prosodic categories contains the mora, syllable, foot,

prosodic word, and so on, which are constructed from the bottom of the

hgerarchy. Thus, the termal category of Ci is the mora, a]f}d any category

 abevethe mora dominates all aitd oniy constituents of the category

 tmediately below ¥(e.g. the syllable, foot, and prosodicword directly

 dormate all and only censtituents of the i nora, syRable, a]f}d foot,

 respectively¥). Since lewer categories must always be dominated by higher

 ones, any word is required to have fuli prosodic structures by thjls principge.

 in addition to the function as a re¥(pmirement on derivation, it also serves as a

 weK{ormedness condition en representation, as Tanaka ¥(1990: 16-17, 1991:

 146-147¥) demonstrates. For example, the fobowing hypothetical

 representations are ajl ma-formed, because a category does not govem ava the

 lower constituents as in (70a) or govems not only the censtituents
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immediately beiow but also the stimaower constituents as in the former two

examples of (70b). The latter two exarnples as weM as the former two of (70b)

show the ma-formedness due to the split dominaitce, which means that a

constituent is dominated by more than one higher categories ambiguoaJgsly:38

¥(70¥) a. UndoMtnance

         (* e) (* )
         (* e) (* e) (* e)(* e)

       oog gg gu go
        HI HIi ll
      * nc nc pa * pa nc nc ec nc nc

    b. Splk Dominance

       (* e) (* )
        (*)(*) (* e) (* e)

        gl gg ig
        IXI HXH
       * nc nc * pa pa pa pa

Nthoug

 (* o) (* e)
 (* e) (*) (* e)

 ggggg
  H"1
* nc nc nc nc nc

 (* e)(* e)
 (*) (* e) (*)

 gggg  lHl
* nc pa nc nc

¥(* e¥) ¥(* e¥)
 (* e) (* e) (* e)

 gg gg gg
 iHlH
* nc nc pa nc nc nc

 (*)(* e)(*)

 (* e) (* e)

 gggu  Hll
* nc nc nc pa

      ha constituent governed by two higher categories at the same ttme is

prohibited absolutely as in (70b), it may happen that a segment is governed by

two moras; for instance, in the case of a long vowel or a gemnate consonant,

a segment is doMinated by two moras, which causes no violatien of (69). This

 '
is because a segment is not a prosodic category.

  On the other ha] td, there may also be cases where a constituent is not

incorporated into a higher category and yet is free from the recEviirement of

the Stnct Layer Hypothesis. 'pt tey are exactly the cases in which a certaaif}

constituent is marked as extrametricag. Such an extrametrical constitvftent is

limited to be the one at the iefr or right edge, as is reqntred by the

 Extrametricality Condition (52) in section 2.6.1. Thus, the former two

 exampies in (7ea) are made we"-formed if the left sy"able and the ieft foot are

 extrametrical (as in (71a)), whereas the latter two in (70a) are not well-formed



gs

even if the sy"able and the foot are extrametrical due to their violation of the

Extrametricality Condition (as in (71b)):

¥(71¥) ae ¥(* e¥)

        (* e)

     <g>gg
       Hl
       ¥)te lte ¥)te

    Ce

<U>
 i
* ne

     (* ) be (* e) (* e)
<(* e)>(* e) (* e) (* e) (* ")

 ag oo og go<g>gg
  il ll ll lllll
 lce lte Le pa 1¥(L ?te * pa jcL iee lce ,c.e

           <(* )>
 <(* .)> (* e) (* e)

   gg gg gu
   il HH * nc pa * pa pa nc pa

 (* e) (* o)
 (* .)<(* e)>(* e)

 go gg gg
 li HN
* pa nc nc ne nc pa

As shown in (71c), Hayes (1995) and other metrical phonologists follow Hayes

¥(1981¥) in assuming a 'non-exhaustivity' condition en extrametricality, saying

that ?"[a]n extrametuca]ity rule is blocked if it wouid render the entire domain

of the stress rules extrametrical'e (Hayes (1995: 57)). Bnt note here that this

effect is guaranteed not by such a sepairate condition but is derived by the

Strict Layer Hypothesis, since higher categories camot dominate any lcywer

constituents if extrametricality eXhausts the phonological demain.

  As for the concept of extrametricality, I adopt the foptowing definition

throughout the present study, which may be somewhat different froniwhat

 Hayes (1981, 1982, 1995) or Ha]ae atf}d Vergnaud (1987) hatze assumed

 tmplicitly or explicitly:

 (72) "lhe Defmition of Extrametricaljty

    Extrametricality is the invisibptity of a constitrgent to any application of

    rules on that tier and on the higher tiers, or to any effect of constratnts in

    Universal Grarm nar, althovkgh lower constituents domixkated by the

     extrametucal censtituent are visible to a]g of them.

 For exampie, finai-consonant extra] netricality guarantees the consonaritt's
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invisibility to copying, template ] natchng, moraification, syMabification, and

constructgon of any higher prosodic structures (see section 2.6.2), while initial--

foot extra] netricality as im the second form of (71a) griarantees the footVs

invisibility to metrification, construction of higher prosodic structures, and

tone association (see sections 2.6.6. and 3.2.4.2). And yet syptables, moras, and

even segments dominated by the initial extrametrical foot are a]E yisgptge to

rdes applying on those tiers ¥(syllabification, moraification, segmental rules

and so on¥) or to any other effects of constraints. What is made invisible is the

category itseif and not the overall structures dominated by the categDry. This

 definition is crucial for resokwing the long-standing paradox between accent

 assignment and Dorsey's Law, as wtg be discussed in section 3.2.4.1.

   Finally, although the Extrametrtcality Condition and the Strict Layer

 Hypothesis are general prmciples monkoring both the derivation and

 representation of prosodic structures, each has its own parameter settings

 conceming the prosodic hierarchy, becavgse of the language-particular nature

 of prosodlc structures:39 one is the parameter of the target (category) and

 directionality (edge) of extrametrtcaiity, and the other is the parameter of the

 size and type of constructed prosodic strectures including the mora, sy"able,

 foet aasd so on. As for the former, Wtmebago has the values of final

 consonants and initial feet, as has been stated. As for the iatter, moras are

 assigned first on the bottom tier according with the following vagvge:

  (73) Moraification in Wimebago (Cyclic, Structure-Buiiding)

      Associate a xEkora pa wtth each vowei.

  in otherwords, all vowels count as moras in Wtunebago. Fronx the viewpoint

  of syMabie weight, CV and CVC are censidered as light, emd CVV and CVVC as

  heavy in this language. Given other values ¥(syllabification and metrification in
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sections 3.1.3.1 and 3.2.4.1¥), construction of prosodic structures proceeds as in

the following way, where rf"re is a cyclic morpheme markiitg the third-person

plural forms:

¥(74¥) a. Ist Cycle: hit'et"6 gto speak S43: 9, 10, 47, M89: 149"

                                     ogg
                                     III
                      Ijt IL ibt LL LL XL
                mora Il1 syllable A /l /l otherrules
      /hiVet'e/ --¥) hit'et'e - hi t'e t'e .

   b. 2nd Cycle: hit'et'6-ire 'they speak M79: 29'

                                    ggg o
                                    i 1lX i
                       nc XL pa tL pa nc IL nc nc LL
                   mora I1 ll l syllable /1 A /N /i otherrdes
      /hitVet'e/+/ire/ --E> hit'et"eire . hit'etgeire --i>

Note here that after the suffixation of rf"re, the third syllable

      (*)
<(* e)>(*)

  if g o
  ll l
 nc XL XL
 /I A /I
hitie tVe

      (* e)
 <(* e)>(* e)

  ff gg g
   lliXI
  IL SL IL nc ltL

  /l A /i VI
 hi t'e t'e i re

                                               t'ei counts asa

single heavy syllable and not two light syasables, and the same helds true for

such alternations as mc 4e6 'to cut a piece off / ma.a6tsere "they cut a piece off

M79: 29, M89: 150' and 1ter6' ito geave retuming'/ karalre "they leave retuming

M79: 29, M89: 150'.40 'lhere is no doubtthen that ritoraification, syllabification,

metrification, and construction of even higher categories are alg cyclic rdes.

2.6.5. Non-Cyclic, Structure-Char¥)ging Rules

  'ffEhis section is devoted to introducing a set of structure--changing rvales

which account for the morpho-phonemics of certain verbai paradigms and to

demonstrating that a]e of these are structure-changing and begong to the non-

cyclic level on which some general constratnts on the previous level are not

effective.
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  First, let us consider the morpho-phonemic changes observed in the fust-

person siRgular forms of the foliowtng verbal paradigms, where the vowels

witha single underlme are inserted by Dorsey's Law ¥(Tha- aitd -rh-are first-

personmarkers; =ra-and -g-are secend-person majrkers; and ip is a third-

person marker¥) :

¥(75¥) a. Ist: haak{tYik 'I pull taut HWE80: 118, 120, 126" ¥(< /ha-lLt-ki-h-rdik/¥)

      2nd: haraltiggrdik "you pupt taut I`IWE80: 126' (< /ha-g-kit-$ruYik/)

      3rd; haJkir('kjlnK he pvtlis taut HWE80:126' (< /ha--¢L-ki--gEL-rue)Yik/)

    b. Ist: bo5ta 'I hit WE82: 317' (< /boo-ha--ta/)

      2nd: boor5ta "yeu hit WE82: 317' (< /boo-!:Lt-ta/)

      3rd: boot5 ?he hits WE82: 317' (< /boo--¢L-ta/)

    c. Ist: waanfp 'I swm in it WE82: 317' (< /ho-]:Lt-mip/)
                                          - LL              c
       2nd: heranf.p 'yovg swtm in it WE82: 317' (< /ho-l;4-nS.lp/)

       3rd: hontp he swtms tn it WE82: 317e (< /ho-.9t-xClp/)

    d. Ist: waakft"e ?I speak to EffWE80: 121' (< /ho-]:Lt-kit'e/)

      2nd: horaidlt'e 'yoxg speak to }IWE80: g21' (< /ho-g:t-kitVe/)

      3rd: hokit'e- 'he speaks to HrWE80: 121" (< /ho--QL-kit'e/)

    e. Ist: yaak6roho 'I prepare, dress HWE80: 128' (< /hi-l4ttrkroho/)

      2nck hirak6roho 'you prepafe, dress HWE80: 128' (< /hi-st-1<roho/)

      3rd; hikoroh6 ebeimepares, dresses M79: 30, }-rwE80: 128e (< /hi-.gt--kroho/)

    f. Ist: yant"e7t'e VI speak WE82: 316" (< /hi--IIILa---teet"e/)

       2nd: hrat'6t'e 'you speak WE82: 316" (< /hi-g#-t"et'e/)

       3rck hit'ete6 'hefspeaalks S43: 9, 10, 47, M89: 1439,WE82: 316" (<hi-g-teetVe/)

The derivation ef the second- and third-person forms in ¥(75a-fi are

straightforward, whige the derivatien of the first-person forms imvogves

somewhat complicated procedures. "lhey can be acceunted for tw a series of
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rules tn (77), which I assume are non-cyclic and apply after the cyclic rrtles in

¥(76¥):

¥(76¥)

¥(77¥)

a.

be

Ce

a.

be

Ce

de

e.

fe

Underlying Representation:

Glide Fortition:

Dorsey"s taw:

Intervocalic h--Deletion:

Sy"abge Merger:

Nasaiization:

Glide Formation:

Compensatory Lengthening:

Preconsonantal h-Degetion:

/ha=ha-ki-trruYik/

ha ha ki htu Yik

ha a ki htu jVik

       v haa ki htujik

  haa ki tu Yik

/ho-lna-nlip/

  hoa nip

  hoa nip

  hoa n3p

  l fwa nip
      L

  hwan nip
      g
  waa ng'p

/hi-ha-kroho/

 hi ha kg ro ho

hi ako roho

 hia ko roho

 hyako roho

 hyan ko roho

  yan ko roho

Glide fortition (76b) changes /r, w, y/ into [t, p, 6], respectively, at the

position after [h], which was discussed in (27) of section 2.5.1; after

intervocalic h-deletion (77a), a heterosyllabic voweg seqvkence (i.e. ahiatus) is

merged imo the sarne sy"able by sy"able merger (77b), whige nasalization (77c)

nasa]izes voweis with an onset nasal, as has been discussed earfier; glide

formation (77d) cha r}ges the [-iow] vowels (tt, o and i, e) into the

corresponding guaes w and y, so that the resulting mora lengthens the

tautosygabic vewel compensatorily; finalfty, preconsonagf}tal h-deletion (77f)

deletes [h], which precedes [w, y] by glide formation (77d) or [t, p, eif] by guae

fordtion (76b). Since reordetmg of any of the rules in (77) would result in

wrong outputs, they must apply in the order gtven above. Note also that the

 forms in (75d) undergo non-inittial stem shortening as well.

   Now we are in a position to adduce evidence showing that the rules bo (77)

 belong on the non-cyclic level. in sectien 2.3.4, Ipointed out that (77c) is a

 non-cyclic rrtle which is not si tibject to the Stuct Cycle Constraint. Moreover,
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this rule must be ordered after sy"able merger, precisely becaEgse it nasalizes

the postnasal vowels enly in the same synabie. Since syMabge rrterger shovild

be a non-cyclic rule as wili be known below, the non-cyclicgty of nasakization

is sustained again. Specifically, note in (78) that the first-person marker-ha--

is a non-nasaE vowel underlyingly and that the only way to nasalize it is to

merge gt into the preceding nasal--initial syilable, just as the initial synable of

boa!ta in (75b) is a result of merger (/boo-]za-ta/ -) boo 6 ta -> [bo6 ta]):

¥(78¥) a. ng6'g 'I weigh HWE8e: 121" ¥(< /naa-l}ta-'@/¥)

      ngajw4 'I sang S43: 8, 10, 12V (< /naa-pa-w@/)

      nadge el took him away S43: 73e (< /naa-hLt-ge/)

       nL#gngek "I sit l-IWE80: 130V ¥(</

be

<(*)> (*

                     g
                      IX
                     ZL IL
         prosodic structure /[ l

/naa-ha-'a/ -> naa
        4
                     ¥(*
                <(*)>(*
                 Qi

                  hXk

            (77c) /l l /l
             - na ae
                  cc

¥(* ¥)
    B¥)

 og
 Il
 LL XL

 /l /l

ha "#

)

e¥)

g

I

nc

a
c

 rmx-ba-itak/¥)

        (* )
    <(*)>(* e)

     g gg
     lX i i
     IL LL ltL tL

¥(77a¥) /H lA
 - naaa "a
          "

       (* )
   <(*)>(* e)

     g Ig
     lXIl
     LL LL XL

¥(77b¥) /i i /l

- na a'a          c

It must be pointed out that the prosodic strugcture after syflable merger

violates the Strtct tayer Hypothesis, because the second gykora is dominated

mmediately gget only by the precedi] kg sy"able but atso by afoot: a split

dormation as in (70b). Or cenversely, if prosodic stfimacture constgrtxction were

to apply after nasalization, accent would be misassigned as in *ng4 g4 and
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*mianak.`' It foRows then that all the rules in (77b-f) mxgst belong to the non-

  g" L
cyclic level where neither the Strict Cycle Constraint nor the Smict Layer

Hypothesis do not hold. f[Ehis irnplies that M]tner's (1989: 149) ordering of

nasalization before Dorsey's Law as mentioned in section 2.5.3 would lead to

wrong results, since Dorsey"s Law must be cyclic and nasalization must be

non-cyclic for every reason. For more evidence in favor of nasaRization ajZtez

Dorsey's taw, see section 3.le5e

   In spite of the rule ordering in (77),there is poor evidence at present

determining whether intervecalic h-deletion is the last cyclic rule or the first

non-cyclic rule. The fact that it only applies to derived forms might indicate

its obedience to the Strict CycMc Constrai]f}t on the cyclic ievei, but this alone is

not sufficient for the decision, since the same is trg-ie for other rgsles in (77)

except for nasalization. Hereafter, I wma assurne tentatively that it is a notr

cyclic ruie, thinking much of its structure-changing nature ¥(cf. the criterion in

 (12))just like other rvties in (77).

   tastly, there are other structure-changhg rules than those in (77) ogit the

 non-cyclic level: clash deletion and cgash movement, which serve as repair

 strategies for rhythmic adjusti [tent wiping out any violation of the Clash

 Avoidance Principge. Recalft that clash deletion and ciash movement aire free

 from Structure Preservation (see (14c, d) in section 2.3.3) and the Strict Cycle

 Constraint (see (20) in section 2.3.4), both of which work on the cyclic gevel.

 'ifhis fact aglows us te conclude that they must be non-cyclic rules just gike

 those in (77). I wiil discuss these rules in detail in section 3.2.4.1, but at geast it

 cart be said at present that there is a distinct non-cyclic level in the Wtmebago

 Lextcon, where al1 rdes are characteristicalgy structure-changing er feature-

 cha nging.
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2.6.6. 0bXgatoryPostlexical Rytges

  I have argued in sectioits 2.2 and 2.3.3 that non-adjacent clash moveinent

¥(14d¥) and intrusive schwa ¥(8a¥) are optional postlextcag rules, and in section

2.6.1 that other postgextcal rules (49b--d) such as cancellation of

extrametricality, stray neutraiization, and stray adjunction apply obligatorily.

This fact shows that the postlexical ievel can be divided into two distinct

sublevels which are quite different in rtxle application: optional level and

obligatory level. In addition to the marmer of application, there is another

argument for the distinction, for example, with respectto the nature of rules.

The former level is made up of phonological rules sensitive to phonetic factors

such as speech rate and rhythm but stma subiect to phonological principles,

whereas the latter gevel consists mainly of the finag adjustments which allow a]g

 phonological representations to be fully interpreted in phonetics. More

 specifically, rules on these levels are indeed equalay free from the constraints

 on the lextcal level, and thus can apply to either derived or underived

 environments in either structure-bdiding er structure-changing way, but the

 effects of general constraints partially remain only on the former optionai

 ievel: the Ciash Avoidance Principle and the Coda Condition ¥(recall the

 discussion in (14) and (54)). in this respect, the obligatory level seems to be

 farther from the core of phonoiogy and nearer to phonetic tmplementation,

 where phonoiogical constraints are not effective any lenger.

    Focusirkg our attemion on this leveg ongy, we need the two rUEes in (79)

 other than those in (49b-d):

  (79) a. TeneAssociation

     b. Defaugt &Redundancy Rules

  (79a) is a rule which associates the H tone to the highest grid and the M tone
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to other iower grids and is ordered before cancellatien of extrametricality.

AJfter the cancenation, aen segmental and prosodic representations become

visible, and (79b) fmas in default and redundant values conceming segmental

or tonal features as a consequence of (coittrastive) a-uaderspecificatioR in the

underlying representations. Particularly relevant here is the insertioit of

default tonal value L (L-insertioR). 'I7he examples in (80a) illustrate the output

representations tmmediately after nog g-adjacent ciash inovement on the

optional level, which then utndergo tone association, canceMation of

extrametricality, and default & redundancy rules (L-insertion) on the

subsequent obligatory level (cf. (14d)):

¥(80¥) a. NonrAdjacent Clash Movement

           (* ) (* )      <(*)> (* e) (* e) <(*)> (* e) (e *)

       glincgnc gge gec gnc gtLnc glL gzL gxL gnc
      wii ragu gge ra wii ragv sofgera

     b. ToRe Association

           (* ) (* )      <(*)> (* e) (* e) <(*)> (* e)(･ *)

       glLzLgnc glL gnc glL gzLnc gnc gLL gnc gnc
       wii ragy gge ra wii ragy ggera

     c. Canceptation of Extrametricality

          (* ) (* )       (*)(* e)(* g) (*) (* e)(e *)
       gxL tLglLgxt gnc gnc gncIL ff pagnc onc gnc
       wii ra gy gge ra wii ra gv gge ra
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     d. Default & Redundancy Rules (L-Insertion)

         (* ) (* )      (*) (* .) (* .) (*) (* e) (e *)

      oncncgpagnc gpt opa gxLptgpagnc glL gpa
      wii ra gu gge ra wii ra gv.g gge ra

       Hll 11 "H ll
       LLE{LML LLHL LM
If extrametricality were canceled before tone association, the initial syllable

would bear the M tone as a result of tone association in (80a, b), which is not a

desired output in either case. Thus, cancellation of extrametricality must be

induced af[ke2: tone association and bgf[Ql:e L-insertion.

   0utput representations like the ones in (80) on the oblggatory postlexical

level are then subiect to irnplementation in the phonetic component. Ift

section 3.2.2.1, I will discuss the regation between metrical structure and its

phonetic interpretation, laying a particuiar emphasis on the role of metricai

                 'structure as an organizing princlple of phonological systems. See aiso section

 3.2.2.2 for the relation of metrical structure te pitch accent in conceptual

 terms.
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Notes to Chapter 2

  iAt the same ttme, Hafgus and Kaisse (1993: 1) also remark that there has

been a pervasive similarity at least in the sorts of questions that Lextcal

Phonologists ask when they describe alanguage: questions about the natcgre

of rule application and rule ordering. But the authors nevertheless agree on

the lack of a common methodology or a coherenttheoretical viewpoint among

the researchers concerned, when they actually attempt to answer these

questions. What is sgmlar is only the questions themsekwes and not the ways

to answer them.

   2 The classification ar}d naming ef the precesses in (1) are due to me. Some

               ' compounds in (lc) appear to be just gike phrases in meaning but still can be

                          ,
 said to be coi npounds in form (accent), havbog a uniform domain. See the

 discussion below, ay>d compare the compownds in (lc) with the phrases in (3a).

 in Winnebago, phrases are gradually lexicalized to be compovgnds, as is the

 case with other languages. See also note 11.

   I may ignore subsidiary accent here and below, when it is irregevant to

 discussion. See sections 3.2.2.2 and 3.2.3.1 for details ef subsidlRary accent.

    3 Accerding to Miner, this rde of finag voicing only occurs when the

 sonorant-initial suffixes or words are of a cermin type, like -va 'the," -utek

 'sitting," t.ek 'little' and the examples in (3a). Note that finai voicix gg bleeds

 Dorseyrs taw since the latter rde appMes to the cluster of a ygisetlesss obstruent

  and a sonorant. Hewever, I wilg present an alternative account to thisvoicing

  ana]ysis of Miner's in section 2.6.1, because it also appears to apply before

  non'sonerants as in wabti blossom S43: 67, 125' ¥(< hap 'leaf S43: 67, 125"+

  him "to come S43: 67, 125") and 6eebi 'to consume S43; 56, 67V (< 6bep

  "imished S43: 56" + im 'to de S43: 56,' although the followtng his iost by
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  elision.

    ` For detaiis of intervocaitc h-deletion and other phor}ological processes, see

  section 2.6.5. Non--mitiai stem shortening wtll be discussed in section 2.6.3 in

  much detail.

     5 Again, they function as prefixes or infixes as in wa2f6k "to mash EEWE80:

  124, 130" / gawai6k 'you mash HWE80: 124, M89: 153' or hovvaia Vto be sick

  HWE80; 125' / hogawata"you are i]1 ffWE80: 125, M89: 155', like the three ¥(i.e.

  ha, va, and ip¥) above. Iit gawed6k, the a of the initial sygable is inserted by

   Dorsey's Law, which copies the fonowtng vcMzel in the (voiceless) obstruentm

   sonorant cluster (the same is true of the second sy"able of hogawa2a).

                                                              /   Co] npare the example with gtitt 'to leave retuming here M89: 151V / ggua 'you

   leave returtmg here M89: 151,' to which Dorsey"s Law does not apply.

     6 Certain verbs are sometimes xnarked with respect to their person by two

   affu<es of the same type. Thus, in haral<iigttva7ik gyou pull taut,' which

   alternates with hakirttiifltk 'to pull taut' (cf. (ld)), both of the second-person

   markers va and si are infixed at the same time, aithough it should be noted

   again that the vowel of sYtt is inserted by Dorsey's Law.

      7 I wilt be concemed wtth the detailed mechanism ar}d analysis of

   reduplication in section 2.6.2. See agso section 3.1.5 for its interaction wtth

   Dorsey's taw.

      8 Again, I am responsible for the ciassification and namtwg of the processes

    in (3). The phrases in (3a) might appea]r to be co] fipounds in meaning;

- however, they stili can be said to be phrases, or even dvandvas, in the sense

    that each egement ef the se¥(pmence behaves as if it forms a separate

    phonologtcal domain. Note also that many phrases are right-headed as seen in

    (3b) as well as (3a), as compared to the cempoimds in (lc). See also note 11.
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  9 Notice here that 'utterances' are like ordinary sentences in both rneaning

and form, which consist of several separate domains.

  Incidentally but interestingly, kgengegizi and heen4ga reflect the naming

practice in Winnebago culture, which mean first-born ar}d second-born sons

                                             'respectively, according to Wl rite Eagle (1982: 308). "ffhis practice is parallelto

Taroo '"RK, JJtsces' and inoo '=RK, ¥)<RK' in Japanese, but there is a differe]f}ce:

Wtmebago has their femate countemparts h.inygziZ (a fust-borr} daughter) af}d

wihggA (a secend-born daughter). It is not clear, though, whether the naming

cenvention has an option of female order-of-binh names or not shows the

difference between the two languages even in the convention of succeeding to

afamily estate: the co-extstence of matriarchy and patriarchy or the

patriarchal system only.

   !e In this study, I wi]1 not exaMirte in demi1 whether this operation applies in

 the morpho-symtactic component of the Lextcon or in the postlexical syntactic

 component. I wi]1 adept the former assumption here and beiow.

   ki For the opposite stance, non-interactionism, which posits a model where

 the overall morphological compenent precedes the phonogogical component,

 see Halle and Vergnatkd (1987), Szpyra (1987), and Odden (1993). These non-

 interactionists can be sald virtually to espouse a resurrection of the model im

 Chomsky and Halite (1968).

    i2 We mentioned the voicing rule (i.e. peof< /pee6/) in the course of the

 abeve discussien, but see note 3. For details of non-mitial stem shortetmg,

  see section 2.6e3e

    As for the difference between phrases ai xd compounds, we somettmes find

  rather ambignous cases like hiSSYasti 'eye S43: 57, M79: 28' ¥(< hiSgXEf 'face S43: 57F

  + sdtt 'seed S43: 57'), Zinz"f 'saEiva S43: 123' (< fi "mouth S43: 123" + ngge "water
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S43: 123, M89: 149, 150'), aitd h4gh6wi Vmoon S43: 58, 123' (< h#@h6 'night

S43: 58" + mp'"i 'swn S43: 58'¥), which can be thought of either as a phrase in that

it is right-headed, or as a compound in that it has a lexical meaning, is

assigned a uni-domain accent, and undergoes non-initial stem shortening.

Since a phrase generally turns into a compound as ttme goes by, this

ambiguous nature of the werd is not so unnatural. In either way, I assume

that in principle, compounds and phrases are formed in uni-dornain level and

muki-domain level morphology, respectively.

   i3 I have soi ne cog nments on other characteristics than the ones mentioned

here. First, (6a, b,j, k) may alsobe true for Winnebago phonology, but I do

not have relevant data and await fvgrther research. Second, the distinction in

 (6h) does not make sense in this polysynthetic language, because a word

 cairmet be classified into lextcal and functional categories. Rather, a word

 incorporates agl materiag that is equtvalent in meaning to gextcal and functional

 categories. FinaAly,Iwill argue against (6d, f, g) in section 2.3. In particular,I

 will show that lextcal ruges are not always cyclic, sulafect to the strtct cyclicitty

 effect, or structure-preserving: there is a certain ievei on which mies are

 non-cyclic, immwae from the strict cyclicity effect, ai ftd notrstructure-

 preserving, 1ike those on the postiextcal gevel, and yet are lexical. It is because

 of the extstence of this lextcal but non-cyclic (postcyclic) levei that there is so

 much dispute over the crtterta in (6).

    !` For nkore detailed discussion about cyclicity, especia]ly about the

  distinction in derivataon between cyclic ar}d non--cyclic geveis, see section 2.3.

    i5 The Engiish data of shifted ferms are taken frem Kenyon and Kr}ott

  (1953). 'lhis phenomenon as optional accent shift is also discussed in section

 . 3e2e4ele
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  i6 Note that as mentioned above, the cases I have been dealing with have

non-adjacent clashing environments, which must be distinguished frei n those

wtth adjacent clashing environments. For the latter cases, either deaccenting

or accent shift applies Qbligatgpt]ly depending to the foot strcgcture coitcerited.

For detaiis of these mecharrisms, see section 3.2.4.1.

  i7 See also note 3 for the voicing rule before the application of intrvtsive

schwa.

  i8 Besides iton--adjacent accent sl nfift and intrusive schwa, there are ether

obligatory postlextcal rtkles ordered after the two optional rules, which wtll be

discussed in section 2.6.6e

   i9 For discussion about the two lexical conditions beiongtng to the cyclic

level, see sections 2.3.3. Emd 2e3s4e

   20 For our assumption on underspecification theory, see section 2e5e

   2E There is another possibility, namely, that clash deletion and clash

movement in the adjacent envirenments apply on the postlextcai level as wept,

e.g. some obligatory sublevel distinct from the optional sublevel. "ffEhis idea,

however, seems to lack explicit evidence, as compared to the iine ef reasoning

given above.

   22 in fact, Clark (1990) claims that the Stuct Cycke Constrant is in effect not

only on aen the gextcal levels but atso og¥) a certain postiextcal Revel, invo]tmg the

tenal systefin of Igbo, one ef the Kwa ganguages in Africa. Mere recently, in

Kiparsky's (1993) appreach, both lextcal and postlextcal srules ] nay alif obey or

resist tl xils constraint. However, I wili not consider the possibi]ity of the effect

 on the postlextcal level to stmplify the discussion here. in fact, it wigg be

 known in iater discussioit that the application of alE postlextcal rules is net

 sensitgve to the (non-)derivedness of the environments (i.e. not subject to the
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effect¥) at ieast in Winnebago.

  23 It can be roughly defined that a morphologicai process brings about a

change in both meaning and form whereas a phonological process creates a

change in forin only. In either case, what matters here is the chartge in form,

so that both processes are relevant to "the cyclicity preblem' I pose in this

section.

   2` For other ]norphe-phonemic changes than /hw/ - [p] and /hr/ -> [t],

see section 2.5.1.

   25 More correctly, the underlYing representation of ha6a/ 'I see' is /ha-h-¥)Va/,

which results in the intermediate stage [ha-h-ya] through a certain rule

converti] tg /Y/ into ly] in thffs environment. It is this stage that serves as an

input to glide fonition (27c), and this analysis explains why the infifif)itival form

hEyafai 'to seeV arkd the second- and third- person forms hasiVa/ 'you seeV and hafa

 "he sees' surface as they are:

 (i) a. /hafa/ -haYa
    b. /ha-h--ga/ --> hahya . hah6a --> ha6a

    c. /ha-gia/ --> hagYa
    d. /ha-diora/ 'haYa
 Bnt for simplicity, I write the intermediate stage as underlying in (27c) .

   Aiteritatwely, the underlying form might be /ha-h-ya/ and not /ha-hora/.

 If so, aside from the fust-person form ha6a, the second- and third-persen

 forms would undergo another rule changing /y/ into ti], as in hagy5 eyou see"

 from /ha-g--ya/ and halZl rhe seesV from /ha- O -ya/ as wept as the infmitive

 hafti 'to see'. This mie is ordered before Dorsey"s Law, or otherwisethe

 second-person form would sutace as *hasVavai. It appears to me that the

 former assumptiorit is favored over the latter, but I wtM leave epen the question
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of opting between these two analyses.

  In addition to the problem with the underlying form, the verbal pagradigm

in (27c) invokwes another complexity about the infix vowel: Hale and White

Eagle (1980: 123) write the first-person singular forin as hae6, whereas Miner

¥(1979: 32¥) writes it as haa6a/. If we adopt Miner's assumption, the underlying

representation for this form is /ha-ha-Ya/, which undergoes inteervocalic h-

deletion discussed below.

  26 The fact that there are no palato-alveolar stops in Winnebago might also

constitute evidence showtng that affricates fuJnction as stops. In fact, I assrcgme

that the palato-alveolar affricates 6/iX are not conteur segments having both

of the [±cont] vaiues, but serve as p31ato-alveolar stops wtth the valsge of [-

cont] oniy. rl his is demonstrated by invoking the lack of the OCP effect in the

consonant cluster. See section 2.5.2 for detailed arguments.

   27 Susman gives some apparent geminates as in h.agppg¥(hpm.peday S43: 66,

M93: 123' + pg .̀i "good S43: 66, 113) 'good day S43: 66" and hngeggtiua4 (hinv-k

'woman S43: 42, 123' + gttun4 'she came S43: 66'¥) "the woman came S43: 66."

Since she observes that "V[i]n normal rapid speech, clusters of identical as gd

corresponding coRsonants are replaced by the second member,'" I wiM regard

them as singge stops (or k'in the former case), althongh they surf3ce '"wtth

iong contact" phoneticalfty (see Susman (1943: 65, 66)). There are ether

seemingly complex cases including triconsonanmi clusters, which wiM be

 discussed in section 2.6ele

   28 If I follewed Archangeli's (1984, 1988) 'Theory of Radical

 Underspecificatibr} in assuming that obstruents are specified ongy for the

 markedvalue, i.e. [+voi], in the vknderlying representations, then the OCP

 effect on voicing would extst, excluding the [+voi]-[+voi] seqvkeitce ¥(bg, gb,
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ba zb, etc.¥) ax}d licensing the wefi-forrned consonant clusters. But I mvgst

abotish this possibility, partly because there is full evidence for the "Xheory of

Contrastive Underspecification in Winnebago, as h3s beeit ar>d will be

discussed, and partly because *[+voi]-[+voi] does not exclude sequences with

[+voi]-[ ]such as bk gz¥), bs, zp, and so on. Instead, these are properly

prohibited by (35).

  29 IR strict terms, the conditions in (35) may be formcgiated more simply by

erasing [-son] as in the foMowiitg way:

¥(if¥) ae *C C be *C C
      [-voi] [-voi, -con] [-voi] [+voi, +con]

This is because the underlying specification of either [--voi] or [+voi] tmpljes

that the censonant tn question is an obstruent (i.e. [-son]) which is contrastive

withrespectto voicing. in coittrast, sonorants (i.e. [+son]) are non-

contrastive with respect to voicing, so they camot have any underlying

specification of veicing.

  30 Interestingly, this morpho-phoRemic chax¥)ge is also observed in stgch

altemations in Japaif}ese as ame 'rainV/ama-gasa 'umbrellaV, sake 'liquor'/sal<a-

mon" ' drinldirgg party", tsume 'nat1'/ tsttma-halirki efiltip (exclusion)", hune

'ship'/hana-iyof Vseasick', kaze 'Window"/kEua-gmma "toy wtth a propeanere,

kEme 'n eetal'/kana-mono "hardwareV, me "eye'/ma-buta 'eyeau, mttne

'chest"/muna--ge ?chest hair', naooe 'seedling"/nawa-giro eseedimg field", te

'hand'/ta-dzuna 'rope for grippingV, tt(w;)e 'vgp"/ttwa=me "upward sfighte ai kd so

on. Bvgt this rde dees not always apply, relying on the second head noun, as

in ame 'rain"/* ama-agan"/ame-agan" Yrain stop' and salge "liquor'/* saka-

nomi/sake=nomi 'heavy drtnker'.
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  The difference in rule application between the two kanguages is the types of

categories: the targets of this ruge are verbs in Winnebago while they are

nouns in Japanese.

  3i Miner (1993: 121) gives the following data in (iif) as examples of

triphthongs, which are said to be very uncommon in this language:

(ifi) n.ioisaj 'fadedV ¥(.gegex3V.i "ff ainclumsy"

   wioir6 'west' 6ioigg6s 'tentY

It may also be assumed that these words are not cases of triphthongs but of

fallmg diphthongs syllabified as in n.i.of.sge', g.i.{iige.ge.xzyg.i, and so on. This

is becaxgse nasalization, which nasalizes any tautosynabic vowel with a nasal

onset, applies to the initial single vowel and not to the "triphthong' of the first

word (i.e. *n.ioj . s4); however, its accent positien would be predicted to be

*nj. 6i.s4 if it contained a diphthong. In this case, a trtphthong appreach

correctly predicts its accent as in m:of . s.a-, but would iocate a wroitg accent in

the case of *g.ige.i.ge/eWYZe

   Because these trivocalic sequences are few in number arkd suffer from

difficulties with accent, I will not discuss the matter here and beftow.

   32 'lhis is also called the Peripherality Condition by Hayes (1981,1995)e See

section 2.6.4 for the relatieg¥) ef the Extrametricality Condition to a general

principle ca"ed the Strict tayer Hypothesis.

   33 Needless to say, there is no sequence of a voicegess obstrtxent plus a

 senorant at this stage, because DorseyVs Law has a]ready applied to saJkch a

 sequence on the gexical level.

   3` The verbs in (58) have an obvious tneaning relation between non-

 redupMcative and corresponding redaaplicative fogms, while the adjectives in

 (60) have reduplicative forms only. But I assume here that these adjectives are
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also detwed by the non-reduplicative underlying forms shown on the ieft of

each example, since some adjectives clearly show alternations just like verbs,

                                                              -as in paras 'fiat S43: 71, M79: 27, 29, 3e' / parapZiras 'wide M79: 29' and gaia

'boid S43: 33, M79: 29, M89: 149" / gairagzlira ebold in spots S43: 33, M79: 29,

M89: 149S (for the anomaly of their bisyliabic suffixes, see the exainples in (62)

and the ar}alysis thereafter). 'rhus, the lack of non-reduplicative forms in (60)

might well be accidental.

   35 Of course, other rules apply after non-initial stem shortening.

Pardcularly relevant here are postiexical rules such as cancethation of

extrametricality (49b), stray neutralization (49c), and stray adjwnction (49d).

   36 Nternatively, (67b) can also be stated as V"a word contains at least one

 bimoraic foot."' Tl ke btmoraicity of a foot has often been discvgssed in the

 literature (McCarthy and Prince (X986), Tateishi (1989), Poser (1990), It6

 (1990), ]ranaka (1992a), Kubozono (1995), Emd so on). But what is at issue here

 is a bimoraic requlrement on a word and not on a foot. In fact, there are

 word-internal inonomoraic feet inWinnebago, which wiR be clear in the

 course of the discussion in section 3.2.4.1. In this respect, the btmoraicity of a

 foot does not stand in Winnebago, which also constitutes evidence against the

 Strict Binary Hypothesis in the sense of Kager (1989) and Hayes (1995).

    37 Agan, see section 3.2.4.1 for the detaj[eed ]rnechanism of metrification.

    38 the Strict Layer Hypothesis wtth the defmition bo (69) reqktwes prosodic

  structures to be strictly layered, excluding a[t the representations im (70). Bxgt

  Selkirk's (1984: 26) defmition, though ortginagfty calied the "Strict' Layer

  Hypothesis,is somewhat weaker than the abeve one in that only the fermer

  two exampies in (70b) are jgkdged as ru-formed and the others as we"-formed,

  since she simply states that "'a category of level i i"n the hierarchy tmffnediately
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dominates ¥(a sequence ofi categories ef level i-Z.'" On the other hand, Ito

¥(1986: 2¥) also upholds weak layerigkg by utilizing Prosodic Licensing, which is

defined as "all phonoiogical units must be prosodically licensed, i.e., beleng to

higher prosodic structure (modvalo extraprosodicity)."' This condition excludes

the structures in (70a) correctly but licenses the ones in (70b) erroneousiy.

See also It6 a[r}d Mester (1992) for more discussion of weak layering.

   39 Other general constratnts also invobee some parameters. See section 2.6.3

for a mintmal word requirement of the Minimalifty Condition, section 3.1.3.1

for the General Sonority Hierarchy conceming the Dispersion Principle, and

section 3.2.4.1 for the notion of foot weight concerning the Clash Aveidance

Prtnciple .

   40 For vowee alterif}ation seen in these examples, see the discussion of ela

 ablaut in seCtiOnS 2e5e3 and 3e1e5e

   4i Hale and White Eagle (1980: 129-130) gtve a contrasting pair of waifge 'I

 do HWE80: 129Y vs. paaz"6k 'I mash HWE80: 130," wlr¥)ich is interesting in that

 the two forms suggest the n rinimag difference in accentual behavior althovkgh

 they have the same sysuabie structure at the surface. Srkch a case is accounted

 for by the present rule-based system if we assume that they are different in

 the underlying gength of their stem-mitial vowel and tn the type and position

 of their first-person marker, as in (iv) :

 (iv) a. /waa--pat--vv/ -> waa hia'ge ---> waaa'y - wa5 'v

     b. /trwa2Zok/ - hwa26k - hpaE6k - paZ'6k

 The form in (iva), whose stein-iif}itial vowei is underayingly long a]r)d hence

  whose accent is assigned to the second syreable (i.e. ha), vgndergoes

  intervoca]ic h-deletion and syenable merger, as in boata and mp44 above.

  Consequently, accent faMs on the second mora of the mitiai syptable, vmiike
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¥(ivb¥). On the other hand, the initial stem vowel in ¥(ivb¥) is short in both the

underlying and sutface representations, and hence this for]rn simply

undergoes glide fortition and preconsonaRtal h-deletion. Of course, before

the appiication of these rules, accent is assigned to the second syRable like

other bisyllabic words in Wigfmebago. Note that the precise sutface form I

assume is paz"6Z<, not paa26kas Haie and White Eagle transcribe. this is

because it is attested that the second- and third-person forms have short stem

vowels as in gawaz"o'k 'you mash HWE8e: 124, M89: 153V (< /S-waEok/) and

wad6k 'to rrkash, he mashes HWE80; 124, 13e' (< /.2t"wadok/), and the surface

long stem vowel seeit only in the first-person form would be a rli tystery from

the viewpoint of paradigx n uniformity.
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Chapger 3
Evideitce fer Syilab]e apmd Foot SSffnJgctwaffes

3.1. Syllable Strcgcture, SoK}erity Hierarchy, afir}d Dersey"s Law

3.1.1. Mystery: Wlr¥)y is Dorsey's taw Reqrgired to Apply?

  In the previous chapter, we saw the overall phoRologicak system of the

Wtmebago Lextcon and its variety of rules and constraints in the level-

ordered composition. This chapter wi]1 be devoted to elucidating more

rnicroscopic aspects of Wirmebago phonoiogy: its syllable and foot structures.

The questions in (2b, c) addressed in section 1.1 wi]i be given a principled

account by proper characterizations of the presodic structures. Conversely,

the occurrence of Dorsey's taw and the surface ordertng paradox wiU

constitute substantial evidence for the syMable and foet structures m

Winnebago. First, I wiEl be concerned with the questioit in (2b) and consider

the exact reason why Dorsey's taw exists in this ganguage at alk. This guie

 seems to be rather idiosymcratic in the sense that no other languages bo the

 world are satd to have sucharule, but it wili be clear that the idiosyncrasy

 comes from the synable structvgre, or the sonority hierarcg¥)y, of this language

 and that the rule itseif consists of fairly natural processes smbject to some

 general constraints.

   Dorseyis Law was first discovered by james Owen Dorsey tn 1883 and then

 termed after his name by a series of Hans Wolff's works (see Dorsey (1885) and

 Wolff (1950a-c, 1951)). This is seen as a process to break up the cluster of a
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voiceless obstruent and a sonorant by copying the follewtng vowel, which

occurs word-mitialty or word-mediaily in both peiymomphemic aitd

monomorphemic words, as i"ustrated beiow:

¥(1¥) a. Derived Forms

     gawaVsi' You darice M89: 151' (< /gwa"si/) cf. wagf 'to dance S43: 46, M89:15g'

     ggrug5s lsrou tear M89: 151' (</grugas/) cf. rugias 'to tearM89: 151'

     k-uru Vs fo 'tD pvul dcwn cme's cwn St43: zS5, M89: i51' (< /kru gip /) c£ ru gfo 'to pugl dam S43: zg5,M89: 151 '

     k-ara6g4 'to drink one's own M89: 151' (< /kraege/) cf. raege 'to drink M89: 149, 151'

   b. Underived Forms

     piar5S 'fiat M79: 27, 29, 30' (< /pras/) kere/ 'return M79: 26, 27, 29,M89: 150' (< /kre/)

      ssre-cr 'long M79: 27' ¥(< /sre6D rup2rfkg 'curl M79: 27' ¥(< /ruprigD

      hi rak6roho You prepare HWE80: 128' (< /hirakroho/)

      waap6ropgro 'snovuballM79:30' (</waapropro/)

      wakirip6ropgro 'spherical bug EIWE80: 131, M89: 155' (< /wakripropro/)

 Ortginal]y, Dorsey's Law developed as a diachronic process and involved a

 historical change of the phonotactics ¥(i.e. the possible arrangement of

 consonant clusters) of this language. lhat is, each word tn (1) is satd to have

 deveioped from the corresponding reconstructed forin in paerenthesis. But as

 Miner (1979, 1989) has correctly proved, it is certam that this process also

 fwnctions as a synchrenic rifle, as is clear from its application with the

 synchronic morphoiogical alternation (i.e. prefixation) in (la) and its

 interaction wtth other synchronic phonDlogicag processes like nasalization, ela

 ablaut, a]f}d redrgplication discussed in sections 2.5.3, 2.6.2, and especially

 3.1.5. Miner (1981, 1989, 1993) writes the ruge in a transfermational fermat as

 given below:
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¥(2¥) Miner'sFormulationofDorseyYsLaw

   [-son] [-syll ]
   [-voi ] [+sen] [+syll]

      1 2 3 -1323
As I demonstrated in chapter 2, I regard rugle (2) as a cyclic strugcture-bwiding

process in a synchronic grammar of Winnebago.

  Dorsey's taw has long been a mystery to generative phonologists ever

since Miner's (1979) synchronic characterization, because no other languages

are said to have such a rule and there seems to be no obvious i [totivation of

the mbe application. In fact, no principled account has so far been given as to

why such a rule is required to apply, even within a constraint (principle)-based

framework since the 1980s. in otherwords, it has not been clear at alt why

the fellowingvowel must be insertedto break up the sequence. At fust

glance, it might appear that the sequence of a voiceless obstruent and a

sonorant is prohibited by a co-occurgrence restriction like the OCP effect. 'Ib

exaMine this possibility, it is coxwenientto invoke Miner"s (1979: 26) list of

DorseyTs taw sequences, which exhausts the range of possible combinations of

the two segments. Iassume that the absence of pVwV, gVnV, and 6VrV

seems to be simply an accidental gap because the latter two are listed in M]itner

 (1989: 153), so I mark these sequences here as ? (cf. Svgsma] k (1943: 22):

 (3) Types ef Dorsey's Law Sequences: CiVC2V

C2
Cl

n

W
r

p k s g 6 x

pvnv

  ?

pvrv

kVnV

kVwV

kVrv

sVnV

sVwV

sVrv

gvxw

gvwv

gvrv

 ?

6vwv

 ?

xVxtiV

xVwV

xfvrv

Here, the non-occurrence of m and yas C2 is also considered simply as
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accidental, whiie the obstruents of t, h, and" do not appear as Ci

systernaticapty and are not qualified to be the first part of a Dorsey's Law

sequence; this is because they do not have the contrast of voicing ¥(their voiced

counterpart¥) and hence the [-voi] value under the Theory of Contrastive

Underspecification (see sections 2.5.2 and 2.6.1).' Note that tl niis crucial

information (i.e. Ci as a [-voi] obstruent) is incorporated into the ruge

formulation in (2). C[hat is why these ebstrtgeitts witho(gt aity voicing

specification constitute a systematic gap as Ci. Instead, alft the Ci obstfirugeitts

given in (3) have their voiced counterpart ar}d thus the [-voi] value, as is clear

from the consonant inventory seen in (25) in section 2.5.1. rifois voicing

requirement also accounts for possible consonants in word-final position in the

sense that only p, k, s, g, ti, and x can appear in that position (section 2.6.1).

  Reca]1 that in section 2.5.2, Iargued against the OCP effect oit the

consonant clusters in Wtmebago wtth respect to place ef articulatioR, i nai mer

of anicuiation , or voicing. Evident}y, this is also true for the Dorsey"s Law

sequences in (3), because a vowel is in fact inserted between the two

consonants eveR when they are different in place of articulation, maifmer of

aniculation, or voicing. lhEgs, it is not the case that vewel insertioit is

triggered by a violation of the co-occurrence resmiction. wrat then triggers

the vowel insertioit phenomenon? It is precisely this point that we wiM be

concemed with in the following sectien, and we wpti pursue the possibflity that

the motivation of the Dorseyes taw application lies in some syMabie strtacture

constraints.

3.1.2. DorseyVs Law Sequence OVSV asa Single Heavy Sylkable

  As far as I know, Aiderete (1995) is the enly theoristthat managed to tackie
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the long-staitding probgei n concerning the reason for the Dorsey's law

application, although his analysis is based on a non-derivationai framework

¥(hence, gthe rule' is not considered to "applyV there¥). But it is worth examiniitg

the vauaity of his account, since it entered into the formal rrgechanism of

Dorsey?s Law in much detat1 for the first time in the history of generative-

phonological studies of Winnebago.

  The uniqvgeness of his approach lies in the fact that it attributes the voweR

insertion phenomenoit to the favored sonority curve of segments within a

sy"able. He assuit xes the sonority scale for Wiymebago consonaitts, as is

shown in (4a). Giventhe sonortty scale, possible and impossible combinations

of consonants are defined by the sonority profile in (4b), which is represented

by grids and shows the soitority contour of the clusters in question

schematica]ly (Aaderete (1995: 34)):

¥(4¥) a. Sonority Scale

     sonorant - voiced fricative > voicedstop > voiceless obstruent

   b. Softority Profile

                x x x soitorantevoiced fricative

      x xx x x voicedstop
     xx xx xx xx xx voicelessobstruent
     sg ps br *pr *pz
Recalft that [voiceless obstrueitts + voiced stops], [voiceless obstregents +

voicegess fricatives], and kwoiced obstrrgents + sonorargts] are regular

censonant clusters, as discussed bo section 2.5.2 ¥(e.g. sgha "white M89: a52, M93;

117, 12D,' paj2ps.il} 'smal1 change M93: 117,' and harz265bva ethe taste M79: 28,'

and so on¥). Note alsothat there are no consonant clusters 1ike oi 1 ss

obstruents + sonorants] and [veiceless obstrugents + voiced fricatives], since

the former sequence undergoes vowel epenthesis ax}d the gatter constitkites a
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systematic gap. Aaderete ascribes the anomaly of these two types of clusters

to the constraint in (5), reintempreting the origtnal version of Mumay and

Ve]rmeman's (1983) Syptable Contact Law in a ianguage-particular marmer for

Wi]fmebago and stating that "ciusters may rise in sonority across syMables, e.g.

[b.r],butamarkedriseinsonoritybetweenpmtt "abicciustersisnot

allowed, e.g. *[p . r]?g (Aaderete (1995: 34), underlmed by S.T.):

¥(5¥) Syllable Contact ¥(Sypt-Cont¥)

    Cl < C2 by no more than one sonority interval, where Cl agf¥)d C2 are

    adjacent, and Cl is syitabie-final and C2 is sy"able-initial.

                                                  Nderete (1995: 48)

That is, a usual sonority rise by one grid is aliowed between heterosysuabic

clusters like sg, ps, and br, while clusters like *pr and *pz with a sonority

jump of two grids are blocked if they are heterosyptabic sequences. Thus,

Alderete concludes from this reasoning that Dorsey's Law sequences are

pmtuto llabic,asin(6a):

 (6) AldereteVs (1995) SyRabgfication

   a. TautosyMabic Clusters: pr / pz

   b. HeterosyMabic Ckusters: s.g / p.s / b.r

 Note here that the cluster of [voiceless obstiMents + voiced fucatives] is

 predicted to be tavgtosyptabic as weM, which we wilg discqxss in section 3.1.3.2.3.

   Even if it proves that Dorsey"s Law sequences are tautosyglabic, there stgn

 remains an untrtvial question as to why they are requlred to uadergo

 epenthesis. Aaderete's answer to this question works ovtt in the foMowing way.

 First, he invokes two relevant constraints for the apparent epenthesis

 phenog nenon within the framework of Optimality 'lheory. One is "Syanabify

 Place,' which is defined as in (7):
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¥(7¥) Syllabify Place ¥(Syll--Place¥)

   Aal r¥) torae dominating the same Place node must be dominated by the

   same synable. Alderete (1995: 38)
In short, this constraint requires that the output of a Dorsey's Law sequeitce

OVSV be tautosy"abic including alft the consonants aitd vowels, jusdike a long

voweKO and S, needless to say, are a voiceless obstruent and a sonorant,

re spectively¥) :

¥(8¥) a. Long Vowel b. Dorsey"s taw Sequeitce

        /x /x
       nc jee 1¥(L nc
      /V /l /I
      cv ov sv
        PIace Pgace
'i]hus, OVSV is regarded as a single heavy syllable with two moras. The other

constraint he assumes is Clements's (1990) Sonortty SeqvEencing Principie, as

defined gn (9):

¥(9¥) Sonority Seqergencing Principle ¥(Son Seq¥)

    Between a] iy member ofa syMable and the syflable peak, only sounds of

    lhingnerh r sonority rank are permitted. [underkned by S.T.]

                               Clements (1990: 285), AEderete (1995: 38)

According to this constraint, a sonority caewe must be as near to a 'i nountain'

 as possible withn a sy"able, and any deeper 'valley' in the domain increases

 unacceptability. Then, the set of these two constraints, where Sy"-Piace is

 ranked higher than Son Seq, ensures the desired output of hlper6s 'to know

 S43: 40, 71, M79: 26, M89: 154, M93: 111Y provided that they are vioiable ¥(but

 their violations must be mntmal¥), as illustrated beEow:
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¥(10¥) /hipres/

xxx
xxx
xxxx

hi.pe.res

b.xx
xx
xx
xxxx
hipg.res

xxx
xxx
XXXXI

shi.pgres

Sy"-Place

   *!

Son Seq

   *

  *e
  *

*

Here, only relevamt segments are represented by sonority grids. Candidate

¥(10a¥) suffers from a cgi gcial viogation of Syan-Place in that its two vowegs,

thouggh dominating the same Place node, are parsed heterosylgabicaMy.

Candidate (XOb) violates Son Seq, since it coittatns a deep sonority valley

withn a tautosyllabic seouence hipi. This point neatly captures the basic fact

that vowel copymg is rightward as in (10c) ar)d itet leftward as in (10b).

Candidate (10c) aaso tnvogves a violation of Son Seq in the tautosyNabic domain

peres, but since its violation is mnimai (less serioixs than (10b)), it proves to be

an optimal eutput.

  Aaderetees idea that the Dorsey's Law sequence of voiceiess obstgncaents and

sonorants should beleng to the same syMabie is also supported by Hayes's

¥(1995¥) accownt of this phenomenon. Hayes ¥(1995: 361-362¥) adopts the

followtng formulation of Dorsey"s ]Law in order to capture the accentuaA tacts

ofWtmebago (see section 3.2.3.3 for his treatment of accent), where not oniy
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the vowel but also the sonorant are assigned moras underlyingiy:

¥(11¥) Hayes's Formulation of Dorsey's Law

      o gg       A II
      jee pa Le jee
    /l l /I /l
    osv - ovsv
As is evident from (11), he considers the vtnderlying sequgence concemed as

tautosyllabic ¥(although it becomes heterosyllabic after the application of the

rule¥); that is, a Dorsey's Law sequence is a single heavy syllable at the stage of

stress assignment, which in principle is the same position as Alderete's and

also as Halle and Idsardi's (1995).

  Nderete's constraint-ranking account might appear to be appealing, but

the assumptioR of syllable structure in (6) has crucial probierns in both

empirical and theoretical respects, as I wtN argue in section 3.1.3.2. In

addition, the two vowels in the Dorsey's Law seouence must share the Root

node, since they share manner features as west as place features ¥(section

3.1.5.¥) In the foBowing section, I wtpt put forward a different account of

Winif}ebago syMable structrtre, claiming that the Dorsey"s Law sequence of

[voicelessebstruents+sonorants]beh ros an i.

3.1.3. Syllable Structure and Phonotactics ixt Winnebago

3.1.3.1. The General Sonority H]ierarchy and the Dispersion Principle

  Befere discussing the precise mechanism of Dorsey's Law, we wigE exmme

how synabification applies in this ianguage. Unlike (6), I assume that the basic

syMabge affiliation of consonant clusters should be as in (12):
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¥(12¥) The SyUabification in Wtmebago

    a. CgrautosyMabic ciusters: sg / ps

    b. E{eterosyRabic clusters: p.r / b.r

According to (12), eithervoiceless or voiced obstruents foUowed by sonorants

are heterosyMabic clusters, whereas other clusters ¥(voiceEess ebstrutents

followed by eithervoiced stops or voiceless fricatives¥) belong to the same

syllable. Since I wtll explain ln section 3.1.3.2.3 wtw the sequence ef [voiceless

obstruents + voiced fricatives] forms a systematic gap ¥(e.g. *pzi, I oi nit it from

our discrgssion for the ttme being. For voiceless obstrue]f}ts foMowed by

voicegess stops, see section 2.5.2 and nete 25.

  A formal account of this syllabificatioit proceeds in the following way.

First, I propose the General Sonority Hierarchy in Winnebago, which is

somewhat different from, and mere elaborated than, Alderetegs sonority scate

in (4a). It was atso discvtssed' in section 2.5.4 and repeated below as (13):

¥(13¥) 'lhe General Sonority Hierarchy in Wirmebago

    vowei (a>o>u>e>i>) > sonorant > voiced fricative > voiced

     stop > voiceless obstrvgent

                                         Tanaka (1997a: a7, 1998: 336)

The higher raitk of voiced fricatives than voiced stops is not at alR umatural;

rather, as is weN-knovvxk, Jespersey}'s (1904g) version of the sog}ority theory is

siMiflaf to (13) in that it ranks voiced frtcatives overvoiced stops artd that it

provides voiceless stops and voiceless fricatives tmformiy with the iowest

rank (see agso Alderete (1995: 48) amd Clements (1990: 285) fer Jespersen"s

treatment). Given the rank in (13), typical wnderlying consonant cgusters in

Wtmebago have the following sonority profile represented by grtds:
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¥(14¥) SonorityProfile

  a. Tautosyenabic Clusters b. Heterosyllabic Clusters

       x x xx xx sonorant
       x x xx xx voicedftricative
      xx x xxK xx voicedstop
     xxx xxx xxx xxx voicelessobstruent
     sgV psV brV pgfV
I assume here that the glottal stop is treated as a voicegess obstruent, so that

the sequence of [voiceless obstruents +the giottal stop] (e.g. p', k', sL ...)] has

the same sonority profile as ps in (14a).

  Second, we follow Ciements (1990, 1992) in assuirning the Dispersion

Principle as a general condition oit syllabificatioit. In otherwords, these

ciusters are syliabified in accordance with this constraint governiitg the well-

formed (optimal) sonority contour of syRable structure:

¥(15¥) DispersionPrinciple

    a. The preferred initial demisyBable maximizes soitority dispersion.

    b. The preferred final demisyMable minirnizes sonority dispersion.

                                        Clements (1992: 68, 1990: 304)

A Ydemisyilable' here is defined as either the first or the secoitd half of a

syMable (i.e. (C)CV er VC(C)), and Vsonority dispersion? as the sonority distance

between the segments.2 'Mhus, V'the sonority profile of the optimal syMable type

rises mamalZyfrom the begi]ming to the peak, and faSgs mintmalZyfrom the

peak to the end. ... the overan dispersion of sonority values is ¥(in the optimal

case¥) mrmd in the first haif of the syllable, and rmMtzed in the second

half' (Clements (1992: 68)). bo short, the mitial pan of a sydabge tends to forfin

a shamp and steady rise in sonority, whiiethe final part favors a gradvgal drop

in soitority.
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that a vowel must be hig] t]ighted by making the onset consonant as lower in

sonority as possible, at least in the initial part of a syptable. Tfttxgs, in strict

terms, 'sonority dispersionV is meant as "the distance of grid vaiues between

the pajlt:s of segments within a demisyllable.' For instance, the sonority

dispersion of the consonant clusters in (14) is maustrated as in (16):

¥(16¥) ']]he Sonortty Dispersion ef the Clusters in ¥(14¥)

a.sgV

psV
gV:3>sg:1
sV:4>ps:O

b.brV

prV

rV:1<br:2
rV:1<pr:3

In (16a), the vowel-consonant distance of grid values is greater than the

consonant-consonant one, so that the sonority dispersion of each initial

demisyNable can be maxi] nized as a whoge in accordance with (15a). That is

why these two clusters must be tautosysuabic and are synabified into the onset

positioit (i.e. sgVand psV). On the otherharftd, in (16b), the grid distance

between the two consonants is greater than the one between the vowel and

the preceding censonant, so that the vowel sonority wougd not be made

protment relatkwely (the sonority dispersion would not be maxi] nized) if br

and prformed the onset of each synable. in other words, takitesy"abic

sequences iike * brVand *pt'V would vioiate (15a) aritd highlight not the

vowels but the sonorant consortants. 'ffEherefore, it foMows that eniy the '

sonerar}ts are syllabified into the onset position arkd that the obstrrgents in

¥(16b¥) must be heterosyanabic ¥(i.e. Vb . rV ar}d VP . rV¥). But it is stilg dovgbtfwgl

whether b and p are equally sy"abified into the coda of each precedir}g

syptable. Syliabifyii¥)g b into the codais indeed licensed becacgse the dispersion
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of Vb as a final demisyllable is not maxirnized (its distance value is 3), bggt the

dispersion of VP is maximized (its value is 4); namely, voiceless obstruents in

coda position would violate (15b), aif}d only voiced obstrrgents can be

syllabified into the coda position on the reievant level of the Wir¥)gf}ebago

Lexicon (i.e. on the lexical, cyclic level). Consequently, voiceless obstrvgents

before sonorants caxmot be syenabified into the followiRg onset (by (X5a)) or

the preceding coda position (by (15b)), and remain fioating just like stray

segments. Cptriat is why aV slot is inserted by a highly-general reqnirement

that a syllable must have its own nucleus, which should be calEed the principle

of Prosodic Headedness: this is the true motivation of the appfication of

Dorsey's Law. In short, Dorsey's Law is a repair strategy to resolve a violation

of a synable structure condition of high generality.

  The processes discussed so far conceming V-insertion can be summarized

as in (17):

¥(17¥) Dorsey's Law as a Repair Strategy

     xx xx x x xxx vowel
     x xx x xx x xx xxxx sonorant
     x xx x xx x xx x x xx voiced iricative
     x xx x xx x xx x x xx veiced stop
     x xxx xx xx xx xx x xx xx voicelessobstruent
    *V e Pr:V - *Vge¥) e Y':V ' *Ve ]P e ]ifV --" Ve [PVe g':V

                                         XI

                                         Root

'iEhe inserted V slot mgJgst have phonetic features, of cokxrse, by the

requkrernent of FrgM Interpretation, another general pimciple. This is done by

the appficatien of leftward spreading of the Root node, so that the place ax¥)d

maxmer features of the inserted vowel is identical with those ef the fosuowiir}g

veweg. The reason wlmy the darection is leftward is that it is a knd of
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assimilation process whose umarked direction is leftward in the case of

gemination (total assimilation) artd place assimilation (partial assimilation) , as is

well-known, aithough the umarked direction of voicing assimilation is

rightward.

  In the foMowing sectiens, I wili present several pieces ef evidence for the

syllabification of the clusters in (12) and for our account of Dorsey's Law on

both emphical and theoretical bases.

3e1e3.2. Evidence and Advantages

3e1e3e2n1e DiStribUtiOnalAswmetry

  The first argument for my account of Winnebago sy"able structure is about

the distrtbutional asymnetry of consonant ciusters. Recasu in (12) that the

cluster of [voiceless obstrttents + voiced stops] or [voiceless obstruents +

voiceless fricatives] is tautosyptabic while that of [voiced obstruents +

sonorants] is heterosyllabic (repeated below as (18));

¥(18¥) a. Tautosyllabic clusters: sg / ps

   b. Heterosyptabic clusters; p.r / b.r

Tg tils synabification is supported by the following distributional facts. First, the

sequence of ivogceless obstruents + voiced stops] appears eitherword-initiaaly

or word-media]ly as below:

¥(19¥) VoicelessObstrtxent+VoicedStop

   a. Word-initial Position

     £ghae 'playM79:31,M93:117' Sssldak 'wamM93:117"

     ngapsak 'energetic M93: 117" 22dilaanane 'yesterdEkyM89:152,M93: 117'

   b. Word-medialPosition

      hosga6 'playgroundM89:152' hiSstas6 "eyeS43:57,M79:28"
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     bag5nge 'chicken S43: 35' hoistg 'fulI S43: 7g'

Second, this is aiso true for the sequence of [voiceless obstruents + voiceless

fricatives] :

¥(20¥) Voiceless Obstruent + Voiceless Fricative

  a. Word-mitial Position

     psggpsg`E "small change M93: 117V plSoopg6d 'hne M93: 117'

     ksaa6 'stiff M93: 117' }stt6e 'apple M93: 117'

  b. Word-medial Position

     heeasf. "tosneezeS43:70' nttptS4n4 VheswamWE82:309"

     boikL,5p VI come to M93: 119' mgVSt ajnq 'he lay down WE82: 309"

Finally, however, the remaining cluster of [voiced obstruents + sonorants]

occurs only word-medially:

¥(21¥) Voiced Obstruent + Sonorant ¥(Word-medialPosition Only¥)

     harae5bra 'thetasteM79:28V hoo6aigra "theWKr}nebagoM79:27'

     wang"gnf.k 'littlebirdM89;150" w@agw5goge'bravemanS43:5Z125V

     waruihr5 "the food S43: 59" peelpf. 'whiskey M89: 150'

     hirawahaza 'the licenseM79: 28' ngygi5 "the earS43: 64'

     hinvgw56ek 'young woman, virgtn S43: 42, 57'

The limited behavior of these clusters n tay be related to the fact that they are

usua]ly seen in derived environments.

   The aswmetry of cluster distribution in (19)-(21) requires that the three

 types of ciusters be provided with the syNable structvgre in (22):

 (22) The Syiiable Structure of the Three Types of Ciusters

   a. (V).sgV / (V).psV

   be VberV

 Whenvoiced ebstrtxents are iocated before sonorants, they mkgst be sy"abified
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into the preceding coda position as in (22b), aAd that is why they itever appear

in word-initial position because there is no more preceding sy"able word-

mitially. The clusters in (22a), however, can stand word-mitialElty or word-

medially because they are tautosyliabic. Needless to say, the distributional

asymmetry found in t.he three types of clusters camot be accounted for by the

syllabification in (6).

3e1e3.2.2. TriconsonantalCgusters

  The second evidence fer the syllabification in (22), or paniculariy for the

claim that only voiced obstruents are liceitsed in coda position on the iextcal

level, is found in the following forms with triconsonantal clusters, which also

appeared as (55) in section 2.6.1:

¥(23¥) a. gtltue 'to shoot" / s'a "repeatedly' / gvgdis'6 'to shoot repeatedly'

    b. glgfp 'to fali' / gg¥aj 'must (dubitative)' / glgibgg"n.i ehemust have fam'

    c. k4nak "to marry' / sge 'may¥(uncenafini' / k4n@gsgeZ "bei nay have makrted"

                                                        Cfe M93: 124

Triconsonantal clusters are rare and resmicted cases in Wtmebago, but we do

find sox ne: each of the derived forms in (23) has the cenfigtiratien of [a voiced

obstruent + a voiceless obstruent + the glottal stop (23a) or avoiced stop (23b,

c¥)], whose occurrence is not umatural according to the syanabification I

propose. Since the onset position is said to liceftse maximatly two segments

only, the extstence ef saach clusters are not accounted for by other

syllabification possibilities such as the one ir) (6).

   PhoneticaNy, however, these words surtace as gntt6sA, gtglpgg#aj, arkd

k{lngeksge/, with the voiced coda obstruents devoiced. "lithjRs is because they

violate the Coda Condition and beceme stray on the optional postlextcai leveg,
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undergoing stray neutraiization and stray adjwnction on the obligatory

postlexical level (section 2.6.1). Note aiso that the violations of the Coda

Condition are not amemRded by intrvgsive schwa because each coda position is

not fellowed by a sonerant. In svgm, these triconsonantal cgusters ar}d their

surface forms can only be given a natural account if the present hypothesis on

syvaabification in (22) is adopted.

3e1e3e2e3e SYSteMatiC GaP

  As mentioned in section 3.1.2, we do not observe the cguster of voiceless

obstruents foMowed by pm fricatives in Wirwtebago, and Aaderete (1995: 34)

ascribes the systematic gap of the cluster to the sonorityjump of two grids

across syllabies, just gike the Dorseyes taw seqrgence. The sonority profile of

the two sequencesis represented in (4b), repeated here as (24) (here,][

indicates a syllable boundary¥):

¥(24¥) Nderete"s Sonority Profile of Ill-formed Clusters

         x x sonorantevoiced fricative
         x x voicedstop
      x x x x veiceless obstruent
     *p r *p z
      C][C C][C
their aitomaious nature as a heterosyMabic cluster indeed seeg} is to be

represented explicitly by the grids, but Alderete"s sonority scale ar}d profane

alone does not expgatn the difference between the two, as it stands: the

former cluster is breken up by epenthesis wrme the 1atter forms a systematic

gap. Particularly, the latter clusterworald appear im oRset or coda position

according to Alderete's prediction, or he weuld need another syptable strvgctctgre

conditien prohibiting the sequence in the same syBable, as weig as Sonority
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Scale (4a), Syllable Contact (5), Sonority Sequencing Principle (9), and the like.

  My account of the difference, on the other hand, is straightfofirward on the

assumption of the Dispersion Principle and the General Sonority Hierarchy

only. Let us consider the sonortty profpte in (25), which is based on the

hierarchy in (13):

¥(25¥) a. The Sonority Profile of Ill-formed Clusters

         x x voweg
        xx x sonorant
        xx xx voiced fricative
        xx xx voiced stop
       xxx xxx voiceless obstruent
       pfV p2N
    b. DispersionValues

pfv

pZV

rV: 1

ZV: 2

< pr: 3

pz: 2

in the former case of the Dorsey's Law sequence, the initial veiceless obstrvgent

p camot be tavttosyllabic with the foMowty}g vowel, because the censonant-

consonant dispersion is greater than the consonant-vowel one, which i Rearlts

that the sonortty dispersion of the initial demisyllabie prV is Ret ] Ekarmized

and viogates the DispersioR Principle in (15a) (hence, the sonority is promnent

not of the vowel but the sonorant consonant¥). But the voiceiess obstruent also

violates the Dispersion lmciple in (15b) if it is syptabified into the precedmg

coda position. k is this dilemma withrespect to sygabification that results im

vowel epenthesis, as discussed in 3.1.3.1. In the gatter case of the systematic

gap, on the other harkd, the cluster does not have to be heterosynabic, since it

is not the case that the consonant-consonant dispersion is greater than the

censonant"vowel one. in tact, they are equal to each other, as shown in (25b).
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CEhat is, there is no violation of the Dispersion Principle in (15a), and yet the

sonority of the vowel is no more prominent than that of the sonorant

consonant, in spite of the fact that the vowel must 'relatively be the most

prominent' within a syllable: another type of diiemma, with respect to syllabie

sonority. That is why the cluster of [voiceless obstruents +voiced fliicatives]

constitutes a systematic gap in Winnebago.

3.1.3.2.4. Mompheme BoundaJry and Syllabification

  Besides AJtderete (1995) and Hayes (1995), there is another approach to the

mechanism ef Dorsey's Law based oR the idea that the cguster in qcgestion is

tautosyllabic. Fofiowtng Saddy (1984), Steriade (1990: 389) observes that

"Dorsey's Law does not apply to heteromorphegnic VC][CV sequences.'e For

example, the heteromomphemic /kn?/ seouence in /w@4k-n.ak-ga/ does not

become [k4ng] (wagegn4kzz 'that man (sitting) M79: 27, M81: 342, M93: 111e),

while the tautomomphemic /kng/ of /imkn@nge/ does ¥(imtaopn4 looss M81:

342, M93: 111-112'¥), undergoing Dorsey"s Law. According to her, this is due

to the difference of syptabification, which is sensitive to mompheme strtxcture

¥(i.e. cyclicity¥): before the application of epenthesis on the releva] gt eycle, the

former example is syllabified as [waak . nak], respecting the previeus cycle's
                             LC                                  G
syliabificatioit of kin coda position, while the iatter as [hi . rug. kn@ . nge] from

the very first. In short, DorseyVs Law affects only tautosyllabic onset clusters

gn her analysis.3

  Th:is accouat aiso works out in the fothowtng seeMir}glyLpreblematic cases

where, unlike w{e#gn4/ha, fnompheme bouitdaries do not agree wtth syptable

boundaries. in Wtmebago, there are two prefixes consisting of a swtgge

obstruent consenant, which forms an obstruent-sonerant cluster in word-
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initial position when foMowed by a sonorant-mitial stem. Such words were

given in (la), repeated below as (26) :

¥(26¥) The Cguster of /O-VSV/

     gpa7vagi' You dance M89: 151' (</g-wagi/) cf. was"i! 'todanceM89: 15g'

     gjgLrugis lszou tear M89: 151' (</s"-rugas/) cL rug5s 'to tearM89: 151'

     k-um- g/rp 'to pual dcM,n cfi }e's cwn S43: 45, M89: 151' (< /k-ru gip /') c£ ru gfo 'to puut dcwn StZ3: 45, M89: X5X '

     k-ara6gg 'to drink one's own M89: 151' (< /k-rac"ggD c£ raeg4 'to drink M89: 149, 151'

Since each derived form on the leftmost colum contains a morpheme

bouitdary in the underlymg representation, the cluster might not appear to be

made tatgtosyMabic (hence vowel insertion would not occur) if morpheme

boundaries simply corresponded to sy"able boundaries. This is not the case,

of course. Steriade (1990: 395) notes that "a bare C morpheme cannot be

tndependently sy"abified, since Winnebago synables must contain vowels: the

C remains therefore syllabicaUy stray wntil it can be adjoined to an extsting

syliable.'" 'IEhis is what happens in the case of (26), where the initial voiceless

obstrugent is syMabified into the followtng onset and Dorsey's I"aw applies even

across the morphei g}e boundaries.

   Unfortunately, however, her approach to Dorsey's taw suffers from a

certain problem, bosofar as it is based on the cycitc sysuabification respecting

the information on a previous cycle. In fact, if the syMabification on the first

cycle were carried over to the fo-owgng cycie in such a way, we would miss a

significant generalization on the distributional facts discussed in 3.1.3.2.1:

¥(27¥) The Cluster of /VC-CV/

     n.a`ip 'to swim'/ n,igp¥ng he swaxn' n6gk 'torun' / nggkg6na,. "he ran'

     g<iys'to teach' / gugsg4ng he taught' mi,gk 'tolie down' / mglkg4n7 "he lay dam'

                                                     WE82: 309, 310
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Such biconsonantal clvgsters as the ones in (27) are syNabified

heterosyllabically, because the voiceless obstruents occupying the coda

position on the first cycle remain the same on the second cycle, just aike the

case of w#4k/ wa4gn4ka. However, if the predictien held true, we wouggd

miss the significant generalization of the distributional asmnetry in section

3.1.3.2.X: it could not give any pimcipled and vmiform account of wlw such

clusters as in (27) car} occur either word-mitialty er word-i nediaMy, as shown

in (20), while such ciusters as in waagnalta can occur only word-mediasuy, as

given in (21). Moreover, it also could not exqplatn w]r}y the coda obstruents in

¥(27¥) do not undergo voicing, or why the voicing rugle does not apply before

non-sonorants (cf. note 3). Instead, the clusters in (27) must be tautosyllabic,

or resyMabified together into the followtng onset on the secorud cycle.

   It thus fosuows that Steriade"s analysis attributing the (non-)application of

Dorsey's Law to the syNabification based on ovclic inforrnation is rgot

adoptabie, aithough it is true that syllabificatien itself is cyclic. The most

sertous problem with the analysis lies in the assumption that a Dorsey's Law

sequence is tavttosygabic. k is much more naturai te argue that epenthesis

applies precisely because the cluster is heterosygabic and the stray segment

needs a vowei nucleus.

3e1e3e2e5e DOrSeY'S taW in Early Wtmebago

  The fifth argument for the proposed syenabification is based on the historical

development of Dorsey's Law. Hayes (1995: 356) observes the possibi]ity that

diachronically, the vowel copying phenoi nenen may have begvgR in word-

initial positien, adopting Miner"s (1989: 167) suggestion that ""in fact Dorsey's

Law affected, twst, words wtth im"tial obstruent-resonant clusters.'" Agthotkgh
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this development has not yet been fuljy evidenced as a histortcal fact in the

literature, my proposed syenabification indicates that it is highly likely.

  I assuit ie that Early Winnebago Mcensed either voiced or voiceiess

obstruents in coda positioit; in other words, there was no effect of the

Dispersion Principle in (15b) in the final demisy"able aexically (but probably its

effect was on the postlexical level). The Dispersion Principle in (15a) was

present, of cortrse. If this is the case, Dorsey's Law sequences are syBabified

differently between word-initial and word-medial positions, as maustrated

below:

¥(28¥) a. Word-medial Position: Vp. fV

    b. Word-initial Position: *p . tfV

In those days, voiceless obstruents could appear with the foMowing sonorants

in onset positgon, just like the Present-Day Winnebago, as was baif¥)] ited by

¥(15a¥). Word-medial voiceless obstruents, then, could be syenabified inte the

preceding coda position because of the abseitce of the (15b) effect, as in (28a).

Those in word-initial position, hewever, could not heip becoming stray a]f}d

undergoing vowel inserdon, simply because there was no roem for

syMabification. in this way, the lack of (15b) on the lexical leveg must have

brought aboutthe positional difference in the emergence of Dorsey"s law.

Note, however, that the syllabification in (6) (i.e. Alderete's (1995) or HayesVs

 (1995) assumption) does not provide arky principled account for the positional

 difference of the Dorsey's Law development, since it hypothesizes that the

 cluster is tautosyllabic.

   In section 3.1.4, I wiil refine and elaborate the accoamt here tn more detaia

 on the context of coitsidetmg the diachronic change of syreable strtgcture from

 Proto-`Wii mebago (i.e. Winnebago-Chiwere, outlmed in sectioy} 1.1) through
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Early Winnebago to Present-Day Winnebago. I wtn also shed light on the

relation between Dorsey's Law and intrusive schwa in both syr}chroitic and

diachronic respects.

3.1.3.2.6. Extrafinetricaltty and the Strict Layer Hypothesis

  The final evidence I will adduce beftow is indirect and theory-internal, but it

is necessary to mention it in order to show that the syptabification I have been

argtmg for is consistent with the metrical structure I wiR propose gn section

3.2.4.1. In other words, since the metrical structvgre I will propose for

Winnebago have independent motivations as discussed in section 3.2.4.2, the

coherence of the two, in tum, gives support for the syllabification I have

presented so far.

  As demonstrated in section 3.2.4.1, I assume that Wirmebago has left-

domnant feet, initial-foot extrametricality, and the Rapper left-demiRant

constituent. This is exemplified in (29) by invokng the metncal structure of

hrak6zrohb 'you prepare I-IWE80: 128e and ke2ofif./sep 'Black IIawk M79: 30,

M89: ls4e:

¥(29¥) ae ¥(* e¥) ¥(* e¥) ¥(* ¥)     <(* e)> (* e) <(* e)> (* e) <(* e)>(* e) (*)
       glL gxL gLL gLL glL glL sncgnc glL gnc ozL gzLgpa glL
      hi ra kro ho -> *hi ra kQ ro ho . hi ra kQ ro ho

    be (* ) (* ) (* e)         (?ge .) (*) (* e) (*) <(* e)>(* e)

         gLL gnc gnc gpt glL snc gnc gpt gnc gec gxL
      k re jgx sep -> *ke re jkg sep -> ke re jmp sep

                                              Taitaka (1996, 1997a, b)

in (29a), whose Dersey's taw sequence is located word-]fifxedia"y, the veicegess

ebstrEgent kis i nade stray by the Dispersion imciple and thcgs is rescxged by
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the inserted vowel. But the resulting syMable violates the Strict Layer

Hypothesis because of the absence of its higher prosodic structure, so that the

su-formedness is repaired by reconstruction ¥(i.e. the reapplication of

i netrification).` Now let us consider the derivation in (29b), where a Dorsey's

Law sequence occurs word-mitially. Since the word-mitial voiceiess

obstrueRt kis stray for the same reason as (29a), it makes initial-foot

extrametricality unapplicable due to the Extrametricality (Peripherality)

Condition.` Other processes are the same as in (29a), which involve the

application of Dorsey"s Law and the reassignment of metrical structure to

repair the violation of the Strict Layer Hypothesis.5

   A crucial point to it take here is the following. Concerning the relation

between syllabification and metrification, it is important to note in (29b) that if

a DorseyVs taw sequence were tautosyllabic, accent would tncorrectly falgs on

the synable sep, as shown below:

¥(3o¥) *ke re jtrk{l sep

               (*) (*)
      <(* e)> (*) <(* e e)> (*) '
        gpt glL gpt gncgpL gpt gxL
       kre Yv sep - ke re fu. sep (neviolation)

 in this case, mitial-foot extrametricaMty does apply because of the

 tautosyllabicity of the voiceless obstruent with the fobowtng SV. The

 representation after the application of Dorsey's taw, then, twolves no

 vioiation of the Strict Layer Hypothesis, since the inserted position is within

 an extrametrical constituent that is invisible to the constraint ¥(so the lack ef

 higher prosodic structure does not pose any problem with the extrametrical

 foot¥). Due to the irwisibility, the foot in question does not vioiate Structwre

 Preservation, either, even though epenthesis results in a tevaary constituent.
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Thus, there would be no motivation of reconstruction, aif}d an erroneous

accent pattern would be produced.6

  To conclude, it is the heterosyllabic sy"abification of a Dorseyis Law

seouence that causes the violation of the Strict tayer Hypothesis and triggers

the concomitant reapplication of foot assignment, as in (29b).

3.1.4. Gestvgral ()verlap: The Historicai Ortgin of DorseyVs Law

  My account of Dorsey's Law, which has been advocated so far, is in

principle based on an interaction between constraints on syllabification and

repair strategies. The repair strategies in question iitvolve two processes, V-

insertion and leftward spreading, which are triggered by the Prosodic

Headedness (syllable nucleus) requirement on astray consonant and the FuM

Interpretation requirement on an exnpty V slot (section 3.1.3.1). The reason

that the application of spreading is leftward can be related to the fact that it is

the unmarked directionality for total or partial assimhation in place of

articuiation, uifdike voicing assii [kigation. Dorsey's Law is thus viewed here as a

kind of total assimilation or vowel harmony on the iexgcal leveg.

   Concerr}ing an account of Dorsey's Law, there is another possibility, as

rnaimaned by Steriade (1990), that it is simply a gestvtral phenomenon oif} the

 phonetic level, not a lexical process on the phonoiogicai level ]ike the one

above. }Ier account can be summarized im the fo"owing way. First, recalg her

 assumption reviewed in sectien 3.1.3.2.4 that a DorseyVs Law seqlJaence gs a

 taugtosynabic cluster in that a voiceless obstruent and a sonorant together

 constitute a complex onset. Furthermore, she fo"ows Browman and Goldstein

 (1986, 1989, 1990, 1992) in assvgming that aphonological segment is

 phonetica]]yagesturewithinterr}aldurationandthatwtLijpat[¥)u:Laksyuhi aMable
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consonantal gestures are supetmposed on a vowel gesture. In other words,

speech is a domain where vocalic and consonarttal gestures are overlapping in

duratien with one another. For example, the syptabie [pra] is represented as in

                                 '
¥(31¥) in this gestural model:

¥(31¥) The Representation of [pra]

        Tier Gestures
                                         a
    Tongue Body: [- in ---------' nt--m---- nt - ew -------]

                                r

    Tongue Tip: [-------]
                          p
     lips: [---------]
Here, each segment as a gesture has its own internal duration represented as [

--
 -], and the three are overlapping within the domain of a syllable. Since a

Dorsey's Law sequence is tautosyptabic, (31) is the very example of such a case.

   Now, it is important to note that phonolegical processes are coitsidered as

changes in timing between gestures. Cthus, Dorsey's Law cait then be viewed

asjust a chaf}ge in the relative tirning ef the three gestrkres, or the effect of a

 single tnm adjustment. in particular, it is a gestural delay in the onset of the

 sonerant that appears to create a copying phenomenon of the followtng vowel

 between the complex onset, as Steriade (1990: 390-391) observes. The

 sequence of [para],then, is represented as in (32):

 (32) The Representation of [pcgea]

         Tier Gestures
                                          a
     Tongue Body: [-----------p-------"'w-'---p-]
                                           r

     Tongue Tip: [in -- nt -'-]
                           p
      lips: ['--- -- nt--]
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Withn mis framework of Articulatory Phonogogy, a vocalic gesture gs

interpreted as a monosyllable oif}ly if all the superimposed consonantal

gestures are peripheral, as in (31). Since Dorsey's taw creates a sequence

where aconsonantag gesture has come to be non-peripheral as in (32), it

automatica]iy tums a monosyllable imo a disyNable.

   This approach might at first appear to be appealing, btxt a ciMcial problem

arises when we take intrusive schwa into consideration as we- as Dorsey's

Law. It is intrusive schwa, instead of Dorsey's Law, that wovgld be represented

as in (32) if such an approach were adopted; or a clear distinction could not be

drawn by the gestural representation in (32) betrween the two processes,

which are somewhat sirniaar but different in various respects. Before arguing

for this claim, let us examine again some basic examples of intrusive schwa,

which, wfdike Dorsey's taw, occurs between a voiced obstrvgene aitd a

 sonorant consonant:

 (33) Examples of Intrusive Schwa

     a. gr, gw, gn:

        hihaggre/gi 'on top S43: 13, 60' hoo6ggera 'the Winnebago M79: 27'

        wa'vn4g. ggra What they want Si 3: 54' saanft" gemruJY.ip 'unbalanced SzB: X25'

        wisYugewgek 'male cat SzZ3: 57' w4@g-twa/goge lorave man Sz33: 57, 125'

        hinygm56ek 'youngwGman,virgh¥)St#3:42,57' wi$Yugop}!k TlittlecatWE82:3g3'

        wan}"g!!1pts 'littlebird M89: i50, S43: 68' w2m}"genitggra 'the little bird M89: a50'

        waakgigunagu 'path (indian Road) Sz13: 58'

          cc         c
        waaggn5ka 'that man (sitting) M79: 27, M81: 342, M93: 11X'
             L         "c

     b. br, bw:

        h@eber5 'thedy,tbelightS<g3 i8,as,65' hara65bgra 'the taste M79: 28'

        6eebew5hi 'laeccrnsumedsomethingS43: 34'
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      Vv v    c. jr, ]w, jn:

      waruY-er5 'thefoodS43:59'

         Yl      hi'ge Qra 'the father S43: 78'

      peerY-en.f 'whiskey Msg: lse'

    d. zr, zn:

       hiraxv¥(ahazera 'the license M79: 28'

           d      wooguz-oranaggre 'this creation S43: 48, 52'

          cc
    e. gr:

       nrguggr5 'the ear S43: 64'
        L <L

ln addition to their structurag description

this tuke and Dorsey's Law. First,

elsewhere ,

an optional postlexical rule.

1989: 150, 1993: 112¥) argues for the

waruY-er6oZu 'dish of food S43: 59'

peof-GMr56 'locomotive c£ M89: a50, M93: 123'

waraf.eng"4n@ga You do not eat and S43: s3"

    .･ hiperezgroogye he wanted to knovv S`Z3: 40'

hirap6'rezgninaana 'ycuwcfl gdnct knrw S43: 53 '

        LCCC

                                    3

                              as was discussed in section 2.2 ar}d

         Dorsey's Law is an obligatory lexical rule, while intrusive schwa is

                        in fact, it is a phonetic process, as Miner ¥(1979: 27,

                                existence of this rutie whige he usuaily

does net write the schwa in his phonemic transcriptioit. This is aiso true for

Susman"s (1943) transcription. Second, as (34) shows, there is a crucial

difference in accent computation between Dorsey's taw cases and intrusive

schwa cases (the data sources ef intRMsive schwa are taken from (33)):

¥(34¥) The Difference in Accent Locatien

 nuugafniak X am deaf SzB: 64'
       c"  CL

there are other differences between

DorseySsLaw IntrcEsiveSchwa

m@gg-ar'a6lycnjtprtmiseS`33:106,HWE80:g-27,Msg:g5`1' peei-ew661amotwect.M89:150,M93:]23'

boop6res'tosoberupM89:g54' hggber5theday,tkElightSy33:g&z$e,6s'

aj[pg6negefoecausehesMramcf.Sz$3:64' w@gggn6ka'timmm(sitdng)M79:27,M8i:3ag'

hang2pgat}eXswamWE82:3e9,310' waruY-era/'thefoodSas:59'

rai{lpg6ngYouswamWE82:3eg,31o' wiYugilt/k"littlecatWE82:313'

hirak6rohotsTouprepare,dressHWE80:X28' hiny&w58ekYc"mgwma,vinginS4K]:ag,57'
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Winnebago accent usuafly falEs on the third mora counimg from the beginning

ofa word with rnore than two moras. As is clear in (34), the vowel inserted by

Dorsey"s Law is visible to, and cotinted by, accent assignfinckent, whereas the

one irtserted by intrusive schwa is itot. In fact, it is only a Dorsey"s Law vowel

that bears accent in the third-mora position of a word. This difference tn

accent visibmaty between the two types of vowels requires epenthesis to appgy

on the two leveis before and after accent assignment, or in this case, the gevel

distinction between the lextcal (phonological) and postlexical (phonetic) rule

applications. Finally, intrusive schwa can be thought of as a phonetic versioit

of DorseySs taw; namely, it may be either a process of inserting a schwa or a

process of copying the following vowel on the phonetic level, as Miner ¥(1979:

27¥) notes that the inserted vowel concemed is "abarely audible intrusive

vowel having more or less the qua]ity of a short version of the feMowtng ful1

voweg.vg

   Taking into account these phonetic properties of botrusive schwa as

compared to Dorsey's Law, we can conclvtde thatit is not Dorsey"s Law but

intrusive schwa that would srgggest agestural treatment ljke Vthe effect ef a

ttm adjustment' in (32), if we adopted such a framework. HcMiever, the

timix)g adjustment in (32) leads the consonar]tai gesture (i.e. the teRgue tip

gesture¥) to be non-peripheraa, which means that the sequence is disygabic. If

 the intrusive schwa process were represented as in (32), this syMabificatien

 would contradict. the fact that since the schwa never forms 3 syllable as in

 (34), the sequence is monosyllabic. "IEhus, Steriade's approach faRis into a

 dilemma if (32) represents intrusive schwa; or if it represents Dorsey"s Law,

 this approach does itot accowat for intrusive schwa or draw a distinctioit

 between the two processes.
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  Needless to say, the gestural analysis in (32) suffers from a serious problem,

frorn the very first, with its assumption that the Dorsey's Law clvgster is

tautosyllabic. As was demonstrated in sectiens 3.1.3.2.1-3.1.2.2.6, the

sequences of both Dorsey's Law and intrusive schwa (e.g. pva and bra) ]nxgst

be heterosynabic. Thus, her gestural model of Dorseyes Law wtthn the

framework of Articulatory Phonology can be said to be vgntenable in terms of

the tautosyllabicity of the ciuster as we" as the lack of the distinction between

Dorsey's Law and intrusive schwa. The gatter crMcisnt is also true for

Aiderete's (1995) and Heiberg's (1995) treatrnent of Dorsey's Law, since

OptimalitryTheory does not assume the level distinction, either. Instead, the

distinction is stratghtforward withn the framework of Lextcal Phonoiogy:

Dorsey's taw and intrusive schwa belong to the lexitcai and postlextcag level,

respectively, whose difference leads to the optionalitity in mie application and

the invisibmaty in accent computation.

  Theit, one rnight ask what is the precise mechanism of the application of

intrusive schwa (e.g. the trtgger of this rule) as compared to Dorsey"s Law. . I

assume that on the lextcal level, coda consonants are liceitsed only if they are

voiced obstruents as the D;spersion Principle in (15b) requires, but that the

effect of the constraint is canceled on the postgexical level. This is because it is

alexifcal constraint on syenabification. IRstead, the Coda Conditien is effectgve

en the optional postlextcal ievel, which bans any consonants in coda position.

lhus, intrusive schwa is a consequeitce of some repair strategies to amend

violations of the fo"owing constraints includtag the CDda Condition, as shewn

in (35). The effect of the Coda Cendition is optionag, and when it works out, it

makes the coda consonant stray, whese violation of Prosodic ffeadedness is

repaired by V-insertion, as is the case wtth Dorsey"s Law. The feature f/]]ing
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of the inserted empty V slot as required by Full Interpretation is done either

by leftward spreading or by default value insertion.

¥(35¥) Derivations by Dorsey's Law aitd Intrusive Schwa

Levels&Rules Derivations Constraints

UitdergyingLevel /VprV//Vb-rV/ -

LexicalLevel(Obligatory)

Syptabification V.p.rVVb.rV Dispersior]Principle

V-ksertion v.pv.rv- PresodifcHeadedr]ess

LeftwardSpreading V.pV.rV- FtgllIittempretataon

Xl

Root

PostlextcalLevel(OptRonal)

Resylkabification 'V.b.rV CedaCendition

V-insertioK:t -V.bV.rV ProsodicNeadedness

LeftwardSpreading -V.bV.rV Ftglaintempretation

Xl

or Root

DefaultVaavgeinsertion -V.bo.rV
'lhat is why Miner (1979: 27) describes this ruge in an ambigrxeus way as "a

sMght schwa ¥(or more precisely, a barely aEkdible imrusive vowel havng more

or less the qvgality of a short versioxr} of the foMowitng full vowel¥) intervex¥)es

between the obstrutent and the sonorant.'g

  In ceRtrast, when an wnderlwng voiced obstraxei gt is foNowed net by a

sonorant but by aword boundary (i.e. it stair)ds in word-final position), it

devoices as in p6t¥)6 'fire M89: i50, M93: 123, 124,V h4ep Vday, light S43: 40, 66,

M93; 123e wa/ak'man S43: 56, M79: 27, HWE80: 130, M81: 342, M93: 111,'
          "
ngap "har}d S43: 71,e n44kVto rm S43: 71,' g6o3 'foggy S43: 71" nius "to take

s43: 71,' ru'ttg Vto drop S43: 71,' g{4!"g"x'areuad S43: 71,' and so ox t. For this
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devoicing mechanism in coda position, see section 2.6.1.

  The synchronic model of Dorsey's Law and intrusive schwa in (35), which is

based on Lextcal Phonolegy, has a significant advantage in terms of the

historicai development of Winnebago grarnR nar. As Kaisse (1993: 3z14) states,

the direction of movexnent of a rule over time has been corxrectly agreed

among Lextcal Phonologtsts to be 'upward' within the levegs of a particular

grammar: diachronicagy, sound changes begin as variable rules of phenetic

implementation, are gradually grammaticalized as postlextcai rules, and move

into the Lexicon as they are incomporated into the grammar ¥(see also Kiparsky

¥(1984, 1988¥), Zec ¥(1993¥)¥). In particular, it is natural to think that Dorsey's Law

has been grammaticalized as an upward change of imrusive schwa whose

application sti" remains on the postiexical level as weM. Tfttis type of tue

development is not a simple upward change bcgt can be caRed a 'residual

upward change.' As shown in (36a), my hypothesis is supported by Miner's

¥(1979: 27, 1989: 167¥) comparison between Dorsey's Law sequences in

Wtmebago a]f}d their corresponding countemparts in Chiwere, a cognate

langaJgage:7

¥(36¥) The Genesis of DorseyVs ILaw

  a. Dorsey's Law Sequences and 1 heir Cognates

WtmebagoChiwere geoss correspondences

hoikeweugw6 'toenter' kewe/gwe

wascgnRjigwaeldTCC 'tospitroast' svnv./slv

Yiker6Yig16 vtobecome" kere/gle

ker6g16 'toretumV kere/gae

parasblaege eflate para/bla

kgrep4n4g16bl@ vten' kere/gle,p#nge/bg@
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b. The Development of Synchronic Grammars

TypesofSyllabification DP(i5a) DP(15b)

Proto-Winnebago(Winnebago-Chiwere)

Word-mitialPosition:/gre/->gre-->gere Postlexical Postlexical

Word-medialPosition:/jtfire/.Si.gre-¥)Yi'gere

EarlyWinnebago

Word-mitialPosition:/kre/->*k.re-kere- Lexical Postlexical

Word-medialPosition:/jtfikre/--->Yik.re->}ikere

Present-DayWinnebago

Word-mitialPosition:/kre/->*k.re->kere Lexical Lexical

Word-medialPosition:/}ikre/-->*¥)Vl.k.re->Yiksre

bo descriptive terms, as is ciear frem the examples tn Chiwere, a Dorsey's Law

sequence once consisted of a voiced obstrvgent and a sonorant in Prote-

Winnebago (i.e. Winnebago-Chiwere, shown in (1) of section 1.1), to which

intrutsive schwa was allowed to apply on the postlexical level, as Miner ¥(1979:

28¥) states that "[t]he cognates with CCV in other Siouan ganguages to which

Wirmebago fast sequences [i.e. Dorsey"s Law sequences] cerrespond are

generalfty phoneticaUy CgCV."" The inserted schwa was then established as a

ful1 iextcag vowel cepying the following one as the voiced obstrvgent became

voiceless, while it remained as it was when preceded by the voiced obstruent

which occwred acress morpheme bowndaries.

  TheoreticaMy, this developi nent is expressed by the "xjgpward" movement ef

the effects of the Dispersion Principle, which gives a priir}cipged accownt for

both Dersey's Law and imrusive schwa in Proto-Winnebago, Early

Wianebago, and Present-Day Winnebago. First, in Proto-Wtmebage, the
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cluster of [a voiced obstruent + a sonorant] could appear in onset position

lextcally, because neither (15a) nor (15b) were effective oit that level; instead,

they held true on the postlextcal level only in those days. 'IEhus, the voiced

obstruent became stray due to the postlextcal effect of (15a) and was rescued

by V-insertion (i.e. intrusive schwa) both word-mitia[ay and word-mediagly.

Second, Early Wtmebago is the stage at which (15a) was lexicaiized and the

vogced obstruent was restructured as voiceless in the rcgnderRying

representations. Here, reca]g the discussion in section 3.1.3.2.5 and MinerYs

¥(1989: 167¥) remark that "in fact Dorsey's Law affected, first, werds with initial

obstruent-resonant causters." This asmnetry is captured by the fact that in

word-initial position, the voiceless obstruent could be syilabified neither into

the fostowing onset nor the preceding coda due to (15a) and underwent V-

insertion (i.e. DorseyVs Law) on the lexicag level. On the contrary, it could be

syMabified into the preceding coda werd-medially because of the lack of the

¥(15b¥). However, the postlexical effect of ¥(15b¥) forced it to become stray and to

be ar[tended by V-insenion (i.e. intrvtsive schwa). Lastly, (15b) was alse

lexicalized in Present-Day Winnebago, which alftowed Dorsey's taw to apply

regardless of the word-internal position of the cirgster.

   'lhis is all abovgt the genesis and development of Dorsey's Law, whose

relation to intraJasive schwa can be properly captkxsred as ait 'upward movement"

of the Dispersion Principle in the i ¥(}odel of Lexical PhoRology.

3.1.5. The Interaction between Dorsey's Law arud Other Segmentag Processes

  in aCEdition to its apparent peculiarity of application as weM as its relation to

accent, syvaable, aitd intrvgsive schwa, there is another reason why Dorsey"s

taw is so interesting: it ofteit interacts wtth other segmentag processes on the
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lextcal level, as discussed before in sections 2.5.3 and 2.6.2 and summarized in

¥(37¥). The exampies in ii¥) are ones with Dorsey's Law sequences:

¥(37¥) The Interaction of Dorsey"s Law with Other Lexical Rtgles

    a. Nasalization

      D in#a 'earth S43: 79, M79: 28, M89: 149' (</maa/)

        n/"iat 'water S43: 123, M89: 149, 150' (</nii/)

        wam@nptke 'thief M89: 149' (</wamar}uke/)

      ti) kaLnak/ *kanak 'tomarryM89: 149,M93:124' (< /knak/)
          gL g
         slaj'/*sin! Ycold M79: 29, M89: 149Y (< /sni/)

         boop4nvs / *boopimvs 'to hit at randam M89: 149' (< /boop nus/)

    b. elaAblaut

      i) wara-r6 'work! M89: 150' (< wafir6 Tto work M89: 150V)

         taa-n4 'I could go M89: 150' (< te/e "IgeS43: 79, M89: 150,M93: 123')

         maa6a/-ire 'they cutapiece off M79: 29, M89: 150'
           cC
                         (< rnaae6 'to cut apiece offM79: 29, M89: 150')
                             L <.
       if¥) kgra--ire / *ker6-ire Vthey leave retumnfir}g M79: 29, M89: 150"

                          (< kgre' 'to leave retvwning M79: 29, M89: 15e')

         m4@para-ng /*m4epera-n4 'could slice thin M89: 15e'

                                     (m#@tcre "to slice thn M89: 150")

    c. Reduplication

       i) gihwhd etosmo its tail M89: 149V (< gtha 'toswingM89: 149")

         hit"et6 bosuremasttlg3:s n ag, msg: 1ng" (< hit"e/ etosRxaisM7g: 2s")

         rgrk4aajlitiel "to wak auale S43: 33e (< mgna.gzgtt 'towaR<S43:33V)

       fi¥) b#w2eeg!.wt / *6gwiwi "sound causing vibration M79, 26, M89: 149V

                                           (< 6gwit esound M89: 149V)
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         garaVs-alra/*gaLrar6 Tbald in spots S43:33, M79: 29, M89: 149'

                               (< 'gar6 'bald S43: 33, M79: 29, M89: 149')

Recaja that the first rule nasalizes any vowel preceded by an onset nasai, that

the second tums the stem-finai e into a irnmediately before certain svgffixes,

and that the third cepies the final monosyMable of a base as its scgffixal

reduplicant. What is at issue is that the first and the second rules affect not

only underlying vowels but also inserted ones as in ii) of (37a, b) a] kd that the

third rule copies a disyMabic sequence as a reduplicant as in ii) of (37c).8 These

rule interactions have been seen as evidence showing that Dorsey's Law is

now a synchronic tiMle since the advent of ]Ndiitner (1979), aif}d the peculiarity of

Dorsey"s Law vowels i nust be accovtnted for in some way in a synchronic

grammar of Winnebago.

                                             '  Although reduplication is unambiguously ordered before Dorsey's ]Law as

                                 '
in (38c), the ordering might appear to be ambiguous in the other two cases: as

shown in (38a, b), Dorsey"s Law might be either preceded or fe"owed by each

of the rules (for the [--back] value of a, see section 2.5.3):

¥(38¥) a. i¥) ONY ¥(nasaMzation¥) - OYNY ¥(Dorsey's taw¥)

            I XI
          Root Root
          [+nas] [+nas]
       if) OVNV (Dorsey's ILaw) ---> OYNY (nasalization)

           XI XI
           Root Root
                                    l

                                  [+nas]



b. i) OSa (elaablaut)

        Rgot

  [-high, -back, +low]

   ii) OeSe (Dorsey's taw)

         XI
        Root
          l
  [-high, -back, -low]

c. i) OSV OSV (reduplication)

       Ii
     Root Root

  li) OVSV (Dorsey's Law)

       Xl
       Root

. eaSa (Dorsey's taw)
        Xl

       Root
         l
  [-high, -back, +low]

-> OaVa (ela ablaut)

       Y
       Root
         l
 [-high, -back, +low]

-> OVSV OVSV (Dorsey's Law)

      Xl Xi
     Root Root

 . * OVSV SV (reduplication)

       XI 1
      Root Root

gas

Unlike Miner's (1989: 149-150) ordering of Dorsey"s taw after nasalization or

ela ablaut, there is apossibiiity in the present modeg that the former rule

applies earlier than the other two, since the consecutive vowegs share the same

Root node as a result of leftward spreading.

  One might clatm that this ordering reiatien vioiates Hayes"s (1986; 331)

Linking Constraint, er more simply the effect of inalterabi]ity, which captures

the fact that long segments wtth a binary structure ¥(e.g. gemi]f}ate consonar}ts

or long vowels¥) orten resist the application of rugles that would otherwise be

expected to apply to them.9 That is, under the hypothesis with this orderixkg,

nasalization aitd ela ablaut would exhibit wwusual manner of application in the

sense that they could apply te the doubly-linked staxxcture created by DorseyVs

taw. Hgwever, these two rules are 'ql-gality" rugles, which affect megedic ¥(or

segmental¥) features only and thus do not have to respect the imking

Constraint. It is only to mies refeme te both "qualityg and eqvgantitye ¥(i.e.
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melodic and prosodic features alike¥) that the Linking Constraint becomes

relevant (Hayes (1986: 349)). Thus, this ordering relation is not at all

unitatural.

  Bnt reca[l that ela abXaut is subiect to Structvare Preservation and the Strict

Cycie Constraint, which together are effective on the cyclic level ¥(section

2.5.3¥),and that there is full evidence showing that the rule is ordered before

reduplication (section 2.6.2). So it can safely be said that ela ablaut is a cycljc

rule ordered l2etQ2:e DorseyTs Law. On the other hand, recali also that

nasalization is a non-cyclic ruSe not subiect to the Strict Cycle Coitstraint

¥(sections 2.3.4 ar¥)d 2.5.3¥) axf}d that it must be ordered after syllable merger,

which violates the Strtct Layer Hypothesis (section 2.6.5). in ether words,

nasalizationis a non-cyclic rttle, which i neans that it applies eutf pt Dorsey"s

Law. To conclude, the ordering relations between Dorsey"s Law and its

interacted rdes ca]f¥) be smmed up in the following way:

¥(39¥) The Smmary of Ordering Relations

   a. (38aii): Dorsey's Law (Cyclic) -> Nasa]izatioR (Non-cyclic)

   b. (38bi): elaAblaut (Cyclic) --> Dorsey's Law (Cyclic)

   c. (38ci): Reduplicatgon (CycMc) -> Dorsey's Law (Cycitc)

As nkentioned above, the rule appMcation in (38aif) does itotviolate the Linkmg

Constra:lnt because it affects a doubly-lmked strvgctvgre: nasalization, a type ef

'quality" rule, is immune from the effect of inakerabasitye

3.2. Metricag Stffikctsgre, Extragif}etricagity, and Foot Weight

3.2e1. Mystery: ALong-Standing OrderingParadox

  We have so far been concemed ptmadly with segmentag phenemena, or

featural and prosedic strvtctures begow foot. "]his sectien is devoted to
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elucidating the pitch accent system of Wiifmebago which is directly related to

prosodic structures above syMable: metrical structures. The usual assurnption

ofWig mebago accent is that primary accent falls on the third mera from the

mitial end of a word with more than two moras and that subsidiary accent

forms binary or ternary rhythms hereafter.!O Our interest here is the location

ofprimary accent, and this is simply maustrated in (40), which ciassifies the

data in terms of the number of syRables and the syhable weight in word-mitial

position:

¥(40¥) The Location of Primary Accent

InitialHeavy InitiagTwoLights

1 z{i'yelILowM89:152,M93:lg7,X19,12()'

sg2ia'whiteM89:152,M93:117,120'
-

2
biin5k'townM89:l52'c

bookai'toknockoverM89:152'
e

hiw5x'toaskM89:152'"

waYe''dressl-IWE80:118,M89:152'

3
xYaan5ne'yesterdayM89,152,M93:117'c

taanai2u'sugarM89:X52'
c

hipirak!'beltM79:28,M89:g52'

waxin!'tosquashM89:152'

4 book5gaYa'cimcflaStsrknc£kdamM89:X52'6C

taanf2ura'thesugarM89:152'a

,harae'iabra'thetasteM79:28'

hasaY6Ya'onthefarsideM79:28'c

5 wiir6guggera'thestarsM79:28,ewE80:IX7'a hokiw6hazra'thelicenseM79:28'

I wi]g chm in section 3.2.3.1 that this generalization of primary accent on the

third inora must be revised in light of certain types ef data, but I basicaSly

adopt this assumption here te simplify the discukssien, for it is sufficient for my

purpose at present.

  Before discussing the detasus of accentual pheitomena and construtcting an

adeouate descriptive genera]ization, I must mention a leng-standing ordering
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paradox of accent iocation and Dorsey's Law which stma remains unresoaved.

in short, generative studies on Wtmebago accent since the early 198es has

been a history of 'paradox resogution'. The problem is that in seme cases as

¥(41a¥) accent faMs on the third ritera inserted by Dorsey's Law, which indicates

that epenthesis precedes accent assignment, while in others as (41b) accent is

shifted one mora to the right (i.e. it falgs on the fourth mora) by the application

of Dorsey's Law, which impites that accent assignment appMes first:

¥(41¥) The Ordering Paradox of Accent and Epenthesis

   a. Dorseyis Law - Accent Assignment -
      hirak6roho You prepare HWE80: 128' han}'pg4ne X swam WE82: 309'

                                          i      ran2pS'4ne You swam WE82: 309' hirupgn.i 'to twist M89: 154, M93: !li'

      h¥(ljYis4Le 'recentlyM89:g54' ha64k6re LwithdiftiicultyM89:154'

      hi6akdro 'friendcloserttm brotherSz13: 35' ware66wa 'twinsS43: 35'

      booperes 'tosoberupM89:l54' haapgru6 'commonelderM89:i54'

      aj!p ¥. ne 'he swam WE82: 309, 310' navek¥ng 'he ran WE82: 309'

      gaiFvsgptg 'he taught WE82: 309' rootewe 'dress, paint face S43: g3, M79: 3e'

      waap6rohi 'snowball making M79: 30' waap6ropgro 'snowball M79:30"

      reeeSgkva 'navelS43: 35' m@egglra6 'yeupmxS43: 106,}-IWE80:g27,etc'

   b. AccentAssignment - Dorsey'sLaw

      hikgrui4 'tangled M89: 155' rux41Lruk6 because he eams it S43: 64'

      hosinird 'in the cold S43: 143' ･ nm-ruk'6 'he often eams it ct. SzB: 65"
        =L
      hogpavaltE[ YouareM}IWE80: 125,M89:155' haks:MrehSgge 'sixtmesperhapsS43: l35'

      rakereki4ne You will retum S43: 138' rakerek}gngheene You will go home Sz$3: 47'

      hokkwan6"ge 'so that he could come in L45: 6, Hg95: l56'

      hikoroh6 'he prepax es S43: 35, 48, M79: 30, HWE80: 128, M89: 155'

 Interestingly, in extreme cases as in (42), the paradox happeits to occur word-
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internalty: accent falts on the fourth inora which is inserted by Dorsey's Law

¥(Dorsey's Law -> accent assignit tent¥), and yet the fourth-mora accent is taken

to be shifted from the third by the Dorsey's Law application tD the second

xnora (accent assignment - Dorsey's Law):

¥(42¥) Word-internalParadox

     gik4nek4n@p 'shiny M89: 155' gik4n.akttgpg#ng 'it is shiny M89: g70

     wakirrd'nk 'slippery elm M89: 155' waklrtp6ras 'flat bug M79:30, HWE8e: 131, M89: g55'

     wakt"p6ropgro 'spherical bug HWE80: 131, M89: 155'

'lhey can be called cases of a 'word-internal paradox." Such cases as in (41)

artd (42) are directly related to phonological opacity, and that is why they have

been regarded as an tmportant issue in both derivationag and non-derivational

frameworks.

   in the history of generative studies, there have been roughly four types of

attempts to gtve a uniform account of Wixmebago accent and Dersey"s Law ¥(or

 taclding this gong-sta r}ding problem¥) , although theix paradoxical relation in

 question is often not addressed expMcitly: 'accent-shiff ay}alyses ¥(Mixker ¥(1979,

 1981, 1989), Hayes (1995)); 'restructuring' analyses (EEale and White Eagle

 (1980), Hale (1985), }Ialle and Vergnaud (1987)); 'constraint-ranlgingV analyses

 (Alderete (1995), Heiberg (1995)); and eextrametricality" aitalyses (ff7anaka

 (1996, 1997a, b)). Ameng these attempts, Miner (1979) is apioneetmg work,

 where accent shift is assumed to be a crucial mechanism: it not oniy is a

 historical event but also work in the present accentajgal system. CffEhis is also the

 case wtth Miner (1989), a generative-grammatical version of Miner (1979) wtth

 the same spirit. ]ta it particular, he postulates that at the eariy stage of

 Wtmebago, accent had been pgaced on the second mora of a word and that

 this accent was shifted one mora to the right afier the establishmei gt of
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Dorsey's Law. He continues to clajim that the present accentual syste]n

refiects this diachronic development. 'ihus, such words as in (41a) aikd (41b)

with accent on the third and fourth moras, respectively, are derived in the

fobowing way:

¥(43¥) MinerVs ¥(1979, 1989¥) Accent-Shift A]f}alysis

     /hirakroho/ /hikroho/ /wakrikrik/ UitderlyiitgRepresentations

      hir5kroho hikr6ho wakr{krik Accent Placeg nent

      hir6kQroho hikgr6ho wakirfkirik Dorsey'sLaw

      hirak6roho hikoroh6 wakttaktnk AccentShift

CEEhis account might seem to be a simple solution based on the historical facts,

but in the case of words in (iMa, b), it causes another ordering paradox

betweeit accent piacement and Dorsey's Law:

¥(44¥) Another Paradox

    a. kgreYer:gsep 'BlackHawkM79:30,M89:154' ggwak6k}.i YoumashhardM89:154'

       pqragg8ge 'information M89: 154' xgrofil<e 'hollow M89:X54'

                                        i       pgrop6ro 'sphericalM89:155' paraparas 'wideM79:29'

       kifiki'ris 'striped, spottedS4B:33,67' k-erek6reg 'colorfulM79:26'

       garagaira bald in spots S43: 33,M79: 29, M89: 149'

           i       64w.i'6YNg 'sound causing vfbration M79, 26, M89: 149'

    b. /kreYvsep/ /kreYvsep/
        krofgsep AccentPlacement kereYqsep Dorsey'sLaw

        kerejWRg:gsep Dorsey'sLaw ker6Yvsep AccentPlacefinent

       *kereYa.gs6p AccentShift kereVctgsep AccentShift

 If accent placement appfies before Dorsey"s Law in the same way as (43),

 accent erroneously faags on the fourth mora; and if they apply in the reverse

 ordering, the correct output is obtained. However, this opposite ordeimg, in
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turn, does itot account for the data in (41b) aif}d (42), aitd Miner"s apparent

simpie solution with accent shift fa]is into a dilemma, or another ordering

paradox.

  Thus, Miner (1979, 1989) stipvglates that historically, accent was assigned to

the first mora of a word only if it began wtth the DorseyVs Law sequgence. In

otherwords, the initial DorseyVs Law sequence was coitsidered as a singge

heavy syilable having two moras, which is much the same approach as those

examined in section 3.1.2. 'Ihis amendment indeed allows im to detwe

accent correctly in the case of (44a) wtthout changing the ordering of the two

rules concerned:

¥(45¥) a. The Initiag Dorsey's law Sequence as a Heavy Syhable

       /kreSc.g sep/

        krewE.gsep AccentPlacement

        ker6crk.xsep Dorsey'sLaw

        kerejVdsep AccentShift
            c
    b. Ernpirica1 Problem

       /hikrooke/ /hiktooke/
        hikr6oke AccentPlacement hikgrooke Dorsey'sLaw

        hikQr6oke Dorsey'sLaw h"<6rooke AccentPlaceffnent

        *lukorook6 AccentShift hjikQr6oke AccentShift

 But the stipulation ceitceming the initial ciuster seems te be prebiematic, since

the Dorsey"s Law seqtgence caxmot be a tautosy"abic complex onset in any

way, as was often discussed in section 3.1. Moreover, it sma has aR empirical

 problem in that as shown in (45b), it dees not capture the accent position of

 hikQr6oke 'great gra]f¥)dmother, fegnale ancestor S43: 35," where the Dersey's

 taw sequence appears not word-initially but word-mediaSly. Rather, this
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word needs the 'reverse ordering' solution in (44b), which is probgematic for

every reason.

  im extended version of this account is ffayes (1995), which posits that a

DorseyVs Law sequence is a heavy syptable in every position of a word ¥(section

3.1.2¥). It is true that 'accent shiftV analyses are appeaMng and convincing,

because many problems with "restructuring' aif}alyses such as Hale and White

Eagle (1980), Hage (1985), and Halle and Vergnaud (1987) have been peinted

out and resolved by Miner (1989) and Hayes (1995); in other words, they have

fi nuch more empirical coverage. Especially, Hayes (1995) can be said as one of

the refined and elaborated accounts in the framewerk of Metrical Stress

Theory. On the other hand, 'constraint-ranking' anagyses ljke Alderete (1995)

and Heiberg (1995) also camot be ignored and are worth scruimizing if we

take cv!rsrent trends of phonoiogical theory intD consideratior}. BfiJgt I wtU claim

that these cuneKigt analyses suffer from certain probiems in either empirical or

theoretical respects (sections 3.2.3.2 and 3.2.3.3) and will adduce evidence for

 'extrametrtcality' analyses advocated im Tanaka (1996, 1997a, b) (section 3.2e4)e

   But before examining the cwrent three types ef analyses above ¥(i.e. Hayes

 (1995), Alderete (1995), and Heiberg (1995)), let us tum to the most essentiai

 question when we enter into Wtmebago accent, or iaitguage accent in

 general: what is metucal structvgre? This question is imdamental in

 considering accent location, regardiess of such frameworks as Metrical Stress

 Theory and Optimality Theory. In aj ky framework, accent is assumed to be

 computed by metricag structure. Unfertunately, however, its itature and

 function may tend to be not discgxssed in explicit terms. In the followtng

 section, I wma thus gtve an explicit answer to this essentgai qwgestion aitd show

 that the discussion counts as introducing the basic tenet of Metrtcal Stress
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"IEheory, or the theoretical background on which my 'extrametricality' amalysis

relies. My arguments are principally based on Hayes's (1995) Metrical Stress

Iheory.

3.2.2. Aspects of the Pitch Accent System

3.2.2.1. The Abstract and Parasitic Nature of Stress and Its Relation to

       Metrical Coherence
                                   i
  lhere might be readers who thirik that any form of Mewical Stress Theory

is simply a theory for explaming the location of stress in a panicular gar itguage

or in all languages, but this is a serious rnisconception as Tanaka (1997b)

discusses in inuch detat1. Rather, Metrical Stress Theory has been apromising

theory not oniy for explaming the computation of stress distribution but agso

for discoveimg art orgar¥)izing principle of phonological systems themsekwes.

The central claii n of Metricai Stress Theory is that rrketrical strrgcture fuif}ctioits

as aR organizing principle in the phonology of aparticular language ai ed even

in the phonologicag componeRt of Universal Grammar.

  'lhts essential clatm can be ascribed to the nature of stress itseif: stress has

no actthentic physical or phonetic correlate and thvgs is parasitic. Pitch is the

phonetic cue for tone in true-tone langrgages a]f}d for intonation in many

languages; duration is the phonetic cue for vowel length which is phonemic in

many languages or otherwise for consonant length in seffne IEwtgvgages.

However, loudness (intensity) is not the gentme phonetic cvge for stress as

was demonstrated by Frygs (1955, 1958) perceptvgal expedments. This is wir}y

stress pmt the physical resovtrces of pitch and duration which serve

other phonelogical ends, and inetricaR structvare is Mkely to irtteract wtth a wide

range of phenomena in phenology and to unify theff] t in a coherent way.i!' i2
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The broad set of phenomena, in turn, can be adduced as evidence for the

existence of metrical structure, which appears to lack its phonetic corregate.

The most ]ikefiy candidates are intonation and segmeRtal gength, but they are

merely two exaxnples out of many others.

  The interactions between metrtcal structure and other processes cEm be

exai nined from a viewpoint of height (i.e. grids), boundary (i.e. brackets), and

type axtd size (i.e. foot inventory); this is because metrical strgtctvtre, kgsually

referring to feet, is represeRted by bracketed grids in Hayesiai g Metrical Stress

Theory. First, coitcegning the set of phenomena sensitive to grtd marks,

nuclear intonational tones in English imenational phrases ca]f} be invoked as an

exaur}ple:'3 the starred tone of each tune in (46), whose inventofiry is taken

 from Pierrehur[gbert (1980), consistently docks to the same syfiable in each

word, namely to the one wtth the highest grid, or to that with main stress

 (Hayes (1995: 10-11)).

 (46) [ as si mi l5 tion ]

     M EI* L declarative tune
     M L* H interrogative tune
     H M* L downstepping tuae
      L L*+H L scoopedtune
 Other examples sensitive to grid height are non-nuclear tones of "surprtse-

 redundancy" and Vchanted vocative," where L* aitd M* tones dock to the

 syNable wtth the lower grid (to that with secondary stress) which

 precedes/foMows the main-stressed H* (Hayes (1995: 16-18)):

 (47) a. surprise-redundanovtune b. chantedvocativetwne

        [ col ta bo r6t ion!] [ P6in ddx ter!]

        H L* }-I* L ]Iff* M*
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Moreover, there are segmental phenoi nena which are sensitive to the presence

or absence of a grid (Hayes (1995: 12-16)): 1) fiapping --- /t, d/ may be

reaiized as the fiap /t/ word-intema]ly when preceded by a vowei or glide and

fogowed by a vowel without a grid (d6ta [deyre] vs. attim [oteyn]); 2)

intrusive stop - the seouence /ns/ can receive an eptional transitional

epenthetic /g/ when followed by avowel without a grid (Mk)iitsa [m£n{so] vs.

insEine [mseyn]¥); 3¥) 1-devoicing - /i/ can optionally become voicegess when

                                                ipreceded by /s/ and foanowed by a vowel without a grid ¥(Ice2and [aysgond] vs.

Iceldndic [ayslEendrk]¥); and 4¥) mediai aspiration ---- word-medial veiceless stops

are aspirated when they are in the onset position of a syhable with a grid mark

and are itot preceded by a strident (appdnd [oph£itd] vs. cimptts [kheempes]).

The Rhytim Rule, a stress shifr phenomenon discussed in Liberman and

Prtnce (1977) and E{ayes (X984) agitong others, is also controRed by the

presence of a grid position, because ahigher grid can shift only to the extsting

iower grid as a landing site ¥(Chrfstine SnvfZh [krxstxn] vs. *ZLbmont C2rtinstQit

[lomant]¥) .

   The second knd of examples, where the boundary strekctvkre (i.e. brackets)

is crucial, invokwe the directionality of stress shift under voweg deletion, which

was also observed by Halle and Vergnaud (1987): when avowel wtth agrid is

 degeted as underXined in (48), the ghd sheutgd shift rtghtward bo languages

with ieft-dominant feet, and leftward in 1anguages with right-dombant feet.

"ffhis is a direct consequence of the ghd position in relation to its bracket

 structure (Hayes (1995: 42)):



¥(48¥) Stress Shift Under Vowei Deietion

    a. Rightward

      (* e) (* e) (* e)( *)
      CV CV CV CV -> CV CV C CV
    b. Leftward

       (e *) (e *) (* )(e *)
       CV CV CV CV - CVC CV CV
Hayes (1995) discusses vagrious cases in addition to those which have been

presented in the earlier literature (the foreowing numbers indicate pages):

S5ag

Unami (211-215), Central Aiaskan Yupik (253-257), Pacific Yupik (343-345),

Asheninca (289-290), Cyrenaican Bedotm Arabic (228-239). Cif7he English

Rl kyttm Rule is also sensitive to the presence of a bracket ¥(Hayes ¥(1995: 43-

45¥)¥):

¥(49¥) a.

  (*de-) (*)
  (* ) (*dj) (*)
e (* e) (*)(*) (*)

a hundred thirteen man

be ¥(

   (*e )   (*e*st<- )
   (* e)(* ) (*)

    23
  *overdone steak

Ce ¥(

    (*de-)
    (* e) (*)
    (* e)( *) (*)

    23cf. overdone steak

 *¥)
 (*)

 (*)

 (*)

 1
blkges

 *¥)

¥(*¥)

¥(*¥)

¥(*¥)

 a
blkxes

For exaR tple, the word tf]uteen of the pimrase in (49a) ca] u undergo the Rk}yttm

Rule, whereas the word steal< of the phrase in (49b) cannot, dvge to the

blocking of the beundary. in short, grid movemeitt occvgrs withn a

coftstitkgent and is not algowed across ghd bokgndaries.

  The final piece of evidey}ce shewing the presence of r[getricai coherence is
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the most significant: the type or size of the feet Hayes (1995) proposes

function as an organizing principle of the phonogogical systems in various

languages: the Moraic Trochee, the Syllabic Trochee, and the Iamb. First of

a]i, according to Hayes, segmental phonology is often directed towards

reinforcing the maximal shapes of the three feet on the surface, following the

Iambic/Trochatc Law (Hayes (1995: 80)). His cross-1ingvEistic svgrvey in fact

demonstrates empirtcally that generalty (thotigh not universapty), stressed

syllables are lengthened (i.e. undergo vowel lengthening or gemiitation) in

languages wtth the Iamb w] rfle they are shortened in languages wtth the

Moraic rTlafochee. This fact is predicted precisely by the Iambic/Trochaic taw

and its governed foot type: such rules apply when the syMable ig} qvgestionis

dominated by the non-maximal forin of each foot type, as shewn below

¥(Hayes ¥(1995: 83, 145-147¥)¥):

¥(50¥) a. Iainbic Lengthetmg

       (e *) (e *) (" *) (e *)
       CV ov -> CV CVV CV ov CiV ---> CV CVCi CiV

     b. Trochatc Shortening

        (*) (* s)
         - vv        CVV CV . CV CV

Here, v Emd ' represent light and heavy sythabges, respectively. The

lengthetmg and shortening phenomena are not accidental for each type of

language, because either type of feot, though preper as it stands, needs to be

 converted into its i nost canonical form as the Iamb or the Moraic "Titrochee. i`

 Second, the inventory of the three feet is also tied to prosodic nEomphoiegy. As

 seen in McCarthy and lmce (1986), the prosodic targets for xxkorphology at
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the foot levea, which are reievant for such processes as reduplication and

truncation, are precisely those three. Itis thus uncontroversial that the foot

type used in a 1anguage"s prosodico-morphological system is the same in most

cases as that used in its stress system. FinaNy, as mentioned in section 2.6.3, if

there is a minimal word requirement that every phonological word contain at

least one foet, there cait be no content words consisting of a single ljght

synable in quantity-sensitive langkxages or of any siritgle syllable in quaRtity-

insensitive languages, though there is some pararnetric variation in this

prohibMon. In either case, withoutthe inventory, the mmimal word

reqvtwement could not be specified across languages.

3.2.2.2. From Stre ss to Pitch Acce nt

  Now we are in a position to ask what relation holds between stress and

accent, or more strictly between stress accent a]f}d pitch accent.

  As we have seen earlier, stress has no physical or phonetic cerregate and in

that sense, it is highgy abstract by nature. Because of its abstractness, it is

represented by metrtcal structure (i.e. bracketed grids, in techntcal terms). Oit

the etherhand, stress isparasitic at the same ttme, depending on other

phonetic cues 1ike pitch or duration. The abstract and paarasitic nature of

stress is attributed to its lack of physical correlates, argd it is owing to this

parasitic character that stress interacts wtth phonological phenomena

concerning the pitch, qvgag ktity, or quality of sounds. In other words, ntetrical

structvgre representing stress do]fninates vartokgs phonological pheRomena in

terms of grids, brackets, and foot inventory, as demenstrated in section

3.2.2.1; namely, the phonoiogy of languages is often sensitive to metucal

structure. Pitch-accent languages are no exception to the rule. in fact, pitch
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accent is derived from stress accent, or metricai structure, jcgst like intonatioit.

  Wtmebago is a pitch-accent ianguage, as Miner (1979: 25) states that "[a]n

accented syllable in Winnebago has noticeably high pitch relative to

unaccented sy"ables in the same word" and that 'V[a]lthough pitch seems to be

the chief acoustic correlate of accent in this langkiage, an accenteCE syMable

may have relatively greater intensity as well.VV In the same way, Susman

¥(1943: 11¥) also remarks that in this lai kgrgage "'[p]itch is a phonetic

charactertstic of stress and length combinations, bnt has no significartce in

itseif, except as a sentence featureV' i5 and that "'[s]tressed syllables are higher

in pitch than surrounding wnstressed syRabies."V "l]hese characterizatioits

suggest that Winnebago stress phonetical]y parasites such cemplex physical

resources as pitch, intensity, and duratien but that it has gnuch more to do

withpitch than the other two. bo other words, stress is realized primarily as

pitch, and that is why this 1anguage is considered as pitch-accented.

   Phonologically, this task is done by asscgming that tonag structure

representing pitch realization is derived, or technica]iy "mapped,' fregn metrtcal

strtgcture representing abstract stress position. Iit particular, metrical

structure consists of grids and brackets, whige toite strtgcture comprises tone

melodies like H a3f}d L. 'ptr}is derivation (mapping) is maustrated in (51):

¥(51¥) The Mapping from Metrical Structure to Tonag Stirrgcture

     hara6abra 'the taste M79: 28V:

             (* ) (* )
    <(* e)> (* e) (* e)(* e)
      gxLgge glL ijIL gptgnc g/L onc
      ha ra eab ra -> ha ra 6ab ra
                           Hil
                           LLHL

 Since pitch (i.e. tonal structure) is derivative by nature ixk this ganguage, I carit
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imagine that it V'has no significance in itself" as Susman (1941: 11) remarks.

What is significant gramrnaticallty is stress as a primitive entity in phoRological

derivation, or abstract grid position represented by metrtcal strreicture; in

contrast, pitch or tonal structure functions as a secondary mear}s in phoitetic

reajization. Note here that this is another exampie of metrical coherence as

sviggested in section 3.2.2.1. For details of metrical rules and tonaR rules, see

SeCtiOnS 2e6e6 al td 3e2e4e1e

  Another characteristic of Winitebago pitch-accent phenornefta is that a

word can have mere thaxt one accent within its domain. In tact, there are

reasons w]uv Wtmebago accent should be transcribed on the primary and

                                  t
subsidiary scales. First, Susman (1943: 11) maintains that "[i]n slow speech,

consecutive stresses are about equal, but in normal rapid speech, ail stresses

after the first in a phrase are weakened, creating a characteristic faShng off of

intensity and pitch within aphrase."' What Susman cans ""a phraseV' here is

eqvtivalent to the "word' which I defined in section 2.1. Furthermore, with

respect to this multipie accent, Miner observes that ""[w]henmore than one

syMabie in a word or stretch of utterance is accented, there is adownstep or

terracng effect, each successive accented syanable having a slightly lower pitch

arkd intezksgty than the last preceding" (Miner (1979: 25)), or that ""ai} accented

 syllable in a word or stretch of utterance never has more accent ¥(higher pitch,

 greater intensity) than the last accented synable preceding" (M]lriter (1979: 26)).

To drarw an expljcit distiRction betweeit prtmary and subsidiary accents, I

 adopt thethree-way tonal representations in which the tone wtegody on the

 intermediate scale, M, is assumed as wept as H ai kd L, as in the fopmowtng way:
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¥(52¥) The 'T2rree-way Disimction of Tone Melodies

    hokiwahazrh 'the license M79: 28':

            (* ) (* )
    <(* e)> (* e)(*) (* e)(* e)(*)

      ezLglL eLL gncgnc g/L gpL gLL opa glL
      ho ki waharra - ho ki wahan ra
                            HH[
                            LL }{LM

As is clear in (52), the lr)ighest grid (i.e. priinary accent) corresponds to the H-

toned melody, the second highest to the M-toned megody except for the

extranetrical grid, and all other positions to the L-toned melody by detaugt.

Tonal rudies invogve tone association (deriving }-I and M), cagkceliation of

extrametricality, and the default rule (L-insertion), as introduced in section

2e6e6e

   Hereafter, I wilg generaliy use the terM 'accent' instead of 'stress' to refer to

the prominent positions in a word, for it invokwes a complex of pitch, intensity,

and duration at the svtrface. The topic in the fosuowing section is on the valid

descriptive generalization of accent disnibution, where I claiirn that syMables

have a fairly vital role as we" as moras.

3.2.3. The Computation ofAccent LocatiDn

3.2.3.1 Generaimtion: Mora-CounimgbutSyllable-Acceming

  Descriptiveiy, the dgstribution of accent in Winnebago is rather difficult to

capture. Miner (1979: 28) proposes a general accent rule for regular werds (i.e.

not contuning Dorsey"s Law sequences¥) as in the following magmer: accent

falis on every third mora untpt three moras are no longer avahable; otherwise,

                                                         iit falis on asecond mora.i6 For exampie, it produces pattems like CVCV,

CV CV C", CV CV CV CV, CV CVCV CVCV, CV CVCV CV CV C", and so fomb.
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Since this generalization does not capture the difference in scaie between

primary and subsidiary accents, it is revised by Miner (1989: 153) as im (53):i7

¥(53¥) Miner"s ¥(1989¥) Generalization

    a. Words with two moras in iength receive accent on their second mora.

    b. All otherwerds recekwe primary accent on their third mora, and

       secondary accent on each eyer}-numbered mora thereafter.

Note here that wtth respect to secondary accent, a different predictionis xnade

between Miner (1979) and Miner (1989) in the case of words wtth six moras:

CVCVCVCVCVCV vs. CVCVCVCVCVov. Ti nfis difference seems to refiect a

variation (optiona]:tty) and complextty of the location of secondary accent.'8

  In fact, accent placement is not so simple for primary accent as we" as for

secondary oRe. As Miner (1979: 28, 1989: 169) characterizes correctly,

Wirmebago is a 'mora-counting but syllable-accentingV language. It is trcge

that units cownted in accent placement are moras, but accent-bearing units

are sythabies. 'lhus, I clam that accent is associated not with the third mora

but withthe syllable contattmg it: it is the syfiable head determinedby the

sonority scale that actua]ay bears accent. Moreover, Tamaka ¥(1997a: 6, 1997c:

36, to appear a¥) observes that it is also a 'qtxantity-sensitive' language, whose

accentuation is sensitive to syllable weight (or syraable quantity). in other

words, a heavy syMable is always accented in any positi()i it. 'ffhe key preperties

                                tin computing accent of this langxiage are then smmarized as below:

¥(5zl¥) Key Properties i]r} AcceRt Computation

     Accent-counting Units: mora

     Accent-beam Units: syMable

     SyNable-head Variance: more sonoroEgs vowel

      Quantit y--sensitivity: yes
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Conseqviently, it is not always the case that primary accent fails on the third

mera, with secondary accent forming an alterr}ating rhythm.

  Let us present some arguments for this clatnt. First, we cEm see that

prtmary accent may falg on h s on or fo h mor when we reanange data

by talmg into acceunt the relative positioit of light and heavy syllables

ifanaka (1997c: 36, to appear a):'9

¥(55¥) Accent Lecation Classified in terms of Sysuable Weight

     a. light+Ijifght+light eee

   ha ra p6 'ycuwaited for hirn S4K]: 10'

   haruw4k 'eightS43:11'

   ra6gaeg5 'hedrankmeatedlyM89:149'
      C. L
                        '
   ha ra bib ra 'the taste M79: 28'

   hi 'e ng! 2'e 'he did not find itS43: 28'

       c
   ho sta k6' ya gep 'wrdplants S<#3: 29, 59, 67'

b. HeaVY+I itght eee

   n4e w4 'to sing, he sang S4K]: 8, 10, 12, los'

   hoo65k "WinnebagoM79:27'

   ngewgge because he sang S43: ge'

   hooea'g ra 'the Wtmebago M79: 27'
       L
   hn b6 glp ycu andl sinct hm dcwn s<B: 2s, 2g'
    LC.

   woo x6 te hi 'to love Sz33: 35'

Ce Light+]Light+HeaVY eee

   hit'at'5ak "heCmcwing¥)talkedSzaj3:10,ILzg7'

   hit'et'eii re 'they srpeak M79:29"

   ki rt nfi na 'he did not retum S43: 47'

       C4 4
   ha go re!e Sa 'somettmeinthe fturve S43: 76'

          c

hi t'e t'6 'hewas talking S`Z3: 9, ie, 47, M89: 149'

'guru x6 You ran after him S43: 9'

    !ho 62' 62 n2k 'fooy HWE se: 11s'

ha rap6 ge 'kx2causeycEjtwaitedforhimS<X3: 10,M'

ha ra p6 gi ni 'youwaitedfertm alreadyS4g3: 10'

      L c.

hi ro kiiya po ro kge 'hero]ledtm impS4B: 29, 68'

haa p6 Xwaited for him S43: 8, 11'

mee ta/6 Ipromise }IWE8e: 127'

taan[2u 'sugarM89:a52'

6eebw5 hi "he consuyrked something Sz$3: 34'

roo rd ke we You dressed him Szg3: g3'

hoo'6'oke 'owlsz#3:3s'

  Jy' 1wiJUgWggk '![kale weaselSz#3: 57'

hogi hfi lj@ 'oite hundred Szaj3: 36'

ha go r6i Zg 'sometimes Sz4#3: 67'

    /ha ra pee ng 'ymwerewaiting forimS<B: 10, wa'
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   wa 'u n5ag ra 'ones who do this, what they do S43: 50, 54'

      " cc
   wa raf ima2e n@ ga You do not eat and SzB: 53'

de light+HeaVY een

ha fa-ak 'be(mcwing) sawS43: aO, Xl, ay'

ki rfi na 'he returned H90: 149'
     -

wa Zal Ya 'w] ffe it was wlped S4B: 75, 1ee'

hin6anak We (sitting) slept S43:11'
   ee c

ke ri5k 'he (moving) barked Sz43: 75'

hiru5kx! TuseditS43:74'
      e

wa 'v6kge 'he (moving) didit S43: 72'

he ri5 ne ga 'he was and Sz13: 75'

hi t'e6 ki ra6

Heavy+}{eavY eee

 n4?w6qk 'he (lying) sang S43: IO, 11'

 gan hiat' Ze 'a deerskin S43: 29, 78'

 wee 65i Ya kVhere it was folded S43: 109'
     e"

 weagie 'amanS43:67,79'

 taa ni6 Mu 'to offer tE[ft¥)aco S43: 58'

    c

 hee hioX ka hi 'every night SzB: 62'

           c

ha p6e na 'he was walting for l tm S43: 12'

      c

hiYa-ira 'more Sza3: 36'

karalre 'tndepartedretumingM79:29,M89:a50'

hi g51 ra ng ga 'they said to him and S43: 53'

wa giak 'he moving danced S43: 47, 76'

ha gu5hi 'to go to get S43: 79'

gi p :a e- sge 'eru' oyab le S43: 66'

ho 'u6ka hi Whenever you do itSzZ3: 79'

   c

                  'to speak different languages S43: 67'

     e.

                                         mg@ 6al re 'thov cut apiece gff M79: 29,M89: 150'

                                         n4.a wa@ np 'he was singing S43: MO, 12f

                                         n.aehal 6i bark house S43: 125'

                                         raa bi5 'a beaver S43: 67'
                                             c

                                         waa sgi6 ke re Waker S43: 76'

                                         zeuu gi5s?n@pge 'kingbird cf. M81: 3z#2'

         6oo wi6 m3 nak 'the leaclmg-place S43: 29, 76'

A heavy syllabge is deimed here as a syllable with a long vowei or a ¥(fa"ing er

rising¥) diphthong. Recaii that the head rnora ef a heavy syMable is determed

by the General Sonority H]aerarchy, as seen im sections 2.5.4 and 3.1.3.1, a] xd

receives primary accent instead of the less sonorous mora within the domai]r}:
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¥(56¥)The SyMable Head

a. The Generai Sonority Hierarchy in Wirmebago

   vowel (a>o>u>e>i>) > sonorant > voiced fricative >

   stop > voiceless obstruent

b. ExamPleS: VIV2 .

voiced

V2 i e u o a

Vg

a
af (@!9 a/a

o
6i ¥(/¥)e /oo .,c

oa

/e 1 ! / 1

u ua cge uu uo' ua

/e / / 1

e el e eo ea

i
lee

11 elle rising e/go e/la

When a word begins wtth a light syllabge foMowed by a heavy one with a long

vowel or a faking diphthong, primary accent is placed on the second mora ¥(ha

fgeigekand hiidr" ra in (55d)). It may be located on the fourth mora when a word

begins with two Mght syRabges or a heavy syllable foRowed by another heavy

one with a rtsix}g diphthong (wa rayYpt4 nge ga in (55c) and wa4 gr'ai. i"n (55e)).

'lhus, the generalization in (53b) cannot capture ak the pattems cerrectly, as it

stands.

   the type of rnetrical strcgcture proposed in }Iale and Wk)ite Eagle (1980),

Halle and Vergnaud (1987), and Heiberg (1995) camet account for the cases in

questioit, either, because they al1 assEgme mitial-mora extrametricality and

right-headed feet assigned from lefi to right; more specificalgy, this i E}ora-

based arkalysis dees not consider syllables as accent-bearing and always makes

the third mora accented. lhe erroneous assumption here is that Wirmebago is

a "mora-counhng and gnora-accenting" lai¥)guage, where the notion of syNable
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does net have a vital roie in accent assigitment.

  The fourth inora of a word can also receive primary accent when the voweg

on the second mora is epenthesized by Dorsey's taw, as we saw in (41b) and

¥(42¥). It then follows that ¥(53b¥) must be revised and that a preper

generalization for primary accent is somethii gg like the one in (57) Cff7anaka

¥(1997c: 36, to appear a¥):

¥(57¥) Revised Generalization for Priffnary Accent

    In the case of words wtth more than two moras, prtfi nary accent faNs en

    the syMable contamg the third mora, except for words whose second

    mora is epenthetic.

As far as primary accent is concerned, alft the patterns of words wtth three or

more moras are captured by (57) even if they contain Dorsey's taw sequences

elsewhere: (41a), (z14a), and (55). Given the General Sonority I-Iierarchy in

¥(56a¥), these pattems are surely accownted for by the Moraic Trochee, off left-

headed feet which tmediately dominate syMables ai kd are assigned from left

to right, tegether with initial-foot extrametricality and the upper left-

doi ninant constituent. 1]his system exhacgstiveiy bocomporates the informatioit

given in (54). Detailed illustration wiM be presented in section 3.2.4.1.

   On the other hand, the distribution of secondEusT accent seems te be much

more difficult to characterize. Indeed, a word may exhibit ait altematbog

rhyttm after primary accent when it censists exclusively of light sythables ar}d

non-Dorsey's Law sequences. Unfortunately, however, secondary accent gs

also sensMve to quantity sensitivity and syptabge headvariance in (54),just in

the case of primary one, which together often cause vioiations of the "pfi-ire'

altemating rhyttm. That is, secondary accent is always placed en a heavy

sygeable regardgess of rhytmic altex nation and shifts to the more sonerous
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vowel within the heavy syilable; and this is because Winnebago is a quantity-

sensitive language whose accent beafiring units are syliables. Consider the

following examples:

¥(58¥) Secondary Accent on aHeavy Syllable

     a. Long Vowel or Failing Diphthong

         tw:i.26gC!u 'rainy weatherS43: 125' wia g6 phiL. 'sunrise Szg3: 17,67'

  ' wggkgfk'Xt 'to liveSz13: 124' paa gi5j[ge-n.a X(standing) danced S43: 51'

         ha n2 ng tati gge 'Mt rains on you S43: 48' wa gi5 igt " wi 'they Crnoving¥) danced S43: 51'

         ha ra gii vrfai 6e You will suffer for it Sz#3: 49, 139'

               LC.

         wii fa pe xee. ste You wsu learn this SzB: 49, 65, 75'

         ha ra k6 ra gi !ajr You are going to fast for it S43: 49'

         gu ru x6 ru 2pt sge 'if you succeed, if you reach there SzB: 48'

         ra ke re' kY@ R.a -hNeeng You wiilgo home S43: 47'

         m: k"si kgi n2 ut.a n"eene 'it wil1 not be weak for you Sz33: 41'

      b. Rising Diphthoitg

         wioi r6 geN re r'a' 'the west SzB: 78'

         taaw{i sii4ng gS 'it was very dry S43: 65'

         gaa g¥(1 ra plgi.t gl n2 gi 'whatever good things you have S43: 62'

         w4ekgi!go ilt4,4 g2 n.i r5 Your hie sza3: 62'

         hM.a k'ii tie ggu i;441ne gb 'nine andM79: 25'

         wag aj gl gga p'ij3 Se rr.el. ng gb 'baseball player and M79: 25'

         Eii g6 ga nE xY2 :s:}> ra wa' ga ra wZeN ge 'Don't ever go that way again! Sz#3: 78'

 As is known frem the underlmed syllables in (58), secondary accent can be

 assigned to an odd-numbered mora countmg from the primary ene if it is

 incerporated inte a heavy syvaable, as wt ajfi.e Stt/ guN u, ha ra kEi ra gt z2a¥) z2, arud the

 gike. im addition to these cases with heavy syllables, the distributieit of
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secondary accent becomes even more complex in cases with Dorsey's taw

sequences. So I wili not attempt to generalize the location of secondary accent

here. It will be known in section 3.2.4.1 that its placement autoi natically

follows from the metricag systerrt I wiil propose therein. Needless to say, the

anaiyses in Hale and White Eagle (1980), Halle and Vergnaud (1987), and

Heiberg (1995) cEwmot capture the assignment of secondary stress, because

they are based exclusively on moras. In the fonowing two sections, I will

examine other recent ar¥)alyses in more detaii and show that they allso suffer

from some problems in empirical and/or theoretical respects.

3.2.3.2. Constraint-RankingAr}alyses

  There are two optimality-theoretic approaches to Winy}ebago accent and

Dorsey's Law: Heiberg (1995) and Alderete (1995). First, the former analysis

cait account for relatively simpie cases wtth and without Dorsey"s Law

sequeitces, btu not for cases with heavy syllables as in (55) and (58). This is

because, as mentioned earlier, Heiberg asskxtrnes that rtght-headed binary feet

are built on moras with the proviso that the initial mora is irwisibge to foot

construction, so that werds wtthowkt Dorsey's taw seqcgences wovgld always

receive primary accent on the third mora and secondary oite on eveit-

nwnbered moras thereafter (if they have three or more inoras). Therefore, the

empirical probiems with Heiberg's analysis ortginate from the fact that he does

not cor}sider accent-beamg units as syMables and that he ignores the quantity

sensitivity and syllable-head vartance of this language.

   Second, the latter analysis, Aaderete (1995), seems to be more reimed and

elaborated, entertng more into the pheitelogicag system of Wtmebago. He

attempts to analyze the mechanism of DorseyVs taw by utifiizing certatr}
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constraints on syBable structure, which were seen in sectien 3.1.2 but argued

against in section 3.1.3.2. As for metrical structure, he correctly assumes that

in this language, a word is provided with Moraic Trochees on syllables ¥(and

not on moras¥) aif}d that the initiat foot is invisible in constructing the higher

left--headed constituent. In that sense, t･his assumption is eoual with i nine,

although this task gs done not by derivational rules but by ranked

COnstraints.20

   However, his proposed rmmg of constraints suffers from a serious

problem: certain constraints exhibit a paradox or contradiction of their

ranking even for very simple cases without any Dersey"s Law sequences.

Specifically, Nderete assumes the set of constraints deimed in (59a) to create

the metrical structure of this langvkage, whose ranking is indicated by the lines

in (59b):

¥(59¥) Nderetees Constraint Rankng for Wtmebago

    a. Lx=Pr (Lextcal == Prosodic): Lexical categortes correspend to presodic categories.

       WSP (Weight-ttrStress Pris tciple): If heavy, then stressed.
       Non-IpttiaXty: Every head (i.e. a sy"able, a foot, etc.) is neit--ir)atiaE.

       A]ign-L (Ft-head, Wd): The head of a foot is aMgned at the geft edge ef awerd.

       *Cgash: Avogd adjacent sylkible heads.
       Parse--SyM (Parse-Syptable): Sy"ables Ekre parsed by feet.

       FtType (Foot Type): Feet are xnoraic trochees.
       FtBirk (Foot Binarity): Feet are binary at the level of syiaEible or mora.

       Align-R (Ft,Wd): Ail feet are aligRed at the right edge of aword.

be     ix-Pr WSP
         V
    NoR-Initiality

          l

       Agign-L
          l

      *Ciash
         /x
 Parse-Syg FtType

    /x
FtBin AtigR-R
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This ranking, indeed, guarantees the third-mora accent, as shown in (60a):

¥(60¥) >gVaanane "yesterday M89: 152, M93: 117V

/useamane/ WSP Non-Initiality Akign-L *Clash Parse-SyM FtType FtBin Align-R
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fihis is a typicaa case of words wtth the mitial heavy syMabge. As is clear from

acafefua comparisonbetween (60a) and (60b), it gs crucial that AXitgn-L is
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ranked over *Clash, or the reverse ranking would predict (60b) to be the

optimal output erroneously. Unfortunately, however, the same ranking,

Aaign-L >> *Clash, does not work well in the case of words begimmg wtth

two light syBables: the desired output is (61a), wlr)ich represents the third-

i nora accent well-formedly, but the form with the second-mora accent in

¥(61b¥) would be predicted to be opttmal by this ranking. The wrong wti mer is

indicated here as ca:

¥(61¥) hipirak 'belt M79: 28, M89: 152g

/hlpirak/ WSP Non-initia]ity Alitgn-L *Ciash Parse-Syen Ft'Irype FtBin AXign-R
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In order to maJke (61a) the optimal candidate, the ranking must be *Clash >

A]ign-L, but we find that this consequence contradicts wtth the one in (60),

mnning into ranlring paradox:

¥(62¥) RankingParadox

    a. Wordswtththe initialheavy: Aaign-L > *Clash

    b. WordswiththeinMaltwolights: *Ciash > Align-L

It thus follows that A:Ederete's constraiitt-ranking analysis in (59) is prebiematic

in the empirical seitse that it does not accoamt for the third-mora accent of

words with two light syllables initialSy, as well as in the conceptual sense that

it falls into ranking paradox as it stands.

3e2e3.3. Tone-Shiftdnalyses

  Now let us scvatinize Hayes's (1995) accorgnt ef the accentvtal systenu in

Winnebago. in short, he thnks highiy of the historicai development of its

accent, basica[Ey fosuowing MinerVs (1979) insight. According to Miner (1979),

]Ndississippi VaMey Siouan langugages like Winnebago and Chiwere had in

cornmon a quantity-sensitive accent rule for their proto-language, which

piaced primary accent on the second synable if the mitial syllable was light or

otherwise on the initial syptable, as in was6se forave M79: 31, H95: 356" ar}d

th6a "fight M79: 31, H95: 356'; in addition, Wimebago aiso incomporated the

accent shift rule, which resvglted in the present forms wagog6ay}d kiim/. hn this

respect, Miner (1979) and Hayes (1995) retect restkxxcturing, ax}d assui [te that

the historical changes stma function as symchroptc rtxles. Hayes, moreover,

assumes that the prote-language accent rule is refiected on the metricag

represes ktation aitd the accent shift ruale en the tonal represeittatien, adepting a
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biplartar approach. Splitting the representation into the metrical and tonal

planes has been the usual practice in the metricag treatment of pitch-accent

languages since the enlightenment by Halite and Vergnaud (1987) ax}d

Haraguchi (1991). More specifically, Hayes proposes the fo"owtng rule-based

system in which each of the mies is applied in the order shown beiow:

¥(63¥) a. Foot Parsing

       Form Iarnbs frorn left to right persistently wttheither Strong or Weak

       Local Parsing and with the strong prohibition on degenerate feet;2i

    b. H`[ISone Assignment

       Associate an H tone with the sonority peak of a syMable that is the

       head of its foot;

    c. Dorsey's Law

       Copy a voweg imo an rmediately preceding cluster consisting of a

       voiceless obstruent followed by a sonorant (OSVi . OViSVi);

     d. Tone Shift

       Shift an Htone one syllable to the right if it is associated witha light

       syMable or an mitiag heavy syMabie;

     e. TWin Sister Convention

       Degete one of the two EE tones lmed to a single syllable ¥(or they wilg be

        interpreted phoneticalfty as ene¥);

     f. C¢one Deletion

       Delete the second of the consecutive H tones if it is associated with a

        light syllable.

 For expository pumeses, I wigi discrmate cases with Dorsey"s Law sequences

 from those without them. The exampies in (64) maustrate icypicag dertvations of

 the latter cases. Note that since degenerate feet are prohibited in his theory



¥(Hayes ¥(1995: 86--87¥)¥),

M79: 28

¥(64¥) ae ¥(e *¥)¥(e *¥)

      VV V V- v
      hoki wSro ke/ 'swing (n.) M79:28'

          li
          HH
   Ce (*) (. *)

         vvv
       ./ 1     wat peresga 'linenM79:28'

         II
         HH
   ee (e *) (e *) (*) (e *)

      vvvvv - vv
          1     wag2 g2 gigga p'pt blere'

          I /l I
         H HH H
   fe (*) (e *)(e *)

        V VV V V-
      hii 26 goki rC[sge

         l II
        H HH
   ge (e *)(e *)

      vvv v
      hara gihk 6e

          H
         HH

only btmoraic feet are construgcted as stated in (63a):

be

de

¥(e *¥)

v- v
ki rfi n9

  I

  H

¥(" *¥)¥(*¥) ¥(e *¥)

vv v vv
hiEe wh 8gggu n//

   /l l
   HH H

'baseball player M79: 25'

g72
22, 23

'retumed H90: X49'

'nine M79: 25'

'double-barreled shotgun M79: 28, E¥(WE80: 117, M81: 341'

tyou will suffer for it Sza3: 49, g39'

Each of the above representations is the one irxrmediately aftertone shift (63d)

is applied. As stated above, this ruie can appgy if the Htone is associated with

alight syllable and there is one syMable avaanable to the right as in the case ef

the first Htone of (64a), whereas it camet apply to the form in (64b) since the

Htone is assDciated wtth a heavy syMable; however, it dees apply to the form

in (64c) since the heavy syllable is iecated initially. (64d) and (64e) are
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candidates to undergo the TWin Sister Convention in (63e), which is adopted

from Cleinents ar}d Keyser (1983); and tone degetion (63f) appMes to (64f) but

not to (64g) because the second H shovgld be associated with a light syllable.

  With respect to foot parsing (63a) before tone shift, it is essential here to

make two remarks. First, the binary feet oit z"ere in (64e) and on rusge in (64f)

are constructed on the assumption of persistent footing, or otherwise no feet

could be constructed here dvae to weak local parsing and the strong ban on

degenerate feet. Second, Hayes notes that whether a forg¥) t is parsed streng-

locally or weak-locaNy is specified word by word, depeitdjng on morphological

ar}d possibiy lexical facters. in the extreme case below ¥(wrei ziggeggera 'the

stars M79: 28, ]TWE80: 117'¥), two eutcomes are in fact anowed, which can be

expiained by setting both strong and weak values for this form ¥(Hayes ¥(1995:

347¥)¥):

¥(65¥) a. Streng Local Parsing b. Weak bocal Parsing

       (*)(e *) (e *) (*) (e *)

          vv vv vv vv      wiir6gvgge/ra wiir6gygger5

          H H}I HH
The final Htone in (65a) is ef course deleted at the final stage by tone deletion

(63D e

  More coit tplex are cases with Dorsey's Law sequences. Hayes ¥(1995: 361-

362¥) claims that the Dorsey's Law seqvgence of the fornt OSV ceunts

underlyingly as a single heavy syscabie, where the sonoraitt consoitant as well

as the followtng vowei is assigited moras. When the seqkgence undergoes the

gule, it becomes disyRabic by resy"abification ((11) in sectioit 3.1.2, repeated

here as (66)):
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¥(66¥) Dorsey's Law and Resyliabification

       o oa       IX li
       1,e nc nc ne
      /li /l /l
      osvi - ovisvi
Examples are shown in (67), where each triplet of the representation includes

the stagesbefore and after the application of DorseyVs Law, fothowed by tone

shift, but the procedural details contained in (66) have been omitted:

¥(67¥) ae ¥(*¥) ¥(e *¥)

      - vv vv vv vv vv
      kre Yysep -> kere Yysep -> kgre Ygsep 'Black Hawk M79: 30, M89: a54'

       II II N
       HH HH HH
   be (e *)

      v-v vvvv vvvv      hi kro ho -> hi kgro ho --> hi kgro hol 'hepiEparesS43:35,z#8,M79:30,HWE80:128,M89:155'

        H E{ H
   Ce (e *) (*) (*)

      v. . - vvvvvvv vvvvv vv
      wa kri propro --"wa klri pgro pgro--¥) wa kin p-dr- o p6ro 'sphericalgug}-iWEL80:13g,M89:155'

         iii IIl. I li
         HHH HHH H HIEE
    de (*) (*) (*)

       --- -vv vv -vv vv
      waa pro pro -> waa pgro pgro -¥) waa p6ro pgiro 'snowballM7g: 3e'

       Iil l1l lll
       HHH HH }-I HHH
Again, the final H tones in (67a, c, d) are the inputs to tone deaetioit.

   in spite of the apparent lack of empirical problems, the propesed systerry for

 Wirmebago accent seems to suffer from several conceptualty serievgs problems,

 most of which can be said to come from the i Ekalfunction of metrical
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coherence; that is, the metrical structure constructed does not work as an

organizing principie of the proposed systembqxt is utilized as a mere

computationag device of the accent positions undergoing other tonal

operations. If so, the metrical strkxcture proposed for this 1angnage is simply

an arbitrary construct. The foMowtng are the principal reasons for such a

clatm.

  First, as a consequence of tone shift, there occur cases, as seen in (64),

where metrical and tonal structures disagree in almost al1 outputs; that is, 1¥) in

sorne cases the H tone goes eut of the right bracket of a foot, 2¥) in others it

settles on the non-head position of a foot, and 3¥) in extreme cases it shares the

head position of afoot wtth another Htone. Ail the three tyzpes of cases

violate the principie of metricag coherence to the effect that bracket structures

of feet should be respected and that culminative elements like H a[kd * should

agree, or have a one-to-one correspondence between tonag and metrical

representations. in that sense, the TWin Sister Convention seems to be an

anifact, resuiting frorn some sort of strain in the theery. Hayes (1995: 357)

rernarks that tonal analysis of some Bar}tu ga r}guages necessitates the tone

shift rule, and that the three types of cases avogd violations of the Fatthfulaess

Condition on memical representations.24 HcMrever, Bantu languages are not

pitch-accent but true-tone languages, and thus do not have metrical

 representatioits, so that the disagreement of tenag and metrical structures

 natura]ly does not occur even whentoRe shift is applied. Moreover, it is trtAe

 that, as Hayes imself mentions, the Fakhftmess Condition on metrical

 structure is not violated in the tone-shift analysis cencemed ¥(Hayes ¥(1995:

 365¥)¥). But this 1ine of reasoning appears to be a knd of escape hatch; this is

 because it is a coxrmon practice that in pitch-accent languages, the effect of
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an apparent toRe shift is obtained by first moving the head pesition * of a foot

on rr}etrical representations and then associating an H tone with it, a]nd not in

the opposite order. It is evident that this way of shifting not only meets the

Faithfuiness Condition but also the principle of metrical coherence.

  Second, Hayes's tone-based analysis does not explatn why onSy the H tone

associated witha light syllab;e is shifted aif}d deleted by tone shift (63d) and

tone deletion (63f) respectively, or why initial heavy sy"ables behave in tone

shift as if they were light. The applicability of the two rules is obviously

rnetrical in character, ar}d not tonal, as Hayes (1995: 364) himself admits, since

it is sensitive to syfiable weight (or ouantity quantity). If so, a more natqeral

assumption is that both shift and deletion, if any, of a cmb[kinative element are

reflected on metricai representations. Furthermore, as mentioned in section

3.2.2.1, pitch (i.e. the phonetic correlate of tone) and dur'ation (g.e. the

phonetic correlate of syllable quantity¥) are mutEgaNy independent issraes in

phonology; in fact, there seem to be few cases in true-tone langcgages where

tone assignment is sensitive to syllabie quantity. In contrast, only stress

represented by metrical grids, essentially lackiitg its phonetic csrreiate, can be

dependent on pitch and/or duratioit, i.e. on tone and/or syllable qckantity; and

stress of pitch-accent languages may be dependent on both tone and synabge

qraantity, the former being refiected on tonal representations and the 1atter on

metncal representations. IncidentaEky, the fact that mitial heavy syhabies

never bear the H tone dvge to accent shift might just as west be attubuted to

left extrametrtcality, which makes them invisible to H-tone assignment.

   Further problems with his proposed system inclvgde the fobowing. First, E{ot

tone assigwnent, which associates an H tone with the grid, has geiteragly been

 assumed to be a phonetically-interpretiir}g rule in pitch-accent systems,
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because again stress lacks its phonetic resource and thus relies on pitch, or

phonoiogicaity on tone. But unexpectedly, H-tone assignment (63b) would be

alexical rule on the grounds that it precedes Dorsey's Law, a cyclic aexical

rule. Second, the special assumption for Dorsey's taw sequences in (66) is

difficult to accept, partly because the cguster can never be considered as

tautosyllabic as demonstrated in section 3.1.3.2, and partly because there

seem to be no other cases attested than this one where prevocalic sonorant

consoRantsbear moras. Moreover, even if there are any such cases in other

languages, a conceptual probiem will arise for the Winnebago case; for

example, if mis assumption were true, an anomalous trimoraic syptable

structure would occur when a Dorsey's Law sequence is foptowed by a

                                        pa uudiphthong in the underlying representation ¥(/krai re/ < ta mb" re Vthey leave

retmm M79: 29, M89: 150.' The ttmoraicity of a superheavy synabie,

however, is not manifested or motwated anywhere egse in Wimebago, for

there is no distinction between birnoraic and trimoraic syRabies in accentual

behavior. Third, the outprgt candidates in (65) seem to be ascribed net to the

 parametric variation but to the optionality of rule appifcation. in fact, a

 parametervalue should be specified 1anguage by ianguage in general;

 specifying it word by word as in (64) or specifyir}g both values for a word as in

 (65) is quite uacgsual in any sense. Finagiy, a diachronic account, bocludbog the

 quantity-sensitive iambic rule fereewed by accent shitt in ar¥)y form, would be

 better replaced by a syi kchronic account utilizing a qmite different accent rtige.

 'This is partly because generative phonology is concemed prtmadly with

 synchronic gramar and panly because there are other reasons to replace it

 as has been mentioned so far.

    in the next section, I wilft brtng ferward a synchronic and metrically-
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coherent account which is immune to such problems as outlmed above, and

will also develop the notions of foot weight and grid distance that are crucial

to Winnebago accentology.

3.2.4. Metrical Structure as ait Organizing Principle of Winrgebago Phonolegy

3.2.4.1. Metrification and Other Rules

  Before demonstrating that rny account can produce the desired ocgtputs, aet

us review Wirmebago syllable structure. As discussed in section 2.5.2,

underlying consonant clusters are limited to the foMowtrag five types: [voiced

obstruents + sonorants] (e.g. bz3 z gn, ...), [voiceiess obstr-vgents + soRorants]

¥(eege pr, sr, itn, ... = Dorsey's Law sequences¥), [voiceless obstruents + voiced

stops] (e.g. sg, wV, 6g, ...), [voiceless obstruents +voiceless tricatives] (ps, psV,

kg, ...), and [voicegess obstruents + the glottal stop] (p', k', se, ...).25 Recall also

that as giveit in section 3.1.3.2, there are several types of arguments in favor

ef the fact that the former two clusters are synabified as heterosyhabic while

the latter three as tautosy"abic (i.e. b.r, p.r vs. sg, ps, p'),a quite different

chm fromAlderete (1995), Hayes (1995), Steriade (1990), a] kd so on.

Panicularly, this syliabification is contra ry to HayesVs assn Eirnption in (66),

where DorseyVs Law sequences are taxgtosyllabic previous to copying the

following vowel.

  As for metrical structure constrtactien, I wijl assume with Tanaka ¥(1996,

1997a, b¥) that the langnage has the foMowtng system consisting of three levels:

¥(68¥) I-extcal Level

    a. Cyclic Levei b. Non-cyclic Level

       FootType: MoraicTrochee Clash Deletion

       Extrametricality: L£ftmost Foot Clash Movexlikegit
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      End Rule: Left

      Dorsey's taw

¥(69¥) Postlexical Level

    a. Optional Level b. ObMgatory Level

      Non-Adjacegkt Clash Movement Tone Association (H and M)

                                        Other Rules26

The way of application of rules (68a) and (69b) is trivial as we have often seen

thembefore, but that of (68b) and (69a) deserves some comments. Both cgash

deletion and clash moverrtent are non-contextual repair strategies which are

assumed to apply when universal or language-panicular constraints are

violated, here the Clash Avoidance Prbociple ¥(for the defmition of repair

strategies, see a series of ParadisVs work ortginating from Paradis (1988)).

A[ithough they are non-contextual, their mode of application crucialiy invokwes

the mechanism of ftPgtwetgptt i ht and grgd di tance. First, foot weight is divided

into foot prominence (i.e. the height of grids) and foot quantity (i.e. the

number of moras¥), which is parallei to the dMsion of syptabie weight into

syllable prominence and syRable quantity.27 Second, ghd distance is defiited in

terms of the number of sythables intervetmg between the cgashing grids ¥(i.e.

the adjacency of clashing grids). The representations bo (70) illustrate the

entire ray}ge of repatr applications in terms of foot weight aRd ghd distance in

the specific metrical configuration of Wirmebago:

 (70) a. Clashing and Adjacent Grtds

       D Different Weight: Degetion (68b)

          **          (*) > (*) / (*) > (* e) / (*) > (*)

          gzL nc gnc gsc nc gu glL gxL nc gzL
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      if) Equal Weight: Movement (68b), if possible

                          *
         (*) = (* -) / (*) = (*)

         glLLL gnc gLL glL gncIL
    b. Clashing but Non-Adjacent Grids: Movement (69a), if possible

         *
         (* e) > (* e) / (* e) = (* e)

         gnc glL glL ffpt gnc gnc gnc onc

         *
         (* e) > (*) / (* e) > (*)

         OIL gLL OLLnc Onc gnc OLL
in the adjacent cases in (70a), which of the two rules applies is determined by

the weight of the feet concerned: if there is a difference in either proMirkence

or quantity between the clashing feet, clash deletion natwgrally applies because

it is the primary rrxeans for clash resolution at the word level; but if they are

equal, cgash movement applies as a secondaary means. Note the foMowing three

points here. First, the target of deletion is necessarity the grid of a lighter

foot, while the target of movegnent is the grid of a binary feot in which a room

for grid shift is available. Second, both deletion and movernent apply on the

nor}--cycMc level, because their applications result in vioiations of Structvtre

Preservation ¥(in other words, the Faitl [ftmess Conditien in the former, and

Prosodic Headedness in the iatter¥) while they are obligatory. Third, as stated

in note 26, the weight relation seen in (70a) vartes among laitgviages. For

instance, the feet in (70aii) are not eqsgai in weight in the case ef syMabie-

counting languages, and are therefore the target of clash degetion. On the

other hand, in the non-adjacent cases in (70b), the weight regation between

feet becomes twelevant, and yet is seen as clashng tn Wiirmebago, se that a

 secondary resolutioit, or movement, applies at the postlextcal level:
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postlexical, because its application is optional and sometimes sensitive to

phonetic length. "ffEhis movernent is exactly paraNel to the Enggish Rl}yttm Rule

as in ndssissippi Rirver, which applies optionaNy in clashing but non-adjacer¥)t

contexts.

  Giventhe systentin (68) and (69), as well as the repair aigorittm based on

foot weight and grid distance, the desired outputs wtthout Dorsey's taw

sequences are derived simply as in (71):

¥(71¥) Forms wtthout Dorsey's Law Sequences

a.

de

fe

       (* ) be
<(* e)>(* e) (*)

 gu g tL o LL g lL o nc

 ho ki w5 ro k>

        ll
        HM
       (* )
 <(* e)> (*) (e e) (*)

  o zL g lL g nc nc o pt g lL g nc

  hi Z, ldi 6(il {igu of･

     e
         ll
        HM
     (* )
 <(*)>(* e) (e *) (e)

  g IL xL g pa g LL g IL g tt g zL

  hii bui go ki ni sge

      ll
     HM

    (*)
<(*)>(*) (e)

 g LL g IL nc g IL

 ki fii na
       L
     l

    H

   e.
      <¥(*

       g IL

       wa

g.

<¥(*

 g IL

 ha

Clash deletion (68b) applies to (71b, d, e, f, g);

and Non-adjacent ciash rnevement (69a) to (71fi.

non-shifted version of (71f) is in fact anowed.

ovgt, there is a difference among previous studies in the intempretation of the

accent iocation tn certain words like (72) (= (65)):

    Ce (* )
      <(*)> (* e) (*)

       g lL pt ff nc ij IL g ue

         ./ N                sga       wat pe re

            ll
            HM

e)>(* e) (e) (*) (e *)

o xL g lL g LL g pe g nc zL g nc g pa

g2 aj gi gga p'pt ile re"

    I iI
  (* )
 e)>(*) (*) (e)

g Ji g nc g xL nc g lL

ra gi nNst' be

    ll
   HM
clash movement (68b) to (71e);

   It is not ciear whether the

As Hayes (g995: 350) points
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¥(72¥) ae ¥(* ¥) be ¥(* ¥)      <(*)> (* e) (* e) <(*)> (* #) (e *)

       6nc LL gncgLL guoLL gnc nc g4 gnc gncgnc
       wii ragy ggera wii ragy gger5

                   I Ii
Hale and White Eagle (1980) favor bir}ary over ternary forms, while Susman

¥(1943¥) and Miner ¥(1979¥) favor the opposite. This variance of secondary accent

was mentioned in section 3.2.3.1. I coptecture that curreitt Winnebago accent

tends to prefer binarity, because Miner (1989) includesvarious binary data. If

so, the tendency is construed as the recent loss of postlextcal ciash movement

¥(69a¥) in the environment of ¥(70b¥).

  What is interesting is the comparison between monosyllabic words like

w¥(2'4kVman S43: 56, M79: 27, }IWE80: 130, M81: 342, M93: 111" ar}d bisyllabic

words like hi ta 'one S43: 29, 50, 67, 76, 78, 79, M79: 28", which are both

            L
bimoraic by the requlrement of minimality (section 2.6.3). The metncal and

tonal structures of these words are derived by the fo"owing way:

¥(73¥) MonosyMabic and Bisyllabic Words

    a. Monosy"abic

                      (*) (*)
        <(*)> <(*)> (*) (*)

         gnc nc gxL LL gxL nc
       *waak -*w.a 4k - w.a'gk
                              i

                              H
     b. Bisynabic

                     (*)' (* e) (*)
      <(* e)> <(*)> (*) (* e) <(*)> (*)

        gncgxL gLL glL gxL ifnc gnc gnc
      *hi iZg -> hi >ig} -> *1}i ita - hi za

                                          l
                                          IE{
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In both cases, their only foot camot be extrametrical because it wougd malke

the construction of higher structures hmpossible, violating the Smict Layer

Hypothesis.28 But since this 1anguage seems to resist strong]y to prtmary

accent in word-initiai position, initial-foot extrametricality applies by making

the mitial foot monomoratc. This non-maxtmal foot construction and its

concomitant extrametricality are required by the constraint of Non-Initiality.

In (73a), even these appitcations stma causes aviolation of the Strict Layer

Hypothesis (in that the second foot immediately dogitinates the second mora),

extrametrtcality is blocked after alft. In contrast, in (73b), initial--foot

extrametricality does apply at the cost of the Maxirnaiity Condition, or

otherwise it would violate the requirernent of Non-Initiaitty. In other words,

Non-Initia]ity is favored over the MaximaYity Condition, so that there seeirns to

be a constraint ranking in Wtmebago as the Strtct Layer Hypothesis >> Noit-

Initiality >> Maxima]:tty Condition.

   Now let us examine how words contaming Dorsey"s Law sequences are

 assigned their correct accent. The following are the representations before

 and after the application ef Dorsey's taw:29

 (74) Forms wtth Dorsey's Law Sequences

a.

Ce

  (* ) (*  (* e)(*) <(* e)>(*

  gfLgLt gnc glLept g#L
kre Yu sep --> ks re Jifug
     `                    l
                    H

         (*)
<(* e)> (* e) <(*

 ifnc gnc gnc gnc gli
 wa k ri p ro pro -> wa

  ¥)

 e¥)

g pt

seO

be (*)
  <(* e)>(*)

   gnc gLL ezL

   hi k ro ho

     (* )
e e)> (* e)(* e)

g pa g xL g ge g pa g ge ff ec

       INkl rt pg ro pg ro

       il
      HM

           (*)

 <(* e e)>(*)

   gnc gli gsc gnc

            /. hi k-o ro ho
            l
            H
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de

e.

fe

      (* ) (* )
<(*)> (* e) <(*)> (* e) (* e)

 oLLIL gnc gLL gncugnc gu glLgnc
                      1N waa propro . waa pg ro pg ro
                      lI
                     H 'M

     (* ) (* )<(*)> (* e) (*) <(*)> (* e) (e *)

 glL IL gLL gnc gpa grL nc OIL gLL glL gpt
 ran ga k ne Sige -> ran ga' k# ng ggeN

                         Il
                        HM

       (* ) (*<(* e)>(* e)(* e) <(* e)> (* e)(e

  olL gxL gLL gpL oLL gnc guulL oncgLL gnc
  ha ra ki s" ru Yi kgna . ha ra kf gg ru
                    b                                 i
                                 H

       ¥)

*)(e *)

g nc o tL g IL

SiN kg4 n.aN

When Dorsey's taw applies to the lefthand intermediate stage of each

exampge, copied vewels are situated either inside or outside the feet, both of

which violate generat constraints: the former cases (i.e. (74c, d, e, f)) violate

Structure Preservation because the copied vowels result in temary feet, and

the latter cases (i.e. (74a, c, d)) vioaate the Strtct tayer Hypothesis becavgse

they are not dominated by any higher prosodic structvgres. These anemalous

structEgres are reconstructed as repatr strategies by the metrification rvgles in

¥(68¥). The righthand representation of each exampie is after the applicatioit of

reconstruction da ge to the viogation of Structvtre preservation or the Strict

layer Hypothesis. Note, however, that the geft extrametrical feet ir} (74b) and

¥(74c¥), though ternary as a result of Dorsey"s taw, are rkever reconstrkgcted

because of the very nature of their invisibglity to Strtxcture Preservation. "ffhis

invisibmaty also functions as the tmkznity of the leftmost feet from tene

assignrnent. in addition, this is the very reason why mitial heavy syMables
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never bear accent, even though Winnebago is a quantity-sensitive language.

in this way, the accentual behavior of the problematic cases given as (41) and

¥(42¥) in section 3.2.1 is provided with a principied account uniformgy, ar kd the

long-standing paradox has come to an end.

  Unlike the cyclic rules in (68a), Structure Preservation does not hold for

non-cyclic clash deletion and i novernent (68b) as weM as for postlexical clash

movegnent (69a). (74c-f) are ftikely candidates to undergo postlextcal

movement (69a), but this rule applies only to (7ite) and (74f) here. As

mentioned earlier, the application of this rule is somewhat obscure, bvet at least

it can be said that it is sensitive to phonetic length precisely because it is

postlexicai. Since the DorseyYs Law sequence of OV..SV is relative]y shorter or

spoken faster than the underlying CVCV sequence (Susman (1943: 9-10),

Mir}er (1979: 26)), the clashing distance of grids becomes closer at the

postlexical level only in the case of (74e) and (74f). As has been underlined,

their vowels are inserted by DorseyVs Law and thus shorter than the

underlying vowels of (74c) and (74d), and that is why postlextcal clash

movement, possibly sensitive to phonetic factors, only applies to the former

cases. See also section 2.2 for other examples of the same type.

   Cognpa tmg Hayes's (1995) accovgnt of Wiy)nebago accent wtth my own,

readers will naturaliy find that the fermer takes maximag advantegge of tonal

 stgtsigctures, aitd the latter of metricai structures. A clue to the evaluation ef

the two, which may be related to the probftems indicated in section 3.2.3.3, lies

in what they have in common. Uniike any other approaches so far, both

invobee some forms of deletien and movement in the phonoiogical system of

Wtmebago. What wi]i matter then is whether they can give a ptmcipled

 explanation ef w]rxy deletion and movement phenomena ffitust occur in mis
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language, but unfortunately, the toite-based approach that Hayes proposes

seems unable to answer this question. [EEhis disadvantage results frorn the fact

that accent deletion and accent movement are metrical by nature, govemed

by the Clash Avoidance Principle. In pitch-acceitt languages, there are indeed

ianguages like Japanese whose systems may appear to share more wtthtrtte-

tone languages (Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1988)), but Wtmebago xnust be

satd to share more of its systemwith stress-acceRt languages. In my account,

tone association (70b) and other ruies like L-insertion are the only tone-

reiated ruies functioning as phonetic implementation or intempretation.

3.2.4.2. Evidence for Metricag Structure Emd Extrametricality

  Evidently, my account advocated in the previous section adduces fun

evidence for metricai structxgre and extrametricality in various respects. First,

the distributien of secondary accent in Winnebago is rather obscvgre and too

difficult to generalize in descriptive terms, not necessarily forrning a simple

alternating rhyttm. But theoretically, it is given a principled account in terms

of foot weight (foot prominence and foot quantity) and grid distance, which,

in tum, argue for the metrtcal structxgre of this lar}gxaage. Moreover, gnetrtcal

strvgcture is necessary for stress-accent and pitch-accent languages, becaRxse

of the parasitic and abstract nature of stress,just as tonal structure is

necessary to true-tone ianguages. Pitch-accent languages like Wtmebago

have both metucal and tonal structures.

   Second, the presence of extrametricality is alse strongly motivated in the

present analysis for the foMowtng three reasons. 1¥) The invisibflity ef the

mitial foot to the ERd Rule: Left in (68a) (i.e. construkctien of the left-headed

constituent abeve feet¥) accounts for the reason why primairy accent fa]is on
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the synable contaming the third mora from the mitial position. 2¥) The

invisibility of the initial foot to Structure Preservation and the visibility of

other feet to Structure Preservation and the Stnct Layer Hypothesis neatly

capture the differeitce in accent location between (41a) and (41b), a]f}d make it

possible to resolve the ordering paradox. 3¥) The invisibility of the iititial foot

to tone association is also significant in the sense that the domain never bears

secondary accent evezt if it is a heavy syRabie like (75b):

¥(75¥) a. ¥(* ¥)
       <(* e)>(* e) (*)

        g LL Q LL O PL U LL O IL

        ho ki wa ro ke

                Il
               HM

    be (* )
       <(*)> (* e) (*)

        opa" glL gnc gLt

        wat pe re sga

             lI
             HM
As shown above,

after tone association.

canceied,

association, since it is stma

         (* )
   (* e) (* e) (*)

    gLL gnc gnc glL opa

 --> ho ki wa ro ke

           Il
          HM
        (* )
    (*) (* e) (*)

    SULLgIL gIL gXL

-> wat pe re sga

         lI
        HM

--)F

--
)･

      (* )
¥(* e¥) ¥(* e¥) ¥(*¥)

gnc gpt gLL gpt gnc

ho ki w5 ro k>

 il il1
 LL HLM
    (* )
¥(*¥) ¥(* e¥) ¥(*¥)

g xL nc g zL g ue g ge

     1xwat pe re sga

  ll II 1

 gHLM
               cance"atioit of extrametricality and default L-insefirtion apply

                   Conversely, before initial-foot extra] netricaiity is

        the head of the mitial foot is not associated with the M tone by tone

                      invisible to it in the case of the mitial twe lights in

¥(75a¥) and the initial heavy in ¥(75b¥). Winy}ebago is a quantity-sensitive

language, and a heavy syllable is always accented amiess it is in initial position.

Tk tus, this exceptional natixxre of the mitim heavy is ascribed only to i]f}itiai-foot

extrametricality.

  The arguments for metrical structure artd extrametrtcaXty can be

smmarized as in (76):
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¥(76¥) a. Metrical Structure

      i¥) Bracketed Grids

          Parasitic agitd abstract properties of stress

      if¥) Foot Weight and Grid Distance

          Location of secondary accent

   b. Extrametricality

      D Invisibility to the Effects of Constraints

          Paradox resolution

      ii¥) Invisibility to the End Rule: Left

          Location of primary accent

      ifi¥) InvisibiEifty to Tone Association

          Quantity-insensitivity of heavy syNables in word-initial position

Recail that final-consonant extrametrtcaiity is also motivated in light of

reduptication facts discussed in section 2.6.2. As seen in such alterrtations as

idttkattqrtZk/ofttndu/k 'tender M79: 29,' the resistance of the final censonant

to copymg is accounted for only by assuming that it is reitdered extrametrical

before the copying process.

3.2.5. Japanese Accent as a Mtrror Image

  As generaiized in (57), we have seen that in Winnebago, primary accent faEls

oit the sy"able containing the third mora from the left in the case of words

wtth three or meras ¥(unless they have an epenthetic voweg on the second

mora¥). The am of this section is to demonstrate that thtls pattern is not so

umatural from the viewpoint of Metrical Stress 'Theory by invoking a

language with a simi1ar pattem, or more specifica]gy by characterizing

japanese accent as its mirror-image pattem. AJkthough this iag kguage is
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typologicalty unregated to Winnebago, it has been known thus far as a pttch-

accent 1anguage whose accent location is computed by the 'rnora-counting,

but syliable-accenting' procedure (McCaWley (1968: 133-134)). AdditionaMy, I

will show that its accent in fact exitibits the mirror image of Wirmebago

accent .

  in theoreticag terms, Japanese has both metrical and toital representations

iike Wtmebago on the grounds that it is a pitch accent language. As a first

approxtmation, I simply use the accent mark here to indicate accent position

instead of metrtcal structvgre. The following are examples of native

monomorphemic words represented in such a way:

¥(77¥) Native Monomorphemic Words

     hf'fire' gUu 'week' yamd "inountain' 5ragi Vtempest"

     ko k6 ro 'he art' k6 ma ki ri "praymg rnantis' inu r5 sa ki ivioletY

'IlraditionaSly, the accent of this laitguage is defined as the rightinost H tone

tmediately followed by the L tone. Thus, the Htone of hi and va ma is

foMowed by the Ltone when the notmative marker -ga is suffrKed to these

words: hf' ga and va maiga. On the other hand, there are accentless

       HL LHLwords wgth no pitch faen in japanese: they h3ve no metricag strtgctrexre, so that

the Htene is itot followed by the Ltone, even if they are suff/xed by the

nomnative marker. The accentless nature of these words is easy to

understand when we compare them with final-accented words as above:
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¥(78¥) Native Monomorphemic Words wtth the Nomirkative Marker

   a. Final-accented

      hf' ga "fueincm.)' yam5ga 'momm()f)om.)' atama/ga ehead(rrom)'

   b. Accentless

      ke ga 'hairinam.)' hanaga 'ncxse(oom.)e sakuraga 'chexrytree(r)om.)e

       LH LHH LH I{}{
The presence or absence of accent and its position is lexically specified, but

what is important is that tone structure can be predicted by the position of

accent. I foMow Taitaka (1997c) in assuming that Japaitese tone structure is

derived by the fo"owtitg set of ruies:

¥(79¥) Tonal Rules for Japanese

    a. Toite Association (HL)

    b. InitialLTAssigrm}ent

    c. Rightward Spreading

    d. H-Insertion (default)

Some derivations by these ruies are igustrated below:

¥(80¥) Examples

TQma1RLtes

AceentPcSition ¥(79a¥) ¥(79b¥) ¥(79c¥) ¥(79d¥)

a.hr4(ga): /hliga¥)

lm
-

/hiiga¥)

1/

m

-

b.yamai(ga): yam5iga¥)

IHL

-yamaiga¥)

il
LIE"IE-

yama- iga¥)

ll/
LHL

-



igg

Ce kamakiri(ga): 'ka-makiri(ga)

lm

'
k5makirttga¥)

l///
}IL

-

de atam5(ga): atama' iga¥)

Len

atam5(ga)

]l
LHL

atamaf(ga)

L}-IL

atama/(ga)

Hi/
LHHL

e. ke(ga): - keiga¥)

tL

- keiga¥)

ll

LH
f" sakura(ga): - sakura(ga)

1L

- sakura(ga)

IHl
LHHH

Note that the target of rightward spreading (79c) is the basic toite it teledy HL.

That is why it does not applyto accentless words in (80e) arkd (8ef), so that

default H-insertion exttausts the remaming domain of these words.

  In this way, tonal structure is predictable from the location of accent, but

the iatter is basicalRy specified word by word agf¥)d hence uitpredictable in the

case of native monomorphemic words. However, in the case of foreign words

and compounds, the situation is fatrly different: their accent cart generaERy be

predacted as it faEis on the sy"able containing the third mora from the end,

aithough these two classes also include accentless words. 'i his generaagzation

is originally based on McCawley's (1968: X34) and E{aragvgchi's (1991) insight

for foreign accent, but it holds well for compounds with foreign, Sino-

japanese, or native ortgin, as shown in the fo"owtng data ffanaka ¥(1997c, to

appear a, b¥)¥):



¥(81¥) ForeignWords and Compounds

    ae .e. light + Light + light

       ka fe teZ n" ya 'cafeteria'

       piya nfsu to 'pianist'

    be eee Heavy +Mght

       re in k6o to "raincoatv

        daiya m6n do 'diamond'

    Ce eee Light +Heavy

        pa to roo rd kaa gpatrol car'

        maikur6hon microphone

     de ee. Heavy + light + Light

        yut ni b5a sa ru 'universal'

        su ku ri¥(n bu ru 'scrambieg

     e. ... Heavy + Heavy

        suupha man 'supermanV

        waginton Washington'

In (8la-e),

v

gi zen k5 ga ku

gen g6 ga ku

ido ba ta k5i gl

        -esee nen gap pl

kan gaf sat

    e /Yu gw suJoo

"natural science"

"linguisticsg

Vchat"

'bimhday'

ethanks-gMng day'

'female announcer"

k92

zu gal ko tsu iskullv

re ki gi hat ta tsu 'lr¥)istQricaldevelapment'

                                 gakai kal soo 'sociai classV

                                 on see g5k kai 'Phonetic societye

         words on the left column are of foreign origin wl nf[ge those on the

right are mainly Sino-Japanese co] npounds. If we compare (81) with (55), we

see that, as far as accent is concemed, this pattem exactly constitvgtes the

Mirror tmage of Winnebago primary accent, akhough tone reagizations in each

ianguage appear to be whol]y different atthe surface: both languages receive

accent on the syNable containing the third mora from the left/rtght end.

  in addition to the directionality of accent computation, there are other

differences in mora and syllable strkxcture between the two langvgages. First,

in Japasf}ese, any segment in the tme serves as a rnora: this la] xguage licenses

vowels, nasals, or voiceless obstruents in coda position, which are aN ceunted
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by acceRt cox[}putation. Moreover, a secend difference of Japanese is that the

sy"able head is wniformiy determined for its position unlike Winnebago; the

left vowei itucleus always counts as the head of a syanable, regardless of its

sonority scale. 'IEhus, descriptively, we can summarize their common and

different properties in overall phonological structure as in (82):

¥(82¥) Propenies concerning Mora, Sythable, Foot, and Tone Structure

ProsoclicandTonalStructure Japanese Winnebago

a.Mora: altrtmesegments alttmevowels

b.SyllableHead: theleftvowel theleftorthemoresonorousrightvowel

C.FootTYpe: MoraicFbot MoraicFoot

d."xhesourceofDirectionality: Right Left

e.FootHead: Right Left

f.FootExtrametrica[ttty: Right Left

g.EndRule: Right Left

h.TonalAssociation: m HandM

i.OtherRules: InitialL-Assignment CaiLcellationofExtrametricality

RightwardSpreading

)".DefaultRule: H L

  We have seen before that Japanese axkd Wirmebago are pitch-accent languages

  in which accent coi nputation is mora-counting but syptable-accenting. This is

  due to the fact that they both have tone-related rules bo cemnon and also

- have moraic feet whose accent-beamg units are syllables. But note that the

  differences of tone-related rules give rise to the lack of secondary accent in

  Japanese. The representations in (83) clearly show how the above mechanisms

  capture the rmor-image relation in accent and the totalfty different swtace

  tone reabeations between the two languages:



¥(83¥) The Comparison of Metrical and Tonal Structures

    a. Japanese

      ( *) ( *) ( *) ( *) ( *)
      (*)(. *)<c *)> (. *) (. *) (*)<(*)> (*)c *)<(*)> (*) (*)<(. *)> (*) (*)<(*)>

       CEMCbuCtas ¥(Z-Loj gt9{ ¥(?2,9 Ciivc CE`¥( 9igeCitA ¥(i" ¥(iv` ¥(?E" ojssACt, CE" ¥(ivL geev¥(Eegy

      kafe te- ri ya ido bata kiat' gi mal ku ro- hon zu g5i ko tsu suupfia man

       IN// " ii l// Ii H // I V// ll V//
       LH}-iZL LH HH}IL LH HI-IL L }-IE. va E-IE.

    b. Wiimebago

          (* ) (* ) (*) (*) (*)
      <(* ･)>(* ･) <(*)>(* ･) <(* ･)>(*) <(*)>(*) <(*)>(*)

       O,ca CLe` (ldit gL, %CE,`t (Z`t Ch` Clet q&i.`z ojt gJL`･y( Cseg` (tsi

       hara eSiib ra hoo6g-g ra hlt'a t'2fak ha Ydak wg3. gig

        II II II il Ii ll iii ll ll
       LLHL UHL LL.M LHL gth
We also realize no matter how many varieties such typologically-unrelated

languages may have on the phonetic level, their phonological structures

a94

underlying the surface forms prove to be not so different, when we see them

through the looking glasses of Metrtcal Stress 'lheory. Cpt tis is one of the

advaRtages of the principges-and-parameters approach to Universal Grarn] nar.

  Finaily, we should mention another difference in phonoaogical forrn

between Japanese and Winnebago: the mmal word requirement, which is

directiy related to prosodic or metrical structure as axf} organizing principle

¥(section 3.2.2.1¥). Fer example, there is no monomoraic word in English

because the mnimal word of this iartguage is a foot (btmoraic), as in itick, pe/it,

sp6, pe/a, and so on.3i MonDmoraic words are rare and limited to function

words ifke a and the, both of which have no foet ar}d herkce are stressless.

Corwersely, when they are given stress in strong forms, they become btmeraic

as in [6i] and [6ii.e], respectively. Likewise, Tanaka (1997c) suggests that the
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parameters of the Mmimality Condition for the two languages above are the

ones given in (84) (for the definition of the MinirrLa]ity Condition, see 2.6.3):

¥(84¥) Minimalltry Coitdition

    a. Japanese: syllable (monomoraic)

    b. Winnebago: foot (bimoraic)

'Ib put it plainly, a word must contain at least one syNable in Japanese and one

foot im Winnebago. The syllable is monomoraic because its basic forinis CV,

while the foot is bimoraic because its basic form is binary. As a coitsequeitce,

monomoraic monosyilabic words are found in Japanese but not in Win]f}ebago,

as shown below:

¥(85¥) MinimalWord

    a. Japanese

      (*)

      (*)
      nf(ga) 'fire'

       HL

   b. Wtmebago

      (*)

      (*)
      h!'i 'yemew'

      m

Indeed,

¥(defmite marker¥) ,

¥(*¥)

¥(*¥)

t6 (ga) 'hand'

HL
ke (ga) 'hairv

LH

 (*) (*) (*) <(*)>(*)
sg5a 'white' hiwajx

6i(ga) 'bloodg

L EE

           (*)
       <(*)>(*)
'toaskV wa Se/ 'prepare'

         LH

      there are moRoineratc bound morphemes in Wtmebago, such as ra

               aj (negative marker) , ha (firsVperson g] xarker) , and ra

¥(second-person marker¥), but they are fwnctional tn nature and so have no

accent by themsekwes. in contrast, recal1 that Japanese does have accentless

words 1ike the latter two examples in (85a) and the ones in (78b), which are

provided wtth no metrical strvgcture (i.e. foot) in spite ef the fact that they are

content words.
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  Interestiitgly enough, the presence of monomoraic content words and

unaccented words only in Japanese is not a mere accident. Since the mmimal

size of a word is a syllable as in (84a), aword cait be monomoraic aitd does not

always have any feet. That iswtw evena content word can be of the CV size

or accentless. In this respect, the Japanese language forms a happy contrast

wtthWinnebago, where neither monomoraic nor accentless words are found

on account of (84b).32
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Netes to Chapter 3

  i CEEhere is another reason why his not observed in the Ci position. As

discussed in section 2.5.1, the clusters of hw, hr, and hytindergo glide

fordtion before Dorseyes Law if the word in question is a derived oite, as in

pEtif6Z< (< /h-`waiok/) 'I mash cf. HWE80: 130,' te/e (< /h-ree/) 'I go S43: 79,

M89: 150, M93: 123,' and ha66 (< /ha-h-ya/) 'I see M79: 32, EffWE80: 123.'

  Exceptional cases are hQme' (< /hwe/) 'swollen S43: 22' aitd here- (< /hre/)

'to be S43: 10, 22,' to which glide fonition does not apply due to the Stuct

Cycle Constraint and instead Dorsey's Law seems to apply, even though h

                                                               !should be underspecified for [-voi] underlyingly. A simi1ar exception is ajn.ik

'I am smaU S43: 64, 121,' which is an example of the hVnV sequence. Agaiit,

this sequence does not match to the environifnent of glide fordtion amd hence

appears to undergo Dorsey's Law. However, Dorsey's Law is usygally not

observed in the hVSV context, as in hiwpt'to ask M89: 152,V hrawabanra "the

license M79: 28," hrat6t'e gyou speak WE82: 316,' hin#k iwoman S43: 42, 123,"

and so on, which are even more dominant in number than the above cases.

   2The definitions of 'dispersion' are different between Clements (1990) and

 Clements (X992). For cenvenience, I wil1 adopt the gatter revisedversioit of

 the notion, since it is easger to understand and not misleading.

   3 Steriade (1990: 395) notes that besides Dorsey's Law, the output form

 wa4gn4ka, derived irom /w4@k-ngk-ga/, tnvokwes another rule which voices

 an obstruent before a sonorant, irrespective of mompheme boimdaries ¥(and the

 elisiton rule of gafter kis aiso necessafiry¥). She assumes that the voicing rule is

 ordered after Dorsey's Law; thus, the derivation of im4ngng from

 /hirtman@/ is a typical case, according to her, where vowelinserdon has

 bled the voicing rule. (i) illustrates this point as ween as her assumption of
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cyclic syllabification:

¥(i¥) lstCycle

Syliabification

DL

Voicing

waakLC

n.a.

n.a.

hieruekna.naLL.

hierUek4en@gngt

n.a.

2ndCycie

Syilabification

DL

Voicing

wapk.n.ak

n.a.(heterosyllabic)

w4#g.nak

rm

-

"M Lis ordering is the opposite of Miner's (1981: 342, 1989: 150, 1993: 111--112)

assumption: it is the voicing rule applying across morpheme boundaries that

bieeds Dorsey's Law as in wa4gng/ka, whereas its non-application aanows

Dorsey's Law to apply as in hink4n4ng. "lhatis why he incorporates the [-

voi] value into the rule formulation in (2).

   In either case, recall that my analysis is not bothered abeut the ordeimg of

the two, since I do not adopt the voicing ruge. See section 2.6.X.

   4 For details of the Strtct Layer Hypothesis and the Extramemicality

Condition, see sections 2.6.4 and 2.6.1, respectively.

   5 As demenstrated earlier, rule applicatiens in (29) proceed in the order of

syMabification, metrification, and DorseyYs taw. At this point, one might say

that it is unclear why the voiceless obstraaent remains stray untu the

applicatien of Dorsey's Law or why vowel insertion does not app]y

 umediately after syNabification. In otherwords, it mig] gt appear that a

 violation is repaitred (i.e. a stray segment is rescued by epenthesis) as soon as it

 occurs. Concemng the problem, I assume that a repair strategy is a elast
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resort' whose operation is canied over tma the end of the phonoiogical level ¥(in

this case, of the lexical cyclic level¥). This is why the operation of Dorsey's Law

is deiayed after metrical structure construction.

  6 Note also that in this anagysis, there weuld be no explicit motivation for

the application of DorseyYs taw, because this form does not have any stray

segments or constraint violations.

   7 For a complete list of the correspondences, see Miner (1979: 27).

   8 The fact that nasaiization and ela ablaut operate to the copied vowegs

implies that the two vowels gn a Dorsey's Law sequence share not oniy place

features (i.e. [±gow], [±high], [±back]) but also marmer features (i.e. [±nas]).

"lhat is, what is spread leftward is not the Place node as Nderete (1995)

assumes but the Root node of the following vowel, which contains the whole

features concemiRg the piace and marmer of articulation. See section 3.1.2 for

Aiderete's analysis ef the copying phenomenon.

   9 Formally, the imking Constraint is formulated as ""association imes in

 structural descriptions are interpreted as exhaustive" (Hayes (1986: 331)).

   'O I do not deal here withwords with less than three moras, such as zfl"

 YyeMow, orange M89: 152, M93: 119, 120,' sgha ewhite M89: 152, M93: 117, 120,'

 hiwax'to ask M89: 152,' walei Vdress HWE80: 118, M89: 152" and so forth. The

 accent assigrment of such words is discussed in section 3.2.4.1. The position

 of subsidiary accent is also accounted for in that section.

    ii Hayes (1995: 9) fwthermore clatms that stress is pag'asitic becargse stress

 is the imgulstic manifestation of rhyttm, which in tum is not tied to any

 particular physical reasczation; for example, he remarks, "one can detect and

 recognize the same rhythm irrespective of whether it is realized by ¥(for

 example¥) dmmbeats, musical notes, or speech."'
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  I tim that the reasoning holds true only if rhythm and stress constitute a

one-to-one correspondence, that is, in stress-timed rhythm languages.

However, rhythm can in principle correspond to any prosodic tier, forming a

one-to-rnany correspondence: to moras in mora-tii ned rhyth] n languages, to

syhables in syllable-timed rhyttm languages, to feet in stress-timed rhytim

languages, and so on.

  Moreover, what Metrical Stress Theory has referred to as 'stress' gs not

limited to stress accent but includes pitch accent whose phonetic correlate is

pitch to some extent. That is, it is true that both stress accent and rhythm are

parasitic, at least in stress-timed rhyttm ganguages, because stress accent is

the lingnistic manifestation of rhythm; however, this does not exciude the

possibdity that pitch accent is somewhat parasitic and thus invoives phonetic

resources other than pitch, since its chief physicat corregate is indeed pitch bvgt

 stma shares more properties with stress acceRt than with true tone, as

 McCawley (1968) correctly observes. It then foMows that metrical structure as

 an organizing pimciple is construed as representing both stress accent axud

 pgtch accent but that it is mapped te tonal strvgcture representir}g pitch only in

 languages wtth pitch accent. See section 3.2.2.2.

   '2 Dresher ag}d Lalriri (1991) and Tanaka (1992b) attempt to make the same

 point explicitfiy on the basis of Old English phonology. The former work refer

 to the organizing property of inetucal structure as 'memical coherence.V The

 idea underlying the term originates in Hayes"s (1982) paper, eVMetricag

 Structure as the Organizimg Principge ef YidinY Phonology,V" which fgrst framed

 the tenet in an explicit fashion.

    i3 The arguments taken txp here as cases sensitive to the height of a grid

  mark (none, secondary, prtmary, etc.) are treated differently by Hayes (1995),
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They are treated as ways of determining whether the vowel concemed is

stressed or stressless on tonal and segmental bases, since stress lacks its

physical correiate (see section 3.2.2.1) and thus may be hard to detect even by

native speakers. However, it seems to be uncontroversial that these cases also

serve as arguments for metrical coherence,. as will be stated below.

   '` Regarding this prediction, Hayes (1995: 83--84) notes that there are

languages, though not cornmon, which have the Syllabic Trochee af}d yet

have the lengthening rttle of stressedvowels. He attributes this apparent

exceptional behavior to the fact that lengthening in such trochaic languages is

typically phoif}etic in character, failiRg short of the dvaration given to true

phoitologicag long voweis, and that it is limited to the main-stressed syMabge.

In contrast, Iambic Lengthening leads to the fun phonological length of voweis

or consonants do] ninated by every foot.

   i5 Here, "a sentence feature"' means the intonationaX pattems of this

ianguage. According to Susn tan (1943: 39), there are mainly four intonational

¥(i.e. pitch¥) patterns with grammatical meanings: 1¥) falling pitch, decreasing

intensity (declarative); 2) rising pitch at the eitd, after a drop (interrogative); 3)

 slight fan at the end, with sustatned or increased stress (imperative); and

 sustained or slightly rising pitch throughout (dertsive). These patterns seem

to be common to many other languages.

   i6 Note that at this point, Miner (1979) does not incogrporate a distinction

 between primary and srgbsidiary accents into the rtgle, as compared to Miner's

 (1989) generaimtion. See the discussion below.

   i7 I will omit the cases of monosyllabic words (with two moras), for their

 location of accent is obvious.

   i8 "lhgs optionality of secondary accent is accounted fer by non-adjacent
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clash movement, which is discussed in sections 2.3.3, 2.6.6, Emd 3e2e4el by

invoking wi2"rZigesgeta 'the stars M79: 28T and wr"irE£gesgkl>ra Vthe stars I-IrWE80:

117.V

  i9 Here amd below, I wiM give examples as syllabified in accordance wtth the

syllabification priftciple I proposed in sectien 3.1.3.1. 'Phis way makes it easier

to see the syptabie weight configuration of relevant words.

   20 Importantly, this assumption on the metrical structure of Wirmebago is

made originally in Tanaka (1990).

   2' Qvtantity-sensitive, right-headed feet are caMed Iambs iru HayesTs foot

inventory. They allow either a light or heavy syllable te be in their head

position, but a heavy synabie in their non-head position is banned.

   Streng/Weak Local Parsing is the loca]ity parameter of foot parsing. This

 parameter accounts for the variable natvgre of binarity/ternarity in bovended-

 stress systems, and is deimed as in (it) and can be maustrated as in (iii):

 (fi) Strong/Weak Local Parsing

    When a foot has been constructed, align the window for further parsing

    either at the next unfooted syllable or by skipping ever /v/, where

                                                   Hayes (1995: 308)
    possible .

 (ifi) a. Strong be Weak
       (* e)(* e)(* e)(* e) (* en) (* e) (* e) (* e)

        vv vvvv vv vvvvvvvvv vv ...
 (ru) is a hypothetical parsing from left to right with trochees, in which (iifa)

 maustrates the strong localvalue for binary-stress languages and (iiib) the

 weak local value fer terr¥)ary-stress gangxxages.

    22 Note here a]f¥)d below that only gong vowels and diphthongs count as

  heavy in Wtmebago; a short vowel closed by a consonant (i.e. (C)VC)
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constitutes a mere light syllable.

  23 in the case of (64a), (64c), (64d), and (64g), their correct outputs can be

derived through either Strong or Weak Local Parsing. The examples given

here are parsed strong-locapty, since it is the umarked value as noted in

Hayes (1995: 308, 400). It is to be neted, however, that (64e) and (64f) can

only be detwed properly through the weak value.

  2` The Faithfuhoess Condition, ortginaliy proposed in Halfte and Vergnaud

¥(1987: 15-16¥), is awell-formedness condition on all stages of derivation,

requiring that abracketed structure has one and only one grid mark ¥(i.e. the

head¥) in its domain and a grid mark * is always enclosed by brackets. it is

defined by Hayes (1995: 41, 380) in the following way:

 (iv) The Faithfuiness Condition

    Grtd marks must be in one-to-one correspondence with the domain of

    which they are heads.

   25 We also find sequences like kwoiceless obstrrgents + voiceless stops] ¥(eego

 p6, 6t, pk, ...) at the surface (section 2.5.2), but I will omit them here sgnce

 they are marginal and have only a quite limited distribution.

   26 Other rules after tone association invokwe cancellation of extrametrica]ity

 a]f}d L-insenion, which together provide the forms below with fkjrk1 tone

 structures. Bnt to stmplify the discussien, I wil1 omit the applications of the

 two rules. See section section 2.6.6 for the details of this ievel.

    27 The defmition of foot quantity in terms of the number of moras is due to

 the fact that Winnebago is amora-counting langrgage. in the case of syraabge

  counting languages, foot qytantity is eqnivalent to the number of syptables, i.e.

  urkarity vs. bi] karity. This difference results in a significant consequence; fer

  example,the weight of (g*pe g"2 and (g*)ptiL is eoual in mora-counting
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ianguages, but different in syllable-counting-languages. Note, however, that

in languages where stress (accent)-bearing urtits are moras, foot quantity is

eqnivalent to unarity vs. binairity and the number of moras atthe same time,

    (* e) (*)
i.e. nc nc vs. nc,eventhoughtheyare]nora-couitting.

  28 rlhis situation is also construged as a violation of the Extrametricality

Condition in section 2.6.1, because making the entire string extrametrical is a

'non-peripherag' application, or as that of Hayes"s (1995: 58) Noit-Exhaustivity

Condition, which blocks extrai netricality from applyir}g exhaustively to the

domain of a word. But I think it better t6 resort to the Strict Layer

Hypothesis, owing to its generality.

  29 ds stated in sectioR 3.1.3.1, voiceless obstruents and sonorants are

sygabified as heterosyllabic, so that the initial kin (74a) is fieating aitd lacking

its nucleus. Thus, due to the mitial heterosyenabic k, the leftmost foot in (74a)

is not made extrametrical at the stage before Dorsey's Law, because its non-

mitiality violates the 'pertpherality' reqmirement of the Extrametricality

Condition. This point was discussed in detai1 in section 3.1.3.2.6.

  30 Here, I assume, followtng Haragvgchi (1991), that the basic tone xt aeiody of

Japanese is Hl[J, which is associated with the accented mora of a word. But the

rvale system in (79) as a whole is different from Haraguchigs in that it casf}

acceunt for tonai pattems of accentless words as weR as ef acceRted ones, as

shown in (80). Ithink that this point is one of the advantages of my proposed

system.

   3i in English, aEl segments in the tme cownt as moras, just 1ike japanesee

   32 However, we must await further research te exame whether these

consequences from the Mintmagity Conditioit are always true for other

languages. Fer instance, in the Osaka dialect of Japanese, content words can
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be unaccented without any foot, aithough it is sure that their mmimal size is a

bimoraic foot: tee iga) 'hand,' ke!e (Zra) 'hair,' }ff iga) "bgood,V and so forth.

             LLH HLL HHH
This case shows that an accentual or stress foot does not always agree with

word mmimality artd that a disimct morphological foot sometimes defines it in

some laRguages. The observations we have gnade above are based on

Standard japanese, of course.
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Chapter 4
CopmclkfisXowt TheoreSkcaA Impgicaeions

  I believe that the basic questions in (2a-c), which I posed in section 1.1, are

now answered in an explicit and principled way by discussion in sections 2.1-

2.6, 3.1, and 3.2, which are concerned wtth the topics on the architecture of

the Lextcon, the synchronic and diachronic emergence of Dorsey's Law, and

the solution of the ordering paradox, respectively. The reason that I take up

these issues is that they have been controversial or even unexplored in the

history of phonological theory and that they have also been essential in

characterizing a particular grammar of Wtmebago. In short, these three are

significant issues in both theoretical and empirical respects, and to achieve the

goal of elucidating them, I have described and explatned varifovgs phonological

phenomena of mis language and have argued feracoherent and

cornprehensive model ef its system gn a vutitfied theoreticag framework which

draws together the Level-Ordered CifEheory of Lextcal Phonology, the [Mheory of

Constratnts and Repair Strategies, agtd Metrical Stresslheory. As a

consequence, my specific claigx}s, either empirical er coitceptxgal, have given

the foMowtng theoretical tmplications to the current theeries corkcerned.

   First, we knew so little about the War¥)nebago Lexicon before, as Mii ker

 (1993: 128) concgudes his article with the remark that "'[a] coffnprehensive

 lextcal phenology remains to be worked out"' for Wisfmebago. 'fo take a step

 toward brealking throctgh, I have presented the overaN phonological system of
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its Lexicon with special reference to morphology af}d Universag Grariftirnar,

which are illustrated in figures 1 af}d 2 of section 1.2. Morphologically, this

structure favors Borowsky's (1993) fi nodel of the Lexicen in which phonology

precedes morphology on level 2 (section 2.1) and historica"y, it witr}esses an

upward change of rules (or constraints) such as the oite as Kaisse (1993) and

others suggest (section 3.1.4). C[his level-ordered compositioR of the Lexicon

in my principles-and-parameters approach, in turn, has another implication to

anon-derivational framework like OptimalityTheory: at present, it seems to

be rather difficult to construct a laitguage-specific grammar in paraMel fashion,

because as we saw in sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.3.2, eveit a particvglar phenomenon

¥(e.g. accent, syllabification, etc.¥) is hard to capture in Wii mebago, where

various phonological processes interact with each other. This is because the

non-derivational framework ams matnly at developing atheory ofUniversal

Grammar on the basis of langcgage-specific or cross-linguistic phenornena

rather thalt at constructtag an overall phonological grammar of a particular

iar}guage in relation to Universal Grammar.' Thus, I wiR await fvgrther

research to recast the present Reodel in a parallel-computational framework.

   Second, we have seen that the architecture of the Lextcon consists of some

la r}guage-specific rules ared general constraints and that they sometimes

interact with each other in two ways: by the effects of constraints in

Universal Grarnmar, rule applications are blocked in some cases whiie they are

triggered in others. For the latter type of effects, I have preseif}ted several

aJrgtgments for the Theory of Constraints and Repair Strategies, where rule

applications are not specified in a particular grai nmar ¥(i.e. the Winnebago

Lextcon) but follow automatically from Universal Gramar, as Paradis (1988:

71¥) remarks: "[a] Repair Strategy as opposed to a rule is an operation that
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applies to a phonological unit or structure in order to repair the violation of a

structurai or segmentai phonologicai constraint of universal or ianguage-

particular type. It is context-free, the context being determinedby the very

constraint which justifges its application." (1) is a smmary of the blocking and

triggergng effects on rules by constraints:

¥(1¥) a. Blocktng of Rules

      i¥) elaAblavgt ajpa Strict Cycle Constraint

      iD Glide Fortitioit pm Strict Cycle Constraint

      mo Intervocalic h-Deletion tw Strtct Cycle Censtraint

      iv¥) Final-ConsonantExtrametricality pm ExtrametricalityCondMon

      v¥) Non-InitialStemShortening tw M]itniritalityCondition

      vi¥) Coda &Onset Syllabification <tw Dispersion Principle

      vii¥) SyRabhication&Menification pm Maximaiity Condition

       vifi¥) Reduplication pm Maximality Condition

    b. 'I}riggering of Repair Strategies

       i¥) Insertion ajtw ProsodicHeadedness

       ii¥) Insertion pm CodaCondition

       ifi¥) Reconstrugction tw SndctiLayer}lypothesis/Structureltesewabon

       iv¥) Deletion ee CiashAvoidance Principle

       v¥) Moveinent tw ClashAvoidance Principle

 AS diSCUSSed in SeCtiOnS 3ele3els 3ele4, and 3e2e4el, the PhenOIOgy Of

 Winnebage invokwes the followtng four types of repair strategies: i sertion,

 reconstruction, deletion, and nkovernent. Dorsey's Law and intrusive schwa

 contam V-insertion to reynedy a violation of Prosodic Headedness asr}d the

 Coda Condition, respectively, which are followed by leftward spreading in

 violation of Ftdi Intempretation; the sutface ordering paradox of accent
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assigument and Dorsey's Law is related to the reconstruction rule of inetricai

structure when either the Strict Layer Hypothesis er Structure Preservation is

violated as a result of Dorsey's Law; and a violation of the Clash Avoidance

Principle causes clash deletion or clash movement, depending on its

seriousness defined by foot weight ¥(the optionality of movement is

determined by grid distance, or (non-)adjacency). Aal of these processes are

cases for context-free repair strategies.

   FinalEy, even more signlficartt are implications on the Metrical Stress

Theory, as we have adduced full evidence for the metricai structure and

extrametrica]ity of Wi]fmebago. Combined with imal-consonant

extrametrtcality, (76) in section 3.2.4.2 is extended as in the foMowing way:

 (2) a. Metrical Structure

       i¥) Bracketed Grids

           Parasitic and abstract properties of stress

       if¥) Foot Weight a]f¥)d Grid Distance

           Location of secondary accent

    b. Initial-Foot Extragnetricality

       D Invisibility to the Effects of Constraints

           Paradox resolution

        fi¥) Invisibi]ity to the End Rule: Left

           Location of prii nary accent

        iii¥) Irwisibility to Tone Association

            Quantity-insensitivity of heavy syllabges in word-initiag positgoy}

     c. FinalConsenant Extraffnetucality

        i¥) Invisibility to Copying

            Surface infb<al reduplicas kts as weM as swtffixal redxgplicants
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     ii¥) Invisibility to Syllabification

          Voicing neutralization of obstruents in word-finai coda position

in any fraxnework, stress or accent is assumed to be computed by metrical

structure. in fact, many people think that metrical structure is simply a device

for capturing the gocation of stress or accent in a particular ianguage or in a]l

languages. As a result, its precise nature has not been discrgssed in explicit

terms, except for pioneering and outstanding studies on the Metricai Stress

Theory. I have shown that the Metrical Stress "IEheory is one not only for

explaming the computation of stress distribution but also for discovering an

organizing principle of phonological systems themsekwes. The ceittral claixn of

Metrical Stress "IEheory is that metrtcal structure functions as an organvang

principle in the phonology of a particular language and even in the

phonological component of Universal Grammar, as discussed extensively in

sectien 3e2e2e1e
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Note to Chapter 4

  iIt6 and Mester (1995a, 1995b, to appear) are sole exceptions, as far asI

know, to this characterization in that they account for the phomological

distinction among word classes in Japag}ese and propose its LexicoR model

withinthe frai nework of Optimality Theory.
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Appendfix
PhoifkoiogScaA PrtmitXves a]mCg Wer¥(fi Endex

1. Pheg}ogogicag Primitives

  This section summarizes such phonological primitives as the phonemic

inventory of consonants and vowels, the co-occurrence restrictions on

consonant ciusters and vowel seqviences, the type of basic syMable templates,

                                                           eand the generalization of primaary accent. Its atm is to heip readers reexamine

the essentials ef Wirmebago phonology from a wider perspective by referring

to a variety of data given in section 2.

1.1. Phonemic Inventory (sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.3)

¥(1¥) Consonantallnventory

PlaceFeatures

MamerFeatures

[-gutt]

[-cor]

[+ant]

[-gutt]

[+cor]

[+ant]

[gutt]

[+cor]

[ant]

[-gutt]

[-cor]

[ant]

[+gutt]

[--cor]

[ant]

Labial Alveolar Palato-Alveolar Velar Glottal

[son][¢ont][-nas] Stop

[son][+cont][-nas] Fricative ,/.g/zx/gh
[+son][¢ont][+nas] Nasal

[+son][+cont][--nas] Glide

¥(2¥) Vocaliclrwentory

DepthFeatures

HeightFeatures

[-back] [+back]

[+high][-low]

[--high][-iow]
i/2U/ILI

a/e[-high][+low]
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1.2. Cooccurrence Restrictions (sections 2.5.2, 2.5.4, 3e2e3e1)

¥(3¥) Possible Consonant Clusters: CiC2

    a. Tautosyllabic Clusters: Word-mitial or Word-medial Position

      Ci voi celess ob struent + C2 voiced stop: sg, gg, xg, Vsl, xtf, kY , di, 6g, pg, etc.

                         + C2 voiceless fricative: ps,pg,ks,kg,ph, etc.

                         + C2 glottal stop: p',t',k',s', g",x',etc.

    b. Heterosynabic Clusters: Word-rne¥(iialPositien oniy

       Ci voicedobstrvient + C2 sonorant: br,gr,gr,ar, gn,gn,¥)blw,etc.

¥(4¥) PossibleVowel Sequences: ViV2

V2 i e u o a

Vg
a ai * * * fan

o
6i /ce * 6o

-oa

"a"lg.

'etsi
J,'

ue
1uu

-uo -ua

e
6i 1ee *

/eo
fea

i fi elle * el10 e-ka

le3e

¥(5¥)

Sy"abge Structure (cf. section 3.le3el)

Possible Syllable Types (V == vowel; C = consonant; and O = obstruent)

  a. Onset: C, CC,(¢)

    Nucleus: V, VV

    Coda: th , voiced O (word-medial), voiceless O (word-final)

  b. Light; V, CV,CCV, VC, ovO, CCVO

    Heavy: VV, CVV, CCVV,VVO, CVVO, CCVVO

  c. The minimal word is a heavy syllable.

  d. An onsetless syllabie, in principie, does not seem to be acceptable bvgt
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inserted by the glottal step in onset position, although there are a few

forms lacking the oitset consoitant like i/i "to live M89: 151' and ittt 'to

                                CL cc.
make M89: 151.' But they are thought of as rare cases where the

lack of the glottal stop is crucial for distingulshing･them from fi

Vmouth S43: 123' and ' u/tt. 'to do S43: 17, 47,' respectively.

1.4. Accentual Position (section 3.2.3.1)

¥(6¥) Generalization for Primary Accent

    In the case of words with more than two moras, primary accent falgs on

    the syllable contairmg the third mora, except for words whose second

    mora is epenthetic.

2. Word Index

  I gtve here lextcal and postlextcal items in alphabetical order, all of which

appeared and were discussed in the text of the previous chapters. Note that

the items are not transcribed by spe]aings just like EngMsh dictionaries but are

ljsted in phoitexnic representation, where 1¥) the glottal stop ' does not cownt as

an alphabet axkd 2¥) the nasahaed vowels g, ge, ge¥) ar}d the crowned consonants

¥(g, 2, 6, X g¥) are treated the same as their respective counterparts wtthotxt

the diacrttics. Note aaso that 3) the distinctioit in lexical status (i.e. Iexicai

items org the tmi-domain level vs. postiexical items off} the multi-domam gevel¥)

is made in hyphenation aitd that 4¥) althongh withn a singie domain stxbsidiairy

accent is iess premnent thanprimary or ay}y othersubsidiary accent

preceding, dueto the effect of down step, I transcribe alg subsidiafiry accents

with secondary one ar¥)d do not use terda2ry or quaternary oite here.

  The Mst, of course, refiects the tmportant results of the discugssion so far: a]1
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the items are syllabified and accented properly, and the positions of Dorsey's

Law vowels are shown explicitly by underlines. In that sense, the data are

somewhat revised af}d different from the ones indicated by the abbreviatioits

of data sources. But iteedless to say, the chief purpose for organizing this

index is 1¥) to gurantee the reliability and obiectivity of the data sources and

their English mearmgs, 2¥) to rnake it easier for readers to co] npare them with

those analysed here, and 3¥) to encottrage any further study on the phoftology

of Winnebago .

A
vaa

'aabU

v5aP

'6a -- Yi r6

'to say S43: 48, H95: 350'

gblossom S43: 67, 125'

'leai s43: 67, 125'

'to start saying S43: 48"

B
ba g5a xge

bo5ta

boi ks5p

book4

boo ka ga la.

boo pe/ res

boo pg nus
     c6
boo ra ta

boo gfpge

boo t5

'chicken S43: 35'

'I hit WE82; 317'

"I corne to M93: 119'

'to knock over M89: 152'

iobviousgy knockdown M89: 152'

'tosober up M89: 154V

'to hit at random M89: 149'

'you hit WE82: 317'

'because he shot it down S43: 64?

'he hits WE82: 317'



e

6da

baap

eaa hai 2a
       L
eaa h6i 2a
       L
e6e

6ee bgi

eeeb w5 hi

bee h6

e6ek

66ep

efi

bi naa gu
    CL
bif nak
    e
6ioi jbla' s

e# w2/

 ei wi 6i` wre

 T C =- C
 e6op

 eoo wi6 raj n4k

 eww gia g4 n4 pgb

E
 '6e

 v6e

 ef ee gr

'deer S43: 29, M93: 117"

'related S43: 57'

'a deerskin S43: 29, 78g

'a deer hom S43: 78'

'deer S43: 41'

"to consajgme S43: 34, 56, 67'

'he consumed something S43: 34'

'deer hom, buffalo hom S43: 41, 56, 67'

'new S43: 25, 33, 35, M93: 123'

Vfmished S43: 56"

'lodge, house, to iive S43: 33, 36, HWE80: 130"

"home roads S43: 57, 123V

'town M89: 152'

'tent M93: 121"

'sound M89: 149"

Vsound causing vibratgon M79: 26, M89: 149V

 'four, four-iegged S43: 59'

 Vthe geading-place S43: 29, 76e

 'kingbird cf. M81: 342V

'to say s43: 47, 122'

'this S43: 36, 63, 7s'

"here S43: 36, 63, 76. 78'

2a6



'ee lai

G,G
g6eg

 ee ,g' VNgr gr nN na gaja
     LC            4
gi ha

gt hu ha

 le
ggn,x

gi ka na ka nap

   vL cL
gi k4 n@ k4. n4 pg4 n#

 e e/gr pge sge

gi sa wa n6k
        L

 e/gr se we

gt ggaf pfa ne

       e
gi gib ggrk ng
       C- L
gt sd

gi sg

ghu

   y ?/guvej    sa

     -gnu na
     c

 -gyv,

     v7ggev ss4 n4

]gi-ifiI

h5a

haab e6k
 cc

'there S43: 36, 63, 76. 78"

'bow, arch S43: 120V

'he should not have deite it to him S43: 53, 136V

'to swing M89: 149'

'to wag its tat1 M89: 149'

'around S43: 71g

'shiny M89: 155'

'it is shilr}y M89: 170'

"enioyable S43: 66'

'to caim dowit sitimg M89: 150'

'to calm down M89: 150'

'he wiM stnke M93: 124'

'he must hEwe fallen cf. M93: 124g

gto husk M89: 149'

'upset M89: 149V

'to leove retuming here M89: 151"

Vto shoot repeatedly cf. M93: 124"

Vshe came S43: 66'

"to teach WE82: 31e'

he teaches (declarative) or taught WE82: 309"

"skin S43: 29, 61'

VMonday cf. M93: 123"

2g?



haa b6 ka hi
 C.t L

haab r5

h5ad

haae - t6e

haa h6
 cc
haa he' wi"

 cc
haa hi6 ka hi
 CL
h6ak

haak

haa ki tu Yik

haj.ap

haap6-

 h44 Pgti

     est hap pg

 haa pg ru6

      i haa sti
     L
 ha e"a

 ha e"a k6' re

    c-
 ha 6.g!g Ya

 ha egYa- k4 nga g5

     /vha go ree z4

ha go re/i ip

ha gu6 hi

ha gds
   6
ha gu sg6 na
    L aC

  gevery day S43: 125'

  'the day, the light S43: 18, 40, 65'

  'I eat M93: 123'

  'I go to eat cf. M93: 123'

  'night S43: 58'

  'moon S43: 58, 123'

  Tevery night S43: 62'

  'rear part M89: 149'

  'woodchuck M89: 149'

  'I pull taut HWE80: 118, 120, 126"

  'day S43: 40, 66, M93: 123'

  'I waited for htm S43: 8, 11'

  Vdawn S43: 56"

   'good day cf. S43: 66V

   'common elder M89: 154V

   'strawberry S43: 65'

   YI see I-IWE80: 123'

   'with difficulty M89: 154"

   'where S43: 36, WE82: 309"

--
 nf.iP

   'where did Kungega swn? WE82: 309'

   'sometime in the future S43: 76'

   Ssometix] kes S43: 63, 67"

   'to go to get S43: 79"

   "I teach WE82: 309"

   VI teach (declarative) or taught WE82: 309T

2gg



ha ke we h6 gge

hafa'

haYa./a.k

haYap!

ha Yai - p.{!

ha ki rd Sik

ha n5a6
 - cc
hanaj@ te 'e

ha ng

ha iti ng 2rki gge

    /ha ajp

ha ni pga na
   C L C-
hap6e na
       4
ha ra ealD ra

ha ra gi"n4'g. tie

 ha ra k6 ra gt n4i.

 ha ra ki gu rvg lj'ik

 ha ra kii gy ru Ylkg4 n4

 ha ra p6

 ha ra pe!e n4

 ha ra pe/ ge

 h4 ra p6 gge nll

 ha ru wajk

 ha s4 Ye/ fa

 ha gYai

 h6e

"six times perhaps S43: 135"

"to see, he sees S43: 47, M79: 31, 32, ewE80: 123'

Yhe (moving) saw S43: 10, 11, 47'

"good-gookmg S43: 122, 123'

'able to see S43: 122'

'to puM taut, he pulls tatgt I{WE80: 126"

'aM S43: 67'

'aM this S43: 66v

'to have S43; 57, 67'

"if it rans on you S43: 48'

'I srm WE82: 309, 310'

VI swim (declarative) or I swairn WE82: 309, 310'

ihe was watimg for hii n S43: 12'

'the taste M79: 28'

'you wilg suffer for it S43: 49, 139'

 'you are going to fast for it S43: 49?

 gyou pupt taut EgrwEso: 126v

 'youpdi tatu ldec]aiattve¥) erycu pul]ed tawt ]rwE80: 126"

 'you waked for him S43: 10"

 'you were waiimg for htm S43: 10, 12"

 Vbecause you waited for im S43: 10, 12e

 Vyou waked for im ahready S43: 10"

 'eight S43: 11'

 'on the far side M79: 28'

 eyou see HWE80: 123'

 Vhom S43: 41"
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hee n6 ga
    c
hee n4 ga - ha egli Ya

hee pgg`

     4
herei

he ri5 n4 ga

hi3 b6 gip
 cc
hi 'af ri

hi ea k6 ro

hi 'e nf Ze

     c
hi gaf ra n4 gNa

hi hag r6' gt

iir]k.fk

aji.a

hii Xu go ki rd sge

hiYev/" ra

hi ko ro h6

hi ko r6o ke

hi klEt ru nt

hi naa nak
   LCL. C
hi nfk

 Z4
aj ny g5

hi npt g¥(lu na

hi nvg w6 6ek

    /hin"k
   c

   "Heewaga ¥(person mme, secondrbom sQni WE82: so8, 309'

       c
  le- ngip
  CL
   'where did I{eenaga swim? WE82: 309g
                L

22e

'to sneene S43: 70'

Vto be, he is S43: 10, 22'

he was and S43: 75'

'you and I shot hiin down S43: 28, 29'

Ythe father S43: 78'

'frieitd closer than brother S43: 35

'he did not find it S43: 28'

'they said to htm and S43: 53'

"on top S43: 13, 60'

Sto do S43: 34, 56'

"to suck S43: 34'

'double`harreledSbotgtm af. M79: 28, }-ewE80: 117, ms1: 341'

'more, bigger S43: 36, 63'

'to prepare, dress, he prepares S43: 35, 48,

 M79: 30, 39, ]ewE80: 128, M89: 155V

 ggreat gra] idmother, female ancestor S43: 35"

 'tangledM89: 155"

 'we (sitting) sgept S43: 11'

 'I am small S43; 6il, 121"

"H!r¥)yga mmn mame, iksttm danghteri WE82: 308"

 "the woman came cf. S43: 66i

 'young woman, virgin S43; 42, 57e

 Ywoman S43: 42, 123e



hi ngk - e6ap

hi pe re/s

hipere's-roogd
            c
hi pi rak

hi ra k6 ro hb'

hi ra k6 ro h6 ni

            L
hi ra k6 ro h6 ng ra

     -e
     -Nhi ra pe rez ni naa ma
          C CL                c
hi ra t'6 t'a gh ita kga na

         "C･- C TC

hi ra t'ef tie

hi ra w6 har ra

hi ro kf ya pQ ro kgeN

hi ru6 kkg

      c
hi ru k6 na na
     -Er c c
hi rrg pt nir

     CL
hi gsti

hi sta stf

hi t'a tVafak

hi t'a t"5 -Yi r6

hi t'6

hi t"e6 ki ra6

hi t"e tVe/

hi t"e t'6e na

hi tve t'6i re

Vone's own sister S43: 57V

Vto lmow S43: 40, 71, M79: 26, M89: 154, M93: Xll'

'he wanted to know cf. S43: 40'

'belt M79: 28, M89: 152'

'you prepare, dress EEWE8e: 128"

'you dongt prepare HV87: 31'

'the fact that you don't prepare H90: 149"

'you would mot know S43: 53, 144"

'you are talking HWE80: 130, H85: 428'

'you speak WE82: 316'

'the license M79: 28'

"he ropted them up S43: 29, 689

VI used it S43: 74'

boss M81: 342, M93: IXI-112'

"to twist M89: 154, M93: 111"

'face S43: 57e

'eye S43: 57, M79: 28V

'he (lying) talked S43: 10, 11, 47e

'he staned to talk S43: 74'

'to speak M79: 28'

"to speak ditferent languages S43: 67'

"to speak, to speak repeatedly S43: 9, XO, 47,

MI89: 149, WE82: 316e

"speak (decgairative), spoke, he spoke WE82: 316"

"they speak M79: 29"
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hi t'e t'6 -Yi re/ 'he started to talk S43: 74'

]ti wgx 'to ask M89: 152'

hi ta 'one S43: 29, 50, 67, 76, 78, 79, M79: 28"

hi 2g kk 6g ggu n¥) 'nine M79: 25e

hi2e. kfi eg ggungel ng gh

                  'nine and M79: 25'

ho ei 6i/ nik

   c v- c
ho gi mb 2a

hoiX]Y
2!

hoikEwe

ho Yis4 n4

ho ka hi

ho kga wa ne/ ge

ho ki t"eZ

      1 'sho ki wa ro ke

ho ki wa hax rb

ho kia ke/ ya g6p

   iho nip
   c
hoo e4k

hoo 6ajg ra

hoo '6 'o kb

ho ra ]ti t"e

      fho ra ngp

ho r6k

hg r6k - ""y

ho ga wa 26

rboy HWE 80: 118'

'one hundred S43: 36'

'fuen S43: 78Y

'toenter M79: 27, M89: 167'

'recently M89: 154'

"every S43: 79, 82, 125e

'so that he could come in L45: 6, Hg95: 156'

'totaik to, he speaks to HWE80: 121"

"swing M79: 28'

gthe liceitse M79: 28'

'wild pgants S43: 29, 59, 67"

'he swms bo it WE82: 317'

Winnebage M79: 27"

'the Wtmebago M79: 27'

Vowl S43: 35e

"you talk to, you speak to E-rwE8e: X2Xe

Vyovg swim in it WE82: 317'

eto be a member o£ to join Si33; 17, k06"

'tojoin S43: 17, 67'

'yeu are ili, sick I-rwE80: 125, M89: 155'
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223
ho sg56

       iho si ni ra
   Uc
ho Vxg6 ka hi

   L

     VIho wa za

howe/

htucv

hUu

hdu

huu g6sV

'playground M89: 152e

ein the cold S43: 143'

Vwhenever you do it S43: 79V

'to be i[k, sick I-IWE80: 125"

'swollen S43: 22'

'butt eitd, foot of tree Sag3: 36, 71'

'leg S43: 120"

'to come s43: 67, 12s"

'bow-legged S43: 120'

I

e'e

2g

vti

viing

j

im

Yaa grt ra pih gi ni gl

        cc r             4
Yi ke r6

Si rei

YuuYiik

'to live M89: 151"

'mouth S43: 123V

'sa]iva S43: 123"

'frozen M93: 117g

'whatever good things yovg have S43: 62'

'to become M79: 27, M89: 167?

'to start Szl3: 48, 74, 108, 122V

'tender M79: 29'

K
   -mp n@k

k4 ngeg sge-

      -ka ra 6ga
      L

'to marry M89: 149, M93: 124e

'he may have it ka rried cf. M93: 124"

'to drink oneVs own M89: 151"



ka r5i re

k'6'e

ker6

ke re YRgx sep

ke re k6 reg

ke re pa na

      ec
ke riak

ki6s

kfi z6

ki n" gri

ki rfi na

 -cki rt kfn"s

     iki rt nii na

 - CC L
kie!e

ksaa6

k"s6e

kgfi

       /k¥ nv ga

kp ru gfp

kggv

M
maja.

 m4g 6af re

m@4 e6

 mgg 66i gop

'they leave returiting M79: 29, M89: 150"

'to dig M93: 115'

'to leave retvtrnimg M79: 26, 27, 29, M89: 150, 167'

'Black Hawk M79: 30, M89: 154"

'colorful M79: 26'

'ten M79: 27, M89: 167V

'he (moving) barked S43: 75'

'to flee in fear S43: 36"

'fight M79: 31, H95: 356'

'to come backV

"he returned H90: 149'

'strtped, spotted S43: 33, 67"

ehe did not retum S43: 47'

'revenge M93: 117'

'stiff M93: 117e

'appge M93: 117'

'S43: weak'

VK/ymr{igga (pmrson rmme, first,bom scut) WE82: 30& 309'

etopdi down one's own S43: 45, M89: 151"

"to make one's own M89: 15i'

"earth S43: 36, 61, 79, M79: 28, M89: 149'

'they cut a piece off M79: 29, M89: 150'

"to cut a piece off M89: 150'

?to have grizZly bear power S43: 79V
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     !mg{ n2

     4emge n3 n2

m@4 p6 re

     /; Nm@4 pa ra n4

maa r66
 cc
    v/ vm#g sarac

m44 t5e

mai t6 wu sht ra
  vc

mi 6 nak
 LL C
rngkk

 "
mii kga! na
  Lc -ur- g

N
ngq

ngg ga/"

   -enaa a CC d
     7naa gu
 c"
n44 hai 6i

naj@k

naa kg6 na
      L eL.  uL

     /g       anaa Ra
  ec c
  -' naap
  cc

     / naa paa
     C4  cc
 n4 aj ge

   / mpaw#
 npa wa4k

Vto waik S43: 33'

Yto walk a Mttle S43: 33Y

"to slice thn Msg: lso'

'he could slice thin M89: 150g

'toprornise S43: 106, HWE80: 127'

'you promise S43: 106, HWE80: 127,

"I promise HWE80: 127'

YMay Miner 81: 342'

'I sit IHWE80: 130'

'to lie down WE82: 310V

"he lay down WE82: 309'

'wood s43: 12o'

etoweigh I{WE80: 121"

"I weigh HWE80: 121'

"road S43; 59, 61'

'bark house S43: 125'

'to run S43: 71, WE82: 310'

"he ran WE82: 309'

'you weigh HWE80: 121'

'hand S43: 71'

'basket S43: 120"

'I took him away S43: 73'

'I saRg S43: 8, 10, 12, 105'

'he (lying) sang S43: 10, 11'

M89: ls4'

2as



     1naa waa na
 ec gL C
     /ngg w@ ge

  e /Venai wa cgls
 LV
 e Y!'Pi!eja

nieS5- nii pga/ na
           -c- c       CL c
nfci

r4'gp

aj!- pg4 n4

ptg pg4 nq

 ee vl 'Nngs ps4n@ ge

ajyu geiu

ni kgikgi'ni kia n>e na
                  4 C- CL ee -na oi sa

 cc
    Vlnuug ra
  cc
nuvg rfnl!k

P
p44

p4@ p6e

 pe{ip.{ip. p'Eil6

 paa gi6YeNe na

 p4 n6

       iSt mp n@ P2-

     /Ke p4 n4- ng

 pa ra gti 6ge
       `
    / paras

'he was singing S43: 10, 12"

'because he sang S43: 10"

'saw (n) M93: 119'

'river WE82: 309'

'he swam in the xriver WE82: 309'

'water, ljqmid S43: 60, 123, M89: X49, 150'

'to swim WE82: 309, 310'

'swim (declarative) or swamWE82: 309

"he swtrns (declarative) or he swam WE82: 309'

'because he swam cf. S43: 64'

Yrainy weather S43: 125Y

"it wil1 not be weak for you S43: 41'

'fadedM93: X21'

'the ear S43; 64, 121'

"I am deaf S43: 64, 121'

'sack S43: 120'

'sofr M79: 29"

"to give to the tovgch M93: 115'

el (standing) danced S43: 51"

"te smeza S43: 123'

"sweat-smelmg S43: 14, 123'

'able to have an edor S43: 14, 123'

'information M89: 154'

efiat, broad S43: 7X, M79: 27, 29, 3e, M89: 167?
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     -pa ra pa ras

  vlpa sl

     !pa gi nqk

pa 26k

p6ed

   v!pee¥) nl
     4
   V lvpeer wac

 le
plg
 cg

   -poro

      !pg ro pQ ro

      /pg ro poo ro

psf6

Ps.tcv

  ee !Vpsgg. ps.gc

      7psii psi6
  Cd c
pgoo pg66

'wide M79: 29'

'I dance S43: 46'

VI dance sitting S43: 50'

'I mash cf. HWE80: 130'

'fire S43: 25, M79: 31, M89: 150, M93: 123, 124'

'whiskey M89: 150'

'locomotive cf. M89: 150, M93: 123'

Vgood, to be able S43: 66, 113'

'spherical S43: 70"

'sphericag M79: 26, M89: 155'

'sphertcal M89: 154'

'to spray S43: 70'

'to sway S43: 70'

'awkward M79: 29'

'smaN change M93: 117'

'fine M93: 117'
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R
raabiaj

raa g5 k4 n4 ggb

r5ap

ra 6gaj

ra 6ga 6ga

    cc
ra ke re ki"ai ne

        "

        cc
   `ra ngp
   c

ra ke re kiti na hbe na
                 e

'a beaver S43: 67V

"ant M81: 342'

ebeaver S43: 67, HWE80: 130"

'to drink M89: 149, 151"

'to drink repeatedly M89: 149'

'you Wmu retum S43: 138'

"you wi]1 go home S43: 47'

Vyou srm WE82: 309, 310'



ra ni pga na

   e eC
re/

e

ree 66wa

    /roogV

    -roo ke we

roo r5 kp w6

   /ru gas

ru pi rfg

  vgru SIP

rdus

rku,v

ru xg ru k6

        7ru xu ru k'e

s,g

    l V3saa ngg ru jgp

    cc
ga r6

ga ra gA ra

 v vl sawa sl

ga wa 26k

 ga wa Z6 kYg

 g"Efe

 g'ee g"6

   /v se rec

 ge r6e

 sgha

                                      228
'you swim (declarative) or you swam WE82: 309, 310g

'to go M89: 151, M93: 113"

'navel S43: 35'

Vtowant S43: 40'

gto dress, paint face S43: 13, M79: 30"

Yyou dressed him S43: 13'

'to tear M89: 151'

'curl M79: 27'

"to pull down S43: 45, M89: 151, M93: 113Y

"to take S43: 71V

'to drop S43: 71'

'because he earns it S43: 64'

Vhe often earns it cf. S43: 65'

"unbalanced S43: 125"

Vbald S43: 33, M79: 29, M89: 149'

foald in spots S43: 13, 33, M79: 29, M89: 149V

Vyou dance M89: 151"

'you fi nash ]ewE80: 124, M89: 153'

'you mash hard M89: 154?

"to leak, to drip S43: 71, M93: 115'

"to drip M79: 29'

'long M79: 27'

"you go cf. M89: 151i

'white M89: 152, M93; 117, 120"



  -Vsgaac

      -sgaa sgap

gghu

g.i 4.i gextYg

sft

s,gij

s'ft

g'
3i

/f

sgn.g`

gtaak

st6e

g6o

g6o6

go r6g

stoo hi

s-u ru gas

'e-su ru xe

gu ru x6 ruk

g]a ru xg ru kli sge

stiu

gvy gr!nvk

ggvk

gvv kef te

T
    ftaa na

'to play M79: 31, M93: 117"

'sticky M79: 29Y

'you leave returning here M89: 151"

'I aim clumsy M93: 121'

"leg, foot M89: 149, M93: 117, 119'

Vftver M89: 149'

'for a long ttme M93: 115i

Vyeu live M89: 151"

'cold M79: 29, M89: 149V

Vwam. M93: X17"

'you die S43: 112, M89: 151"

'to spit S43: 71"

'foggy S43: 71'

'deep M89: 153, M93: 112'

'gather M93: 117'

vyou tear M89: 151'

"you ran after hn S43; 9'

Vyou earn, you are able M79: 3e, 33, M89: 154"

'ifyou skxcceed, if yeu reach there S43: 48V

'seed S43: 57'

'female dog S43: 123V

Vdog S43: 42, 68, 123"

Vhorse S43: 42, 68'

VI could go M89: 150'
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    -taa itg

taa ni6 iu
    "
taa ng' z"u

taa n{ iu ra

    c
t"4a pgdu

tV44 nfg/4 re

taa wi sYiaN n@ ga

t6e

t'e/e

te Ye!

tee la/ na go pge

t'ee ki4 ne

tu gfp

t'ptyp

U
TniCV

gv

 ,ptV

W
Wda

waa6

      /e W94 ga n2

      el w@.a gr4

       f wgggng wa

Vtoput S43: 58'

'to offer tobacco S43: 58'

'sugar M89: 152'

"the sugar M89: 152"

'tojump down S43: 56,122"

'this one that jumped down S43: 42'

'it was very dry S43: 65Y

VI go S43: 79, M89: 150, M93: 123'

Vto die M79: 28, M89: 151'

gthis S43: zli,7, 66V

'pelican cf. M81: 342V

'he would die S43: 48, 65, 137'

'I puli down S43: 45V

Vto put something leng M93; 115'

'lower end S43: 36, 71'

"to rRake M89: 151'

Vto do S43: 17, 47e

esnow M89: 152"

boat M89: 15o"

'to be a man S43: 57, 125'

Va man S43: 67, 79"

'that maru sitimg M79: 27, M81: 342, M93: 111V
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wapgw6 go geN

wa4k

waa kf t'e

wap kgig n4 gti

w@@ kgfgo '2"a gg aj

w4@ kgfk'l2

     lwaa n!p

waa p6 ro wt

     INwaapgropQro

  /waas

      -'waa sgio ke re

wa6'kx
     L
     iwaa z2

     !ewaazl zg
     LL
wa 66k

   e7Nwar pe re sga

   y /'
waje

wa gi gf

    "6

wag

rh

       Ngl gga pYcgi 2e re

      "c

.i gt gi g'ga pgaj 2e rea n4 ga

wa ki rf

wa ks rf-}6op

wa ki ri kfrik

       iwa ki ri pa ras

        /Nwa ktu pg ro pg ro
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brave man S43: 57'

'mn S43: 56, M79: 2Z HWE80: 130, IM81: 342, M93: 111F

'I speak to HWE80: 121e

"path (Indian Road) S43: 58V

yyour mfe sz13: 62e

'to live S43: 124'

'I swn in it WE82: 317'

fsmowbaM making M79: 30'

Vsnowball M79: 30'

'breast S43: 34'

Ywalter S43: 76V

VI do E[WE80; 129'

"to suckie S43: 34"

Vto suckie a ifttle at a ttme S43: 34'

"something new, young S43: 35, 42, 112'

'lmen M79: 28V

'dress HWE80: 118, M89: 152'

N

'baseball player M79: 25'

 N ･N
loasebalit player and M79: 25"

'insect, smasu amal S43: 59'

"imrd S43: 59.e

 'slippery elm M89: 155'

Vfiat bug, cockroach M79: 30, HWE80: 131, M89: 155"

 Vspherical bug EifWE80: 131, M89: 155V



wa ma ng ke
    fr c
wa nik

wa ng ajk

wa n2eg n.{k

    e e7wa ngg nag ra
    CL
    Y e7wa ra} ]rg4 nge ga

      7wa ra re

   fwa re

     V-wa re cawa

    y/wa ruj ra

    y/ ･vwa rur roo zut

   vYwa sl

wa gi5 haag wt
       CL
wa gi5k

wa gf- ki ri gr!

waginak
      c
wa go ge'

       -wa s¥ nv

wa vftg5 kge

   "e
   e/wa v ngggra

    e el
waxm
wa 2ai Ya

wa26k

wee e62 Ya

wia ge! phim

vthiefM89: 149'

'bird M89: 150'

"little bird S43: 68, M89: 152"

'little bird M89: 150"

'the little bird M89: 150"

'you do not eat and S43: 53V

'work!M89: 150'

'to work M89: 15e'

'twins S43: 35'

'the food S43: 59'

'dish of food S43: 59'

'to dance S43: 46, M89: 151"

'they (moving) danced S43: 51fi

he was dartcing S43: 47, 76'

Vto ceme back dancing S43: 58'

Vto dance sitting S43: 50"

'brave M79: 31,'H95: 356"

'to spit reast M79: 27, M89: X67"

he (movbog) did it S43: 72"

gones who do this, what they do,

what they wartt S43: 50, 54, 142, 144"

"to squash M89: 152e

"where it was wiped S43: 75, 109'

Vto mash HWE8e: 124, 130"

Vwhere it was foided S43: 109"

'sunrise S43: 17, 67'
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wt ha g5
   e
wii

wii r6 gv sVge

    -Nwii ra gvg gge ra
      c
wii ra gcg ggb ra

      4
wii ria pe rbe ste

wi yaak

wi Yug nt"ik

wi Yug w64k

  ee -wrol re

  ee / eNki Nwrol re gle re ra

      -' Xwoo gcgz ra nag re

     c"
woo xei te hi

'Wihaga (person name, secendrbom daugtiter) WE82; so8'

   c

'sun S43: 58'

'star S43: 58'

'the stairs M79: 28V

'}-IWE80: 117V

'you wiXl geam this S43: 49, 65, 75"

'cat WE82: 313"

'small,cat WE82: 313'

'male cat, male weasel S43: 57g

'west S43: 28, 124, M93: 121"

"the west S43: 7s'

'this creation S43: 48, 52, 142'

'to love S43: 35'
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xaa pg6 ngk

x"6e

 ev-xeexe
xe t6

xg@@ sak

xg2`!k

 ･Y 1'x3 an nge ne

xo 6ge/

xg ro YiZke

'rapidly S43: 67'

'to drip (thin liquids) S43: 33, 71, M93: 115'

"to drop earnings S43: 33, 71'

big S43: 22, 35, 42, 59, 68'

'energetic M93: 117'

eto drEwv out fluid S43: 70'

"yesterday M89: 152, M93: 117"

"gray S43: 58'

'hollow M89: i54'
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Y
yaa k6 ro hb

yaa t"6 tee

'I prepare, dress EIWE80: 128"

VI speak WE82: 316'

zZ
zii 'yeMow, brewn M89: 152, M93: 117, 119, 120'

hi g6 ga n.i xtg" 'e6 ra wb ga ra wi6 ge

                    ?Don't ever go that way again! S43: 78g

Zoo Z6k Vslippery M79: 29V

  'lhe above stst lacks groups with such initials as C, D, E L L, Q, and V,

simply because they are not included in the phonemgc inventory of this

language, as is cgear from (1). Caretu readers might atso find that words

begrm with O are not observed in this list, either, akhough (2) sa-irely

indicates that it is a phoneme. 'Ihis seems to be an accidental gap, since b can

appear word-mediaeny, as in hoo 6 b kb 'owl S43: 35'; or for that su}atter, we

can find onjy a few vowel-mitial syilables er words, as compared to

censonant-mitial ones. This may be one of the examples showing the

distorted distrubution in the segmental systern or the geg}eral tendeRcy to

resist to an onsetless word or sysuable (cf. (5d)). Moreover, among the

consonant-mitial syMables or words, there is also a clear aswmetry in word

frequency: we often find h-mitial and w--initial ones, whiRe ykmitial ones a]re

quite rare even in other data sources. A productive case of yumitiag words Es

the furst-persen, sititgular form of verbs which begin wtth hi- uaderlyingiy, as

in yaa k6 ro hb "I prepare, dress i-IWE80: 128" (< /hi-44-kreho/) as ed yaa t5 fe
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'I speak WE82: 316e (< /hi-lLt-t'et'e/). Here, the first-persoft, singugar marker

is rha-, as double underhnes show, which fajgnctions as an infix and causes a

phonological change with hi-, resulting in yaa. See section 2.6.5.
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